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Iron out the little problems...

A general purpose iron also with a ceramic and steel
shaft to give you toughness combined with near -perfect
insulation. Fitted with 1/8" bit and priced at £4.15
inclusive of VAT and PAP. Range at 4 omer bits
available.

Model CX -17 watts
mil

--A1M11161111,
... a miniature iron with the element enclosed first in a
ceraratr. then in a stainless steel. Virtually leak.
free. 2" long. Fitted clota 3/32" bit
£4.15 lrousive of VAT and P .3P. Range of 5 other bits
available from 1.1" down to 3/64"

i.."

Model SK3 Kit Model SK4 Kit

Contains both
the model
CX230 '

,

soldering iron
and Me stand
ST3 Priced
at 05.99
inclusive of
VAT and P &P
It makes en
excellent
present for me
radio amateur.
modelmaker
Or hobbyist

WM the
model
X25/240
general
purpose iron
and the ST3
stand. this
kit is a must
for every
toolkit in the
home. Priced
at £5.99
inclusrie of
VAT and
P &P

Model SKI Kit

110E*,.
This kit contains a t5wan

com-
plete with 2 spare bits. a coil of

miniature soldering iron.

solder. a heat sink and a booklet
*How to sokler. Priced at 06.48 inclus-

ive of VAT and P &P

Model MLX Kit
The soldedng iron in this kit
can be operated from any
on:briar/car battery. It is fitted
with 15feet flexible cable and
batterychps. Packed in a on
plastic envelope it can be leTt
in a cat, a boat or a caravan.
ready for soldering in the field

Price 04.83 inclusrve at

VAT and P 8P

Model TCSU1 Soldering Station

The TCSU1 soldering station with either the XTC
50watt-24/26volt soldering iron or the CTC35watt,
soldering iron for DM point precision and exceptionally
fast recovery time
We have put at least twice as much power into irons
winch are already well known for good recovery time.
The temperature control stops them from over4leanni2i
the laitsale" electronic circuit provides protection
even it me thermocouple tails.
TCSU1 soldering station £52.65. XTC and CTC irons
£14.85 inclusive of VAT and PAP.

...with Antex
The ANTEX multi purpose range of soldering
equipment is fast becoming a must for every
home. Built with precision for long life, each
iron is fully tested and guaranteed.
ANTEX soldering irons are made in England
to strict local and international standards
of safety. I°
Our name for reliability is spreading 0
from all over Europe to U.S.A.

tacs\to Japan and to many other I se
countries. o \(

Stocked by many wholesalers andi
retailers or direct from us If

cs`'you are desperate. \,
z:()

00,

Mayflower House, Armada Way, e
00

e \
Plymouth, Devon.

,
,4,4,-

4s
ast

Name
e

Tel: 0752 67377/8 , R \t- .c6z 0
Telex: 45296 Antex Ltd. Freepost, Plymouth PL1 1SR Tel 0752 67377 E EX,



LOOK! Here how you
master electronics.
....the practical way.

Build an
oscilloscope.

As the first stage of your training, you
actually build your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test
instrument that you will need not only
for the course's practical experiments, but
also later if you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the profession. It
remains your property and represents a
very large saving over buying a similar
piece of essential equipment.

This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.

You learn the practical way in easy steps
mastering all the essentials of your hobby or to
further your career in electronics or as a self-
employed electronics engineer.

All the training can be carried out in the
comfort of your own home and at your own
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can
write, at any time, for advice or help during
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of
every course.

T

2Read, draw and
understand
circuit diagrams.

In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams, under-
stand the very fundamentals of television,
radio, computors and countless other
electronic devices and their servicing
procedures.

3 Carryout over
40 experuper
on basic circuits.

We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of different
circuits and turn the information gained
into a working knowledge of testing,
servicing and maintaining all types of
electronic equipment, radio. t.v etc.

All students enrolling in our courses receive
a free circuit board originating from a
computer and containing many different
components that can be used in experiments
and provide an excellent example of current
electronic practice.

IMM =MI IBM MIMI 11 MEM IMM M=I MEI MEI MIMI NM
To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new, exciting and absorbing way, just clip the
coupon for a free colour brochure and full details of enrolment.

British National Radio & Electronic School I
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
ADDRESS EEP

Block caps please
MIN NMI MEM MIMI MN NM IMO 11111 NM NM MN MB 1111E1 OEM
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"EDUCATIONAL KITS OF
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY"

(AUDIO magazine)

THIS IS A POWERFUL
RADIO RECEIVER!

The same kit is also 150 other different
actual working projects e.g.:

Computer & Logic Circuits,
Electronic Organ, Timer, Light
Control, Agility Tester, Lie
Detector, Siren, Horn, Buzzer,
Bird. Metronome.
Cds cell light & sound control,
Photogun, Light Oscillator,
Light Switch, Light and Sound
Morse Code.
Field Strength Meter,
Hygrometer, Sphygometer, Etc.,
Etc.

Radio Receiver, Transmitter,
Amplifier, Audio Generator,
Signal Tracer & Injector,
Continuity Tester, Telegraph.
Photoradio Receiver. Radio
ReceiveriMIcrophone Mixer.
Illuminometer, Voltmeter,
Ammeter, Sound Level Meter,
Ohmmeter, Diode & Transistor
Tester, Transparency Indicator,
Etc., Etc.

The above is just a selection of the circuits available-
you can also design your own circuits with these superb
new Denshi-Gakken "EX" construction kits.
No previous experience of electronics is required but
You learn as you construct and have a great deal of fun
too. The kits are completely safe for anyone to use.
Kits are complete with very extensive construction
manuals PLUS Hamlyn's "All -Colour" 160 page book
"Electronics" (free of charge whilst stocks last).

ALL KITS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED. Add-
on sets (to increase the scope of each kit) are
available, plus spares and accessories as required.
150 PROJECT KIT £39.75 60 PROJECT KIT £25.75

120 PROJECT KIT £33.75 30 PROJECT KIT £18.95

100 PROJECT KIT £29.25 15 PROJECT KIT £16.75

Prices include educational manuals, free book, VAT,
p & p (in the U.K.), free introduction to the British
Amateur Electronics Club.

Callers at 20 Bride Lane will be very welcome.
Trade and Educational enquiries invited.

ChequelP.O.iBarclaycard/Access No. (or lip for illus-
strated literature) to DEPT. EE.

ELECTRONI-KIT
20 BRIDE LANE, LUDGATE CIRCUS,

LONDON, EC4Y 8DX (01-353 6430)

\.-
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Our new 1978 catalogue lists circuit boards for all
your projects, from good old Veroboard through
to specialised boards for ICs. And we've got
accessories, module systems, cases and boxes -
everything you need to give your equipment the
quality you demand. Send 25p to cover post and
packing, and the catalogue's yours.

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD. RETAIL DEPT.
Industrial Estate, Chandlers Ford, Hants. SO5 3ZR

Telephone Chandlers Ford (04215) 2956

BUILD A
S YNTHESISER!

NoSPECIAL SKILLS REQUIREDSPECIAL EQUIPMENT

A A

4 4444=44(4

Using Dewtron (Reg'd)

PROFESSIONAL MODULES

Over 20 different electronic modules to select what YOU want to
build a synthesiser; simple or complex. Start simple and add to it
as you can afford. New attractive prices for the long -popular, well -
tried range of Dewtron synthesiser and other effects modules.

Send 25p for Musical Miracles Catalogue NOW!

D.E.W. LTD.
254 RINGWOOD ROAD, FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9AR
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IT'S FREE
Our monthly Advance Advertising Bargains List gives
details of bargains arriving or just arrived -often bargains
which sell out before our advertisement can appear -it's
an Interesting list ono It's free -just send S.A.E. Below
are a few of the Bargains still available from previous

Advance Board No. 70065. A modern fibre glass circuit
board made for computer but never issued, all components
can be assumed perfect. Major items:- 8 transistors type
BC 107, 8 transistors type BC 212, 9 miniature diodes. 4 preset
vsriable pots. A 200UF63v capacitor, 2 47UF 40 volt capacitors,
2 220UF 10 volt capacitors, 1 1UF 63 volt capacitor, 50 assorted
resistors 5, 0 watt. Board size approx. 5 > 45". Most compo-
nents can be removed with working length leads £1.
Telephone Answering Machine. Used, but we understand
are in good working order, however, we can supply only for
breaking up -they are not to be used for telephone answering.
They contain: 4 pole tape motor, twin capstans with heavy
flywheels. 4 record -playback heads, erase head, tape sPoolS
to take standard reels, tape guides and solenoid operated
brake, 8 piano key type switching and control mechanism,
tape used counter, elliptical speaker, 2 solenoids. 9 pin plug
and socket. 36 pin plug and socket. 5 Circuit boards containing
varied assortment of transistors in small parts. All the above
mentioned components are mounted In the main chassis and
there Is a sub chassis with 5 miniature 4 pole relays, ferrite
transformer, 4 Iron cored transformers, 5 variable pots, 35
transistors, over 300 various resistors, capacitors, diodes,
etc.. full wave rectifier panel, 4 way push dean wire connec-
tion block, two way ditto, stereo input socket, 3 push in neon
bulbs, lid switch. 4 electrolytiC capacitors, 2 power output
transistors. The unit is nicely cased size about 27" 10" 6"
and should be suitable for conversion to open reel tape re-
corder, background music machine, echo chamber etc. etc.
price £12-25.
High Voltage Mains Transformer. Normal mains primary,
secondary by our measuring equipment is 8KV apprOx. at
5 ma. We are Offering these at a bargain price of £475. Our
ref, no. TM45.
Smith's Blower. Snail shape with exterior motor, oblong
outlet size 45" s 15" approx.. paddle type air rotor coupled to
mains induction motor, with anti vibration mountinos overall
size of fan approx 45" high s 65" wide s 45" diameter. £5
Torrin Blower. Snail type similar but smaller to above.
aperture size 20" s 15" approx. Normal mains induction motor
overall size 55" high s Sr wide s 55" diameter.
High Voltage Capacitors. 80nf 5KV working ex equipment
but with useable length leads. Normally a very expensive
capacitor. our price 25p + 2p each.
Flex Bargain. 3 Core (standard colour coding) black outer
pvc cover, all made from heat resistant plastic. Suitable for
connecting direct to heating appliances but being tougher
than usual it is ideal also for extension leads especially
outdoor ones. 5mm conductors so suitable for up to 7-5 amp
100 met coll. price £110-95.
1/3rd rev per minute mains driven motor. 2 watts also
Suitable only for timers or Other lightweight operations,
price £2.70.
Moving Cell Panel Meter. 74 mA fsd. 25" diameter this is
an ex government item and the scale is headed Radiation,
limited quantity available £1.89.
15A Clock Switch. 12 hour type as fitted to cookers. This
comprises a normal continuously running clock coupled
to 25 amp switches with levers for setting times plus a
further minute minder bell switching up to 60 minutes. Less
knobs which can be quite easily made from plastic rod. Size
approx. 70" wide. 35" high, 3" deep. £2-12.
Mains Relay single screw fining open type with single 10
amp changeover ccntact as equipment with oJr usual guaran-
tee price top + 4p. 10 for 4.5-1-40p.
Adjustable Air Thermostat with 15 amp contacts. spindle
protrudes enough for normal type knob. can be easily assess-
able. screw enables these to be set for normal air temperatures
30-80'F or lower or higher. 50p+40 each, 10 for £4.50+36p.
Car Speakers. bargain this month eliptical, 4 ohm size
price £1  50 plus 19p, post 60P.
Immersion Heater thermostats made by Satchwell 7". 11"
and 17" length standard fit In most immersion heaters, £2.10.
Thermostat Pocket. To fit the above thermostat into a tank
without heater then you need a pocket to hold the thermostat.
18" long threaded complete with nut and washer, price £1.62
-also available 8" long for 7" thermostat same price.
Hot Wire Vacuum Relay Switch. 4 pin plug in type. This
has a heater coil, wound around a bi-metalic strip causes
switch on after a time which is adjustable. The energising
voltage varies between 4v £ 7s time delay time -from a few
seconds upwards, price £1 438.
Boller Stat 60-90°C remote phial type capillary length approx.
with control knob marked 20 to 80°C, price £2.169.
Transistor holder for TOO (OC 26 etc.) allows transistor to be
replaced quickly, also threaded for holding screws. AC
capacitor 1.25uf for 40 volts rms. Aluminium can with tag
connections on new equipment covered by normal guarantee
30o + 20.

Mains operated Siren. Don't let intruders get away with
your possessions -they will never stay in a house when one
of these sirens Is going. Quite small but very alarming £13-50.
Lever Switch as fitted to modern telephone switch boards.
8 pole changeover contacts made by PyelTMC biassed to
return when pushed up, stays down when pushed down,
price L1 Oap.
Pulsing Switch. Motorized unit which gives pulses every
30 seconds, length of pulse can be adjusted up to 30 seconds
and the pulse can be up to 20 amps at normal mains voltage.
Made up by famous Cramer Company of America, the drive
motor of this device is 115v 50hz but we supply complete with
series voltage dropping device to make it suitable for
our mains. This is in a cylindrical plastic case overall size
with a knob on the front for adjusting the pulse length. 20
amp switch "inside" is a changeover switch so this device
could also be used as a time sharing switch, when one
circuit is on the other circuit would be off for a length of time
determined by switch control setting, price £4.82.
16 Line Connecting Box. This is 16 way twin grub screw
type connecting strip mounted in a standard 2 gang
MK white surface box with cover made for Satchwell so ob-
viously a good product. The cables, are brought in through
breakaways in the plastic box 16 connection points are all
numbered for easy identification, price £1.92,
Air Thermostat with remote setting dial. This is a Satoh -
well thermostat using a sensor connected to the switch by a
26" length of capillary. The control setting adjustable from
30° to 140°F complete with control knob showing temperature
setting £2 48.
Twin 13 amp Rocker Switches (DOT), price 49p the pair
Pressure Gauge, standard airline thread. Reads 0-30Ibs per
sq. inch, price 81p.
Bargain for callers only. VDU with 18" CR Tube rather
large. V1450.
4 Way Terminal Slacks twin grub screw type. PVC Covered
10 for 65p.
Heavy Duty Casters. Four of these would carry a ton, set
of 4 £2.05.

MULLARD UNILEX
A mains operated 4+4 stereo
system. Rated one of the finest
performers in the stereo field t
thiS would make a wonderful gift
for almost anyone in easy -to -
assemble modular form and
complete with a pair of Plessey
speakers this should sell at about
£30 -but due to a special bulk buy
and as an incentive for you to
buy this month we offer the system complete at only £15
including VAT and postage. 10 watt amps to upgrade unites
£3.50 each.

UN IS ELECTORS
These are pulse operated
switches as used in automatic
telephone switchboards, etc.
The pulse moves the switch
arm through one position.
Except where indicated the
selectors are 25 position typesand

50v Coil is standard. 24v
or 12v operation extra at £2
Der switch.
a pole £5.90
4 pole £11-98
5 pole £8.20
6 pole E9.25
8 pole £11 40

10 pole
12 pole
2 pole 50 way
3 pole 50 way

24 -HOUR TIMERS
The one illustrated is the 'E' control, this
uses the Smiths mechanism as in their
autoset. 2 onfoff's per 24 hours, 13 amp
contacts, override switch £850.
Smiths 100 amp model one onfoff per 24
hours £1050, extra contacts £t-00 per set.
AEG 60 amp model with clockwork stand-
by, one orficiff per 24 hours £9-50, extra
contacts £1.00 per set.

RELAYS
12 volt two 10 amp changeover plug in 95p. 12v
three 10 amp changeover plug in £1.29. 12v two
changeover miniature wire ended 950. 12 volt
Open single screw fixing two 10 amp change -
avers 85p 12 volt open three 10 amp changeovers
£1.25. Latching relay mains operated 2 c.szi
contacts £2.11. Mains operated three 10 amp
changeovers open type one screw fixing £1.25.
Many other types with different coil voltages
and contact arrangements are in stock.
encsiises invited.

£13 60
£15.88

£8-60
£11.40

24 HOUR TIMERS
VENNER

As illustrated with sun correction made
for G.P.O. phone boxes used perfect £2 95
20 amp switching contacts.

DELAY SWITCH
Mains operated -delay can be ac-
curately set with pointers knob for
Periods of up to 25 hrs. 2 contacts
suitable to switch 10 amps -second
contact opens few minutes after 1st
contact 95p.

HUMIDITY SWITCH
American made by Ranco, their type No.
JI1. The action of this device depends
upon the dampness causing a membrane
to Stretch and trigger a sensitive micro -
switch adjustable by a screw. quite
sensitive -breathing on it for instance will
switch it on. Micro 3 amp. at 250V rte.
Overall size of the device approx. 35 long.
1 wide and 19 deep 75p.

INDUCTION MOTORS
One illustrated is our reference
MM11 made for ITT stack 15
spindle £225, ; stack model
£1.75. 1 stack £2.75. 15 stack
£3 25.

SMITHS CENTRAL
HEATING CONTROLLER
push-button vises 10 variations as follows
(1) continuous hot water and continuous
Central heating (2) continuous het water
but central heating off at night (3) con-
tinuous hot water but central heating on
only for 2 periods during the day (4) hot
water and central heating both on but day time only (5) hot
water all day but central heating only for 2 periods during the
day (6) hot water and central heating on for 2 periods during
the day time only -then for summer time use with central
heating off (7) hot water continuous (8) hot water day time
only (9) hot water twice daily (10) everything off.
A handsome looking unit with 24 -hour movement and the
switches and other Darts necessary to select the desired
programme of heating. Supplied complete with wiring dia.
gram. Originally sold we believe at over £15 -we offer these,
while stocks last, at £750 each including VAT & Postage.

Terms: Prices include Post & VAT. But
orders under L600 please add 50p to
offset packing. Bulk enquiries -Please
Phone for Generous Discounts 01-688
1833.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TA MWORTH RD.,

CROYDON CR9 1SG

NEW PROJECT KITS
Note unless otherwise stated cases are not included, also if
you haven't a copy of the mag. then add 500. for a photocopy
of article concerned.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light to your
amplifier. Will operate t, 2 or 3 lamps
(maximum 450W). Unit in box all ready
to work. £9.95.
As described in Sept issue, all parts for the converter and a
plastic case £4. MAINS FILTER UNIT you need this only
if your sound to light converter causes interference -all com-
ponents and board £1-50.

BATTERY STATE INDICATOR
Know the state of your car battery or it may let you down -
described in Sept. issue all components £1-75.

AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR
Every experimenter needs one of these, described in August
Issue all components Ea FREE OFFER first handed pur-
chasers of this will get free case with carrying handle.

AUTO NIGHT LIGHT
Low power light switches on at dusk and off at dawn ideal for
childs bedroom -parks as described in August issue £8-00.

TELE BELL
Know your telephone or door bell is ringing even though you
are in greenhouse, garden, workshop. described in June Issue
all components needed £6-00.

METAL HUNTER COSMOS
RADIO FUSE CHECKER

To quickly receive harts for this months projects send the
estimated cost as shown in the article any cash adjust-
ments car be made later.

SHORT WAVE RADIO
Described in July this is a good performer component parts,
chassis and front with knobs £6 .00.

LOGIC PROBE
Its worth making the little instrument described in July -
component parts only £1,50.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Described in E.T.I. Sept. you can have lots of fun with this
especially at Christmas, components and case £6.75.

CAR STARTER CHARGER
Our Own kit this has proved a godsend to many motorists
contains 20 amp transformer and bridge rectifier switch
HO resistor and full instruction £9.95.

DOING IT DIGITALLY
in one year's time, if you understood
computor and microprocess or tech-
nology?
Think it over, then join the "Doing it
digitally" course which is starting now.
You will learn mainly by doing, not just
reading, it's easy to understand that way.
Pay as you learn -Just £5 deposit and
eleven monthly payments of £3, (or £35
cash now), £23 worth of components
sent now, more will follow as course
requires them.
REMEMBER THIS IS YOUR CHANCE

RADIO STETHOSCOPE
Easiest way to fault find, traces, signal
from aerial to speaker. when signal
stops you've found the fault. Use it on
Radio. TV. amplifier, anything. Kit
comprises transistors and parts inclu-
ding probe tube and twin stetho-set.

41

£395.
4114(

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK
Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers. Adjust-
able output Sc.. gv., 12 volts for up to 500mA (class B yeciridog)
Takes the place of any of the following batteries: PP1. PP3,
PP4, PP6, PP7, PP9 and others. Kit comprises: mains trans-
former, rectifier, smoothing and load resistor. condensers
and instructions. Real snip at only £1 95.

DRILL

DRILL CONTROLLER
Electronically changes speed
f rum approximately 10 revs to

maximum. Full power at all
speeds by finger-tip control.
Kit includes all parts, case,

everything and full instructions.
£3 45

Made up model Et -00 extra

MINI -MULTI TESTER
Amazing, deluxe pocket size
Precision moving cod instru-
ment jewelled bearings -1000
opv-mirrored scale.
11 instant ranges measure: -
DC volts 10. 50. 250, 1000
AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000
DC amps 0-1 mA and 0-100 mA
Continuity and resistance 0-150K
ohms.
Complete with insulated probes.
leads, battery, circuit diagram
and instructions.
Unbelievable value only £6.50.

FREE
Amps ranges kit enable you to read DC current from 0.10 amps
directly on the 0-10 scale. It's free if you purchase quickly but
if you already own a mini tester and would like one send
L150.
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Logically laid out to accept both 0.3" and 0.6" pitch DI L packages
as well as Capacitors, Resistors, LED's, Transistors and components
with leads up to .85mm dia.

500 individual connections in the central breadboarding area,
spaced to accept all sizes of DI L package without running out of
connection points.

4 Integral Power Bus Strips around all edges for minimum inter-
connection lengths.

Double -sided, nickel silver contacts for long life (10K insertions)
and low contact resistance (< 10m.ohms)

Easily removable, non -slip rubber backing allows damaged contacts
to be rapidly replaced.

What other breadboarding system has as many individual contacts,
offers all these features and only costs £5.80 inclusive of VAT and
P.P. - NONE.

At £5.80 each The EuroBreadBoard is unique value for money.
At £11 for 2 I he Eurobreaucivaru is an inuispensaule design aid.

Snip out and Post
David George Sales, rte 74 Crayford High St., Crayford, Kent, DM 4EF

MEIN IIIII EMI.
David George Sales
r/o 74 Crayford High Street,
Crayford, Kent, DA1 4EF.

Please send me 1 EuroBreadBoard @ £5.80 El Please
or 2 EuroBreadBoards @ £11.00  Tick

(All prices include VAT and P.P., but add 15% for
overseas orders).

Name

Company

Address

Tel. No EE 10 78

Please make cheque/P.O.'s payable to David George Sales
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TUAC
TRANSISTOR UNIVERSAL AMPLIFICATION CO. LTD.
PHONE 01-672 3137/672 9080
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY AMPLIFICATION AND LIGHTING
CONTROL SYSTEMS

NEW FROM TUAC
TD500 TD150

7' x 9' x 14" ULTRA QUALITY HIGH POWER 5" x 5" x 2'
New D.C. Coupled Design

AMPLIFIERS
Featuring-Electronic Short Open and Thermal Overload Protection.
Brief Spec.-Input Sensitivity 0-775 v. R.M.S. (0.13.13.) at 25K Ohms.
Frequency Response 20 Hz 20 K14g. T.H.D. at full power 0-1%.
Hum and Noise -100 dB Relative full output.

T.D. 500 300W into 2 Ohms. 220W into 4 Ohms. 140W into
8 Ohms £4500
Power supply P.S.300 £3000

T.D.150 350W into 4 Ohms. 100W into 8 Ohms. £26.25
Power supply P.S. 150 £18.50

T.D. 150 60 Version 60W into 8 Ohms. 40W into 15 Ohms....: £1775
Power supply P.S.60 £1550
Note P.S. 300 will drive 2 T.D. 150 amplifiers
All output ratings are R.M.S. continuous sine wave output.

TO ORDER BY POST
Make c.hequesP.O.s payable to ILIAC LTD. (EE105)nr quote AccessiBarclay Caro No (We
accept holders phone orders 01-672 9080)
Post to-
TUAC LTD., (EE108), 119 CHARLMONT ROAD, LONDON SW17 9AB.
Send stamp fur our tree 28 page catalogue 01 LIGHTING & AM Pt IRE R MODULES. etc.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
IN ELECTRONICS AND

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ICS can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential to yOur success:
knowledge that will enable you to take advantage of the -many opportunities
open to you. Study in your own home, in your own time and at your own
race and if you arc studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you arc successful.

City and Guilds Certificates:
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate

Diploma Courses:
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation
and Contracting

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

ICe To: International Correspondence
EP Schools

m Subject of Interest

I
NI Name

Dept 268Z Intertext House, London
SW8 4UJ or telephone 622 9911

 Address
Tel ASe:

PA SIIIIIKILIMIIIIMMENCEMMWEIMIII1111111111111111MBE
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EASY BUILD SPEAKER DIY KITS
Specially designed by RI VC for cost
conscious hi-li enthusiasts. these kits
incorporate two teak -simulate enclosures.
two EMI 13" 8- (approx.) woofers. two
tweeters and a pair of matching mos'snvers
Supplied complete with an easy to follow

£2800 circuit diagram, and crossover components
STEREO PAIR Input 15 watts rms. 30 watts peak, each unit

p & p (5 50 Cabinet size 213" v 11" 9;" (approx.).
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE WITHOUT CABINETS.

It's the units which we supply with the enclosures illustrated
Sue 13- a ,arvot I Muler f1 700 per
tweeter, and matching crossover components. stereo. pair
Power handling 15 watts rms. 30 watts peak. + p & p £3.40

BUILTAND READY TO PLAY
SPEA KERS Two models -Duo fib, teak veneer, 12 watts
rots. 24 watts peak. 181- x 13g" x 71' lapproxl.
Duo III 20 watts rms. 40 watts peak. 27" x 13" x IIr appx
ouo E I PER PAIR Dun n, f

Ulf
PER PAIR

I I & ES 50 " D p E7 50

EASY TO BUILD WITH SPEAKERS
NOT TO SCALE

RECORD for the 0-i-Y man who requires a stereo wit at a budget price.

PLAYER comprismy ready assembled stereo amp module. Garrard

KIT auto/manual deck with cueing device. precut and finished
cabinet work Output 4 watts per channel, 1.4 nr
phones socket and record/replay socket L a.a
inducing 2 SPHERICAL HIFI speakers p&p Ca 05

AM /FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER CHASSIS COMPLETE.
Ready built Designed in aslim form forcompact. moderninslallation
Rotary Controls Vol Our Olt, Bass. Treble. Balance
Push Buttons Inc Gram. Tape VHF, MW, LW and 5 billion rotary
selection welch

Paw Supply Selenium Bridge -35V OC from 210-250V AC. 50Hz
input

Aerial :cane 8" , tin" btu Ittnie chassis lur LW and MW plus flyer%
lead for FM aerial

Power Output 5 watts per channel Sine at 2%1110 into 15 Ohm
7 waits speech and music
Tape &smiting Playback 4130n,v/36K OHM for MX output Record
200mV/SOK output avaaabie nom 251144 (160MV/1013Ki devcatior
:M signal frequency Reap (Audio) 50Hz to 17 KHz within r 148
Radio FM senfitrotty for 3d8 below limiting better than uV
AM sensitivity for 20 dB MW 350 utrikietre LW I mV/Metre
Site approx length 16"x height 21/4" x dtPtil 44-

F P 50 f19.95

VALUE FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS
16o.16 VOLT MAINS TRANSFORMER. 2'.: amp

BOB Record auto deck on plinth with
stereo cartridge ready wired.
LED 5 function men's digital watch
stainless steel finish
LCD 5 function men's digital watch
stainless steel finish
LCD 8 function CHRONOGRAPH men's digital
watch stainless steel finish
STEREO CASSETTE record, replay Juicy built P C
board. Used, without guarantee to Eputarnenit

125 Wan Power Amp Module

Mains power supply parts

1006 Manna° Vancap tuning pots. 6 for

MUSIC CENTRE CABINET with hinged smoke
acrylic lop, finished in natural teak veneers.
sue 301/4" s 1415" a 71." appros.

MULLARD Built power supply

DECCA DC 1000 Stereo Cassene PCB
complete with switch oscillator coils and
tape -heads.

IMF TLS 80 Monitor loudspeaker cabinet
size macros 43? "x 158" x 151/4"
DECCA 20w Stereo speaker kit comprising
2 8" approx. bass units - 2 31s" appals
tweeter inc crossovers
2 BAND CLOCK -RADIO. Mains operated with
sleep control
VIDEOMASTEFd Super Score TV Game
with pistol mains operation
`411380 MASTER Door Tunes

.24 different titles)

Mono cassette tape records/

7" TAPE TRANSPORT Mechanism -a selection
of models from

£2.50
£11.95
£5.95
£7.95

£12.95
£1.95

£1 3.95
£3.50
£1.00

£5.95

f 1.50

£2.95
f24.95

f20.00
£10.95
f14.95
f12.95

£13.95
£8.95

Opportunity
AUDIO MODULES IN
BARGAIN PACKS
CURRENT CATALOGUE

PRICE toom -

AT OVER
PER PACK

SEE OUR PRICES
IPACK t. 2 x LP1173 lOw. RMS output power audio

amp modules. ,- 1 LP1182/2 Stereo pre amp for -
ceramic and auxiliary input.

OUR PRICE f 4 95
pap (1.00

2 PACK 2 20 LP1173 I Ow. RMS output power audio
amp modules I LP1164/2. Stereo pre amp for
magnetic. ceramic and auxiliary inputs.

!HU& ?)047Ig £7.45

3

,414

ACCESSORIES
Suitable power supply partsincluding
mains transformer, rectifier. smoothing
and output capacitors. r .95

f 1.00 p+p

PACK 3. 1 x LP1179/2 FM Tuning headwith AM gang. 1 xLP1165/1
AM/FM IF module. 2x LP1173/10w. RMS output power audio
amp modules 1 LP1182/2 Stereo pre amp for ceramic
and auxiliary input.

OUR PRICE
f1.00 £9.95

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
',

0200 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER '29"Superb Viscount IV unit in teak -finished cabinet.
Sliver fascia with aluminiuth rotary controls and p & p
pushbuttons, red mains indicator and stereo jack (2.50
socket. Function switch for mic. magnetic and crystal
pick-ups. tape, tuner, and auxiliary Rear panel features two
mains outlets. DIN speaker and input sockets. plus fuse
20+ 20 watts rms. 40 + 40 watts peak.
30 x 30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT £29"For the experienced constructor complete in every
detail. Similar facilities as Viscount IV amplifier, p & p £2.50
60+60 peak.
AVAILABLE NOW built and fully tested with
output 30  30 watts rms. 60 + 60 peak
SPECIAL OFFER: PACKAGE PRICE WITH 30 x 30 KIT Mk. II
version.operates into4 to 15 OHMS speakers. Designed by R&TVC
for the experienced constructor. Complete in every detail. facilities
as Viscount IV amplifier 60 + 60 peak. Supplied with 2
Goodmans Compact 12" bass woofer with cropped 14,000 Gauss
Ma,gnet. 30 watt. rms. handling + .C4we
3c approx. tweeters and crossovers. 14.00

r70 & 100 WATT

SaeappT.10
11  MONO DISCO AMP frf.

fascia and rotary controls  
Five vertical slide coottols master volume.
tape level, mic level, deck level. PLUS INTER DECK FADER
for perfect graduated change from record deck No I to
No 2. or vice versa. Pre fadelevel control 70 watt f57
(PRI lets YOU hear next disc before fading 148 wan Beak

it in, Vtl meter monitors output level. p & p (4.00

Output 100 watts RMS 200 watts peak 150 watt f 65

45 WATT MONO
DISCO AMP

ctcoo
p (2.50

Size approx_

130" . 51"
45 watts rms. 90 watts peak output. 8,y ieatutes
include two disc inputs. both for ceramic cartridges. tape
input and microphone input, Level mining controls fitted
with integral push pull switches. Independent bass and
treble controls and master volume.

Recommended set of
rotary stereo controls

comprising BASS, TREBLE.
VOLUME and BALANCE

P'13 5011 95p

Brushed aluminium '.,

ADD-ON STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK
Designed for the experienced D I Y. man. Th,s
kit comprises of a tape transport mechanism.
ready built and tested record replay
electronics with twin V.U. meters and
level control for mating with mechanism
Specifications. Sensitivity Mic.
0.85 mV o 20K OHMS: Din. 40mV
cc 400K OHMS. Output 300mV RMS per channel 1KHz
from 216 OHMS source Cross Talk - .30db Tape Counter -
3 Digit- Resettable- Frequency Response 40Hz -8KHz ± 6db
Deck Motor 9 Volt DC with electronic speed regulations
Key Functions - Record. Rewind. (1995
Fast Forward. Play. Stop & Eject. n & o (2.5D
Opt. extras- Mains transformer to suite f2.50 + f1 p & p.

CHASSIS RECORD GARRARD DECK CC1OA (795
PLAYER DECKS Record changer with cue.

stereo ceramic cartridge. p & p £2.00

/ ulay record deck 15"
less cartridge. p & pE2.55
Cartridges to suit above
Acts, magnetic stereo £4.95

12" x 81" Ceramic stereo £1.95
approx BSR automatic record player ceck
cueing device and stereo ceramic head. p & p (2.55 (995

BSR MP 60 type, complete with magnetic cartridge- (29
diamond stylus. and de luxe plinth and Cover. p & p E4.50

Home 8 Track cartridge player This unit will match
with the Viscount IV 9- r r 31". p & p £2.50 E1650

BSR MP60 TYPE Single

El a Order by gnsog

credit and
number ONLY.

323 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2
210 HIGH STREET. ACTON W3 6NG
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 121 
All items summer to availability. Price correct
1 8 78 and subject to change without notaca

PORTABLE DISCO CONSOLE
acre s the bta.value portable ditto satiric
hum FIT VC, ihatunir a arr or MR Me 60
try am& Mee ofeessanal

with sal. record Pects Pius all the commis anfleahaus

s,

to :atm, aux disco performances
eastmashvrrr

0:6-12:0 external ameithw ". CA nn
p p ES -r

4

Personal Shoppers EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Tel: 01-723 8432. 9.30am-5.30pm. Hatt day Thursday ACTON: Mail Order only. No callers GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE UK
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SPECIAL OFFER TO E.E. READERS
ALARM CHRONOGRAPH WITH DUAL TIME ZONE FACILITY
In a superb STAINLESS STEEL case with MINERAL GLASS face.
THIS MUST BE THE ONE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!

If you could write the specification for your own ideal
watch you would probably want everything this one has.
As for styling, without a close inspection nobody is
going to be able to tell the difference between this
watch and that world famous James Bond classic
selling for 1145. However, this one goes one better and
has 4, second measurement ofstlet, lap and 1st & 2nd
place tomes, with dual time facility.

 Constant LCD display of hours and minutes, plus
optional seconds or date display, plus day of the
week and am/pm indication.

 Perpetual calendar; day, date, month and year.
 24 hour alarm with on/off indication.
 ,! second chronograph measuring net, lap and first

and second place times.
 Dual time zone facility. Night light
 Fully adjustable stainless steel bracelet.
 STAINLESS STEEL CASE. MINERAL GLASS.

This watch is not to be confused with cheaper models
with chrome plated cases and plastic lens.
Manufactured by National Electronics, it runs a close
second to Casio, Citizen and Seiko for quality and

OTHER LOW COST
NATIONAL WATCHES

PH -GI
4 digits
5 functions
all metal

£9.95

PH -Alarm
Hours, mins,
secs or date,
day, am/pm.
Calenda (perp.)
24 hour alarm

PH -Chronograph
6 digits
,s6 second
net, lap and
1st 82nd place

£18.95

PH -Analogue
Stepping motor.
Day, date.
Sweep seconds

£24.95

AQ-1000 CALCULATING -,-
ALARM CLOCK PLUS
3 -WAY STOPWATCH
Hours. minutes, seconds, am,,pm. 24
hour Alarm with sign. Stopwatch: Net .3 to
times, lap times, 1st & 2nd place times ti a r2
from ,1 sec. to 10 hrs. with ST & LAP 212
signs. Calculator: 4 key memory, %, a fa a". r"' ct

1 year batteries. +20 secs/month.
x 21 x 41in.

RRP £26.95 Our price £21.95

NEW CASIO WATCHES
Experience has convinced us that for quality
reliability and value for money, CASIO are unbeatable.
CASIO have now increased their superb range.
All CASIO watches have a calendar display, night
illumination, mineral glass and stainless steel cases.
water resistant to 100 feet (except Sports Watches -
66 feet).
31QR-208
51QR-198
Selectable 12
54QS-166
54C1S-1513

Round. Stopwatch
Round, 6 Digits,
or 24 hour display
Square, as above
Luxury version

(£31.951 £26.95

1135.95)
(144.951
(£49.95)

£29.95
£34.95
£39.95

45CS-22BChronograph. Net,
lap and 1st & 2nd place times. 12 or
24 hour display. Dual time zone (164.951 £49.95
Dress Watches. Square, stopwatch, dual time zone
53CS-189 Square 1169.951 £54.95
53CS-19B Barrel 1£69.951 £54.95
53CGS-17L Gold plated strap 1184.95) £69.95
All these models and full details should
be available in early September.

reliability, with undeniahle value for money.
The first very limited quota will be available in mid -
September with a few more due in October. Orders will
be treated in strict rotation, so don't risk being
disappointed.

45,C0-81 CALCULATING
ALARM CLOCK

PLUS 2
ALARM/TIMERS
Two AA batteries last for
10.000 hrs (1 year). LCD
6 digit clock, large angled
display. 24 hr Alarm, also
two 24 hr Alarm/timers
with countdown (one self -
clearing, one repeats). Full
Memory, Constants. %.
115 x 21 x 5in.

RRP £22.95 £17.95

ST -24 CARD TIME
24 hour stopwatch
(or time display>

sec. to 10 hours
1 second to 24 hours
Two Alarmers
Memory, %,
x 3i x

RRP £24.95

£19.95

THE INCREDIBLE
FX 8000

4.3 Scientific funct.
;iv, sec. Stopwatch.
Five Alarm -Timers,
sequential (self -
clearing) or repeat.
2 level parenthesis.
Memory. Deg, Rad. Gra.
Standard Deviations.
Fractions. Sexagesimal.
Rect/Polar convert.
LCD. 1300 hr batteries.

x x 5lin. 2.7 oz-
RRP £35.95
£29.95

ALARM WATCHES. 25CR-166 (round) £49.95
25CS-I AB (square) £59.95
WORLD TIME WATCH. 29CS-118 £59.95
SEIKO Calculator/Watch (11651E135
CITIZEN Multi -Alarm (1135) £108
MAINS DIGITAL ALARM CLOCKS
Fairchild Timeband C500, Black or white £9.95
CASIO CALCULATORS
ST -t Stouwatch (four way) £24.95
LCD LC822 £10.95. LC78 £16.95
AQ-1000 Clock, alarm, stopwatch £21.95
CASIO SCIENTIFICS
DIGITRON: FX-31 £11.95. FX-39 £15.95.
FX-140 £17.95. FX-120 £19.95. FX-360 £49.95.

Send 25p for our illustrated catalogue. Accurist. Casio. Citizen etc.
Prices include VAT P.& P. Send cheque, P.O. or phone your credit card No. to:

TEMPUS Dept. E.E., 19/21 Fitzroy Street
Cambridge CI31 1EH, Tel. 0223 312866.

DENCO
(CLACTON)

LIMITED
Dept. E.E.

357-8-9 OLD ROAD
CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH

Our components are
chosen by technical
authors and con-
structors throughout
the world for their
performance and re-
liability, every coil
being inspected twice
plus a final test and

near spot-on alignment.
General Catalogue showing full
product range 36p. Overseas Cus-
tomers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid.

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANU-
FACTURERS/STOCKISTS

ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Australian Readers Please Note-
Our Complete Range of Coils are
available from Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.
Box 392.

LCD PORTABLE CLOCK/RADIO ALARM

NI
-ne

SO*. 00 VO
res

PM

This stylish 614 st% 31/2 unit features an AMl FM radio and a
highly accurate LCD clock *NCI, controls the unit SO that it can
operate as an alarm deck with 4 -minute snooze. or you can wake up
to your favourite programme. ft can also turn the radio off when you
go to sleep.
£27.40 60o PAP. VAT inc.

Winner of the Yong Kong Governor's Design
Award

TRULY PORTABLE. CORD-
LESS. ELECTRONIC ALARM
CLOCK
at only £19.80 inc. VAT
(+ 60p P&P).
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
READOUTS LCD) allow truly

diewereirem , light weight portable clocks. The
roe- = low Knee, reguirern.ht of LCD

(1,694yallow long battery Irfe and
eloonnehon of heavy bulky trans
formers. resulting in hght. corn-
PaCt attractive style

Sleek, csatemoorare styling

PORTABLE ALARM CLOCK. Om in the henna, in offices and
travel. sled would wake an excellent car clock.

 Computer -type tO 112. intin) LCD readout
 Battery operated l2sAAA cdKI -

 Minimum one year batten/He
 Quartr crystal acCuracy
 100% Solid state circuitry designed for tong hfe and

trouble -free operation
 Readout rs back lighted for night viewing
 PM indicator in 12 hour format
 Svnple time Casting procedure Time zone changes easily made
 Time SynChrOrliSing switch for exact time setting
 Clear_ pleasant sounding preto-electric alarm
 TOual10-OCIIVOIC panne.] her for drowse function giving extra

rrunuteS sleep when activated

Uvnensions f20 re 74 ir 19nur 36" e 25,16"r(Al'.
Weight- 120 grams (4 2 ounces, including gift has and Frack,^S
Finish Metal with black inset

KRAMER & CO
9 October Piece. Holders Hill Rosd, London NW14 1 EJ

Telex 855941 Attu Kremer K7.141: 01-203 2473
+.1..1 ,de, Only 5At for Vota sheet, Fro,' eoqunies welcome
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fEMICONDUCTORf- COMPONIth
CERAMIC PAK

Containing a range of first
go:Way miniature ceramic capa-
citors.
16160 20 - 3 of each value,- 22pf,
27pf. 39pf. 47of, 68pf.
azo
16161 24 3 of each 100pf,
1200 150of. 180pf, 220pf. 270pf,
3300. 390of 60p.
16162 24 - 3 of each value:- 470p1.
560pf 6800. 8200. 1000pf, 150000f,
221309f.2200p1.3300of 60p.
16163 -21 -3 of each value:- 4700p1,
6800pf. -01uf. 015uf. -022uf, -033uf,
0171:f 60p

ELECTROLYTIC
PAKS

A range of paks each containing 18
first quality, mixed value miniature
elecwohrtics.
16201 - values from -47mFD
10mFD 60p.
16202 - valves from 10mFD
100mF0 60p
16203 - values from 100mFD -
680mFD 60p.

CARBON RESISTOR
PAKS

Carbon Resistors assorted into the
following groups.
16213 - 60 mixed iw 100ohms -
820 Ohms 60p
16214 - 60 mixed ilw 1K ohms -
8.2K ohms  60p.
16215 60 mixed ipv 10K ohms -
83K ohnts 60p
16216 - 60 mixed iw 100K ohms -
820K ohme 60p
16217 - 40 mixed i-ve 100 ohms -
820 ohms 60p°
16218 - 40 mixed ..t.v 1K ohms -
8.2K ohms 60p.
16219 40 mixed iw 10K ohms -
82K ohms 60p°
16220 - 40 mixed +w 100K ohms -
820K ohms 60p.
16230 - 60 mixed jw 1 M.
10 Meg ohms
16231 , 40 mixed ;w 1 Meg
10 Meg ohms 60p°

COMPONENT
PAKS

16164 - 200 Resisior mixed value
approx (Count by weight) 60p
16165 - 150 Capacitors mixed value
approx (Count by weight) 60p.
16166 - 50 Precision resistors Mixed
values 60p
16167 - ,',w resistors mixed values
80 60p°
16168 - 5 pieces assorted fertile
mitt 60p°
16169 - 2 Tuning gangs MW/LW
VHI- 60p.16170 - 1 Pack wire 50 meters
assorted colours single strand 60p
16171 - 10 Reed switches 60p
16172 -3 Micro switches 130p
16173 15 Assorted pots 60p
16174 - 5 Metal jack sockets 3 x 3.5
min 2 i standard switch types 60p
16175 30 Paper condensers -- mixed
values 60p°161 76 - 20 Elcctrolytics trans.
(Wes 613p
16171 - 1 Pack assorted hardware -

NutsiboltS.grOmets etc 609
16178 5 Mains slide switches.

assorted 60p
16179 20 Assorted tag strips and
panels 60p
16180-15 Assorted control knobs 430p
16181 - 3 Rotary wave change
switches 130p.
16182 2 Relays 6-24v operating 60p.
16183 - I Pak. copper laminate approx
200 SCI inches 60p
16184 15 Assorted fuses 100mA-
5 amp 60p
16185 50 metres PVC sleeving
assorted 5,e and colours 60p

TRANSISTORS
BRAND NEW - FULLY GUARANTEED

Price Type Price Type Price
Type Price Type Price Type Price TyoeAC126 L0.18 EtC109A 40.041 6C5443 °411.12 BEY50 50.16 T1P2955 E1.15 2N3708 .111.07AC127 40.111 BC1096 £0-09 BC549 040.12 BFY51 £0.111 TIP3055 £0 -SO 2N3708A .£11.07AC128 £0.11 BC109C 40-11 BC550 40.14 BFY52 40-16 TIS43 £024 2143709 .80.07AC128K £0.24 BC147 0E0.08 BC556 .L0-14 BIP111 E030 TIS90 .E.022 2143710 °U-07AC132 £020 BC148 .£0.08 BC557 040-13 BIP20 £030 UT46 0E042 2143711 °4el07AC134 £0 20 BC148 .40-04 BC558 .44112 BIP19/ ZTX107 060 10 2143819 £8.211AC137 LO 20 BC157 .f.0.10 8C559 *L0.14 20MP 40.50 ZTX108 £010 2143820 £11.311AC141 £0.22 BC158 .40-10 60115 40.50 BRY39 £0.43 ZD(109 040-14 2843821 £0.50AC141K £0.341 BC159 £0.10 BD116 £11.00 13U105 £1.40 ZTX300 441-12 2143823 £0-NAC142 £0 20 BC167 `0.12 BD121 L0-65 BU105'02 £1105 ZTX500 411-14 2144058 .69-12AC176 £0.111 BC188 .59.12 BD124 40.70 BU204 1110 2141013 40.20 2144059 .40-14AC176K £0 26 8C161) *E0.12 80131 40-33 BU205 41.40 2141711 40-29 2N4060 '49.14AC178 4025 BC169C E0.12 BD132 £0411 BU208102 42.05 2141889 40.45 2144061 '411.12AC179 £0. 25 BC170 .88-10 80131/ E1222 60.31 2141890 £0.45 2144062 .40-12AC180 £0 20 BC171 .40-10 132MP--40-04 MJE2955 40.41 2N1893 40-30 2144284 60.18AC180K £0.20 BC172 60.10 BD133 40.46 MJE3055 £0.64 2142147 £0.75- .E11.111AC181 £0 20 8C173 LO.12 60133 40.38 MJE3440 40.52 2N2148 £0.70 2814288 .44-18AC181K £0.2.11 8C177 LO.10 BD136 £035 MP8113 £0.52 2142160 £1-00 2144287 E0.18AC187 £0.18 BC178 L0-11 80137 £11.36 MPF102 £035 2142192 £0.38 2N4288 .50.18AC187K £0.28 BC179 £0.111 60138 £0.40 MPF104 £038 2142193 £0-38 2814289 ..£0-18AC188 £0.111 BC180 60.25 BD139 4036 PAPHOS £1138 2142124 £0.311 2144290 .£0.18AC188K £0 25 BC181 .L0.25 80140 £0.311 MPSA05 £0.30 2142217 £0.22 2N4291 °E018A0140 £0.110 BC1H2L °40111 6D130/ MPSA08 60.30 2N2218 £0.22 2814292 .80.18A0142 40.86 BC183 .40-10 140MP 40.110 MPSA55 .40-25 2N2218A £020 2144293 .80.18AD143 40.75 BC183L 0L0-10 BD155 £0.80 MPSA56 -4621 2142210 £020 2144921 (£0.35AD149 £0.14 BC184L £0.18 BD175 £6.110 002 El 59 2142219A £024 2N4823 .50.115AD181 £0.42 BC207 £0.11 80178 40.40 0C23 £1.50 2142904 E11.16 2/45135 .£0.10ADIO2 60.42 BC208 °L0U 80177 £0 -SO 0C24 51.36 2N2904A £5.21 2N5136 °E1110A0161) BC209 °L11.12 130178 E050 0C25 21.011 2/42905 L018 2145138 .80.10162MP £035 BC212 .E0-11 80179 £0.75 0C26 41-N 2N2005A te.2* 2140144 £0.14AF114 £021 BC212L .40-11 80201/ 0C28 40.40 2N2906 1E0.18 2845245 £0.48AF115 £0.21 BC213 .4011 202MP 41.70 0C20 045 2N2908A 40.10 2145294 40.34AF118 £021 BC213L .E011 BD203 £080 0C35 40.00 2N2907 £1120 2145296 £0.38AF117 0321 BC214 BD204 £4-80 0C36 10110 2N2907A £11.22 2/45457 £032AF118 40.40 BC214L .60-12 19D2031 OC70 E1 -PA 2142028 611.00 2145458 50-32AF124 40.30 BC237 "40.111 204MP 41.70 0071 £11.14 2N2926Y *L0-08 2145459 £035AF125 £0-30 8C238 .£0.111 BOY20 40.110 T1C44 .40-29 21428280 'LI55 2N5551 .40-35AF126 4030 BC251 .48.15 B0X77 £0.00 TIC45 .f.0-35 2142526R .E008 2N6027 4034AF127 £032 BC251A .£0.16 19E457 £0.37 TIP29A 4040 2N2928B 0E0.08 2816121 £0.70AF139 £035 BC301 £1124 BF458 40.37 TIP29B £0.52 2143053 ES -IS 2848122 £0.70AF180 £0.60 BC302 £0-28 13E459 £0.38 TIP29C L.0.50 2N3054 4040 40311 £038AF181 £0 58 BC303 £028 8E594 °E0.30 TIP304 £0.60 2143055 £0.40 40313 £0.115AF188 £0.50 80304 40.311 10596 .4020 TIP3OB £0.18 2143414 0E0.11 40316 50.118AF239 £030 BC327 *E0.10 BFR39 £424 TIP30C £0.10 2N3415 0E0.15 40317 50.41AL102 £1.20 BC328 40.15 BER40 .60.25 TIP31A £0 -IS 2/43416 .6.0.21 40326 40.40AL103 £1.18 BC337 °£0.15 BER79 .10.28 TIP3113 £047 2143417 .s0 -2S 40927 £0.45AU104 £1.40 BC338 .40-15 BER80 £0.211 TIP31C 1.0.411 2143614 41.00 40340 40.45AU110 £140 BC440 £0.30 13FX29 £0.22 TIP32A 4440 2143615 £145 40347 £0.43AU113 4140 BC441 £0.30 13FX30 £0.30 TIP328 88.61 2N3616 £1 -IS 40348 E08013C107A 40.01 6C4130 40-33 BFX84 40.22 TIP32C 40.53 2143848 4E0.10 40360 40-36BC10713 £0 00 BC481 £0.38 6FX86 £0.24 TIP41A £0.411 2143702 10.115 40361 £0.30BC107C £010 BC477 £1120 BFX86 £025 TIP415 80.51 2143703 .8.0.011 40362 £0 -SOBC108A £0.08 BC478 £0.20 BFX87 E0.22 TIP41C 4.053 2143704 040-67 40406 ES -40BC108B LOAM BC479 £0.20 BFX88 £022 TIP42A £0.53 2N3705 .80.07 40407 £0-36BC108C £0.10 BC547 'L0-12 BFX90 E0.55 TIP42B £5 -SO 2143706 .50 08 40408 £052

TIP42C £0.57 2143707 .40.08 40409 £0.75

74 SERIES Tn. IC'S
BI-PAK STILL LOWEST IN PRICE.

FULL SPECIFICATION GUARANTEED.

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Pries Type Price Type Price7400 0.10 7406 0.13 7441 1150 7482 11.14 7453 11.38 74122 5407401 0.11 7410 0.12 7442 5-54 7483 0.74 7494 0-73 74123 0.467402 0.11 7411 0.17 7445 111.66 7484 4.10 7495 II.54 74141 110557403 0.11 7412 0.20 7446 0.45 7485 0.88 7496 412 74154 0457404 011 7413 024 7447 0-10 7486 0.26 74100 0-12 74180 0.847405 0.11 7414 11.60 7448 11.50 7489 1.16 74110 Ile7406 020 7416 0.28 7475 0-20 7490 032 74118 :41 1110 1487407 027 7417 0.26 7480 8.44 7491 0-84 74119 1.18 74198 1457408 013 7440 0.12 7481 0415 7492 047 74121 0-24 74199 1.43

CMOS IC'S
Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Pnce004000 0-15 CD4012 020 004022 0.90 CD4031 2.20 CU4046 1-30 CD4071 0.23CD4001 0-18 CD4013 052 CD4023 020 C04035 1-30 C04041 1.10 C04072 023C04002 0-18 C04015 098 CD4024 0.80 CD4037 0.95 C04049 0.55 CD4081 040CD4006 090 CD4016 0.50 004025 0-20 CD4040 0-95 C04050 055 C04082 0.23C04007 0-18 CD4017 0.98 CD4026 170 CD4041 0-82 4.174054 1.10 004510 1.30CD4008 098 CD4018 100 C04027 060 CD4042 0-82 C04055 1.40 CD4511 1.60C04009 0.58 C04019 0-55 C04028 0.98 CD4043 0.98 C04056 las CD4516 140C04010 0-58 CD4020 1.10 CD4029 1.15 CD4044 0-94 CD4069 040 CD4518 1-25CD4011 0-20 CD4021 0-98 CD4030 0-55 CD4045 140 CD4070 040 CD4520 1.25

IC PAKS
Manufacturers "Fall -outs" which
include functional and part
functional Units These are classed
as 'out -of -spec' from the maker's
very rigid specifications, hut are
ideal for learning about I.C's and
experimental work.
16224 - 100 Gates assorted 7400-01
04-10 50-60 etc £1.20
16226 30 MXI Assorted types 7441-
47-90-154 etc £1.20
16227 30 Assorted Linear Types
709-741-747 748-710-588 etc

£1-50
16228 8 Assorted types SL403 76013
76003 etc £1-00.
16279 5 1.C's 76110 Env. to
MCI 310P MA767 £1.50.

DOING IT
DIGITALLY

All you need recap) All' angle
TTL Test Bed £21 Incl. VAT

Additional components £3 Incl. VAT
FREE P & P

VISIT US AT
BREADBOARD

STANDS E2, D. F2, F3, MO, 611
SEYMOUR HALL

NOV. 21 -25th

UNTESTED SEMI-
CONDUCTOR PAKS

16130 - 100 Germ. gold bonded 0A47
diodes fiElp
16131 - 150 Germ. point contact
100mA 0A70/81' diode 609
16132 - 100 Silicon diodes 200rnA
0A200 60p
16133 150 Silicon fast switch diode
75inA 1N4148 60p
15134 - 50 Silicon rectifiers top
hat 750nY4 60p
16135 20 Silicon rectifiers stud type;
3 amp
16136 50 400mW aeners D07
case 60p
16137 30 NPN transistors 13C107/6
plastic ' 60p
16138 , 30 PNP transistors 8C1 /7/178
Plasti39

1c-25 NPN TO392N697/2N171
60p°

161
silicon

'
60p

16140 - 25 PNP T039 2142905
silicon 60p
16141 30 NPN 1o18 2N706 silicon.
Switching 609
16142 25 NPN 8FY50/51 130p
16143 30 NPN plastic 2143906
silicon 60p-
16144 30 PNP plastic 2N3905
silicon
16145 -SO Germ. 0071 PNP
16146 15 plastic power 2N3055 NPN
T0220 case £1.20
16147 10 703 metal 2143055
NPN £1-20
16146 20 Unijunction transistors
T1s43 60p
16149 10 1 amp SCR TO39 £140
16150 8 3 amp SCR 1066
case 61.20

METAL FOIL
CAPACITOR PAK

Containing bg metal foil Capacitor- like Mullard C280 series. Mixed
values ranging from .01uf 2.2uf.
Complete with identification sheet.
0/14:16204 £1.20*

SLIDER PAKS
16190 -6 Slider potentiometers mixed
values 60p.
16191 - 6 Slider potentiometers all
470 ohm 60p.
16192 6 Slider potentiometers all
10k lin 60p.
16193 - 6 Slides potentiometers all
22K lie 60p.
16194 - 6 Slider potentiometers all
47K lie 60p°
16195 6 Slider potentiometers all
47K log 60p*

LINEAR IC'S
Type Price Type Price Type Price
CA3011* £1-03 LM320 12v £1-34 LM38014P40.113
CA3014. £1.70 M014566.41-40 LM381° 1145
CA3018. 40-76 MC1468L £4.50 1.943900140 LO 05
CA3020. 61.70 MC1489R £2.95 MC13031.. £1.4/
CA3028. El .02 MC1406G E041 M01304P° 41.1111
CA3035. 41 70 NE538. £3 50 MCI310P. LO 1161
CA3038° £1.35 14E540. 41-58 MC1312P0.
CA3042. £1 -SO 14E550. 40-45 4110
CA30430 4145 NE555 £0.32 MC1330P. 61-20
CA3048. £000 NE556 L0.82 MC13500 E.120
CA3052* 41-60 1405131` 43.05 MC1351P £125
CA3054. £135 NE56213. £3 -OS MC1352P. E140
CA3075. L1511 NE565A £1.76 eA710C. £0.48
CA3081. £1.50 NE588. £1  50 727100 1E0.30
CA3089° £2.10 NE567. 41-110 cA711C. 4032
CA3090. £425 cA702C° 48.40 72711' £0-32
CA3123. £1.10 72702. £0.44 pA723C £0.45
LM301° £030 0rA703A. £0.25 72723 01.45
LM301 £0411 0A709C0 £025 pA741C. £8.21
LM304 41.110 72709. E044 72741° 6044
LM308° 1140 709P £025 741P. 40.20
LM309K L150 1.1.132015v £1.50 r/A.747C £8.70
LM320 5v 41.S0 LM320 24v £1-50 72747. 41.70

Type Price Type Price Type Price
pA748° £035 SN76110. L1I8 TAD100. £130
72748° £0.35 SN76115' £1.00 TBA5400. £229
748P £035 l SN76660. 10.75 TBA64113* D.25
SN7601381. SL414A. Au -es TBA800. £0.40

41.75 TAA55013 40.35 TBA810S el -es
5817602314. ' TAA621A £240 TBA820° 40.110

L1.731 TAA061A.41 - TBA9200. £340
TCA2700F

Send your orders to

G.P. SWITCHING
TRANSISTORS

1018 sim. to 2N706/8 BSY2 7/
28/954. ALL useable devices. NO
open & shorts. ALSO available in
PNP similar to 2N2906, 8CY70.
20 for 50p, 50 for £1, 100 for
£1.80. 500 for £8, 1,000 for £14

When ordering please state NPN/PNP

SILICON DIODES
G.P.

300mW 40PIV sum -min
FULLY TESTED. Ideal for Organ
builders -
30 for 50p, 100 for £1.50, 500
for £5, 1.000 for £9.

ORDERING. Do not forget to state
order number and your name and
address.

V.A.T. Add 124% to prices marked
8% to those unmarked. Items marked
are zero rated.

P&P 35p unless otherwise shown.

I-PAK
Dept. E.E.10, P.O. Box 6, Ware, Harts

SHOP 18 BALDOCK STREET, WARE, HERTS
AT: OPEN 9 to 5.30 Mon./Sat.
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Projects...Theory...

and Popular Features ...

The many different aspects of our
hobby are well reflected in this
month's contents. As a start the com-
plete stranger to electronics is pro-
vided with a welcome mat in the form
of Square One. In coming months this
feature will provide a straightforward
introduction to basic matters of elec-
tronic circuit construction.

Amongst the October construc-
tionals will be found a Mini -Module.
This is the first of a new series aimed
at the beginner, although these simple
but useful designs will often supply
the answer to some immediate re-
quirement and are likely to be of
general or universal appeal. Another
important point is that the Mini -
Modules will serve to demonstrate a
variety of building techniques, includ-
ing the conventional and the non -
conventional.

These latter ad hoc methods will
inject a homely touch into construc-
tion, and we feel this is not at all out
of place today when sophistication or
professionalism is the general aim in
project building. There are still occa-
sions when the odd tin box, a few
odd pieces of plastic board, and some
nuts and bolts can be pressed into
service to meet some need. Despite
the abundance of specialised elec-
tronic hardware, it is no' bad thing
for the constructor to exercise his
imagination at times and see just
what can be achieved from odds and
ends around the house. This en-
courages inventiveness, and who

knows when improvisation may not. be
thrust upon one in some real emer-
gency.

In the final effect, improvisation is
often indistinguishable from planned
design. For in some instances
apparent "improvisation" leads to
elegant results that could not be
bettered. An example is right at hand
in our Treasure Hunter where a
sturdy but lightweight assembly has
been constructed using standard
plastic piping. The home constructor
can easily make a handsome looking
instrument following our example.

The performance of the Treasure
Hunter is remarkably good, with a
clear differentiation between ferrous
and non-ferrous metals. It is perhaps
worth reminding newcomers to
treasure hunting that much depends
upon the diligence and skill of the
operator-as indeed with all instru-
ments and tools.

The important part played by logic
or digital circuits in modern elec-
tronics cannot be over emphasised.
We strongly comniend our new series
Doing It Digitally to those who are
not fully conversant with the theory
or the practical use of logic. Not
hobbyists alone, but those thinking
of embarking upon a career in elec-
tronics will undoubtedly greatly bene-
fit by study of this series.

Our November issue will be published on Friday, October 20. See page 745 for details.

Readers' Enquiries
We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,

designs or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published
by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope.

Telephone enquiries should be limited to those requiring only a brief reply.
We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone, technical
or otherwise.

Component Supplies
Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for

building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.
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ALTHOUGH developed as war-
time mine detectors, metal

locators have many diverse non
military applications such as pipe
finding, regulating traffic lights
and even pinpointing sixpences in
Christmas puddings, but easily the
most popular use must be treasure
hunting and several well publi-
cised finds have accounted for the
recent boom in sales.

Some types of metal locator
often need constant re -adjustment
of the controls and all too often
instability can be mistaken for
buried treasure. The Treasure
Hunter described here, however, is
as well suited to treasure hunting
as it is to pipe finding and should
hardly ever require alteration to
the pre-set controls.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram for the

Treasure Hunter is shown in Fig.
1.

The inductance of a coil of wire
is largely dependent not only on
the number of turns but also the
"resistance" of the magnetic path.

This resistance is known as
reluctance and is dependent on
the core material-high for air,

low for ferrous materials such as
steel etc. The search coil, L1, is an
air cored inductor so when a piece
of ferrous material is brought
near, the reluctance of the mag-
netic path is reduced and there-
fore its inductance is increased.
Detect this change and you have
the basis of a metal locator.

However, coins and other valu-
ables are usually non-ferrous and
as such do not affect the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit, but luckily
eddy currents induced in these
metals divert energy from the
search coil and consequently
lower the inductance.

TUNED CIRCUIT
The search coil, Ll forms part

of a tuned circuit in a Colpitts
oscillator, TR1 and associated com-
ponents. The inductance of the
coil together with other com-
ponents are adjusted precisely to
operate at a frequency of 125
kilohertz. Hence any slight change
in the inductance can cause a quite
marked difference in output fre-
quency.

The oscillator output is then
passed through a high pass filter,
comprising TR2 to TR4 with a cut-
off frequency of 130 kilohertz.

After passing through the filter
the signal is amplified by TR5 to
compensate for the attenuation it
suffers. The a.c. signal is then
rectified and smoothed by TR6 to
provide a steady d.c. output. This
d.c. voltage is proportional to the

Tieasure
niacin) arra
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Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the Treasure Hunter.

oscillator frequency, as the fre-
quency rises so the voltage rises.
The converse is true, when the
frequency decreases.

Integrated circuit ICI is a
straightforward comparator, the
reference voltage being obtained
from IC2, and applied to pin 3 of
ICI. The input signal is applied to
pin. 2, the output being taken
from pin 6 and passed to the
meter. The value for R23 is depen-
dent on the rating of the meter.
In the prototype this was 8- 2k,Q.
for a lmA movement.

to any

The sensitivity is adjustable by
varying the input voltage applied
to pin 2. A front panel control,
VR2 is provided for this purpose.

The three position switch pro-
vides both on and off, and also a
SET position. the purpose of which
will be described later.

Any long term change in oscil-
lator frequency caused by ageing
or temperature variations is com-
pensated for by feedback action,
but rapid changes are not, due to
the integrator IC2.

So as the search coil passes over

mutat),
ofi6 qursuit)

a piece of metal the meter will,
initially, be deflected and then
slowly return to its original posi-
tion as feedback action takes over.

2 j.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
All the components with the

exception of the switch and VR2
are mounted on a printed circuit
board as shown in Fig. 2a. Nothing
is particularly critical about the
layout, and could if desired be
altered or indeed constructed on
stripboard.

Begin by mounting the resistors
and capacitors, taking note of the

polarity of the electrolytic capaci-
tor. Ensure that the components
you have will fit on the board. It
is preferable in this case to make
or purchase the board before ob-
taining the components. Personal
shopping will be easier in this
respect than mail order, although
not essential.

Next the two i.c.s can be
mounted. Here it is advisable to
use sockets. If the T -version of
IC1 is obtained, some manipulation
of the leads will be required to fit
a d.i.l. socket. The remainder of
the wiring to the switch and vari-
able resistor can be completed as
in Fig. 2b.

METER WIRING
The meter can now be wired up

according to Fig. 3. The case used

Resistors
COMPONENTS

R1 12kC2 R9 47k.t2 R17
R2 8.2k11 R10 47ki..1 R18
R3 1.51d2 R11 4.7ki1 R19
R4 3.3k0 R12 3.31d2 R20
R5 47kf2 R13 47k0 R21
R6 47kCI R14 47k1). R22
R7 4.7kn R15 4.7kfl R23
R8 3.342 R16 22k(
All 1W carbon ± 10%

Potentiometers
VR1 25142 standard horz. preset
VR2 51d1 carbon lin.
VR3 1001d1 standard horz. preset

Semiconductors
TR1 to 4 BC109 silicon non (4 off)
TR5 BCY71
TR6 80109
D1 1 N4148 silicon
101 CA3130 E, T or S. operational amplifier
IC2 741 operational amplifier (8 pin d.i.l.)

270k0
4.7kL2
4-7k.O.
11\41.1

3.3MLI
1 MO
8.2k0

See

Shop
Talk

page 720

Capacitors
Cl 3300pF C8 100pF
C2 3300pF C9 0.1/LF 20% polyester
C3 100pF 010 0.1/F 20% polyester
C4 100pF C11 47nF ceramic disc
C5 100pF C12 100pF
C6 100pF 013 4701tF 10V elect p.c.b. mounting
All *2% polystyrene except where stated.

Miscellaneous
ME1 1mA moving coil meter
S1 2 -pole 3 -way slide switch
81 9V PP6 battery or Duracell PP3
L1 search coil, 40 turns 30 s.w.g, copper wire, 240mm diameter

Bimbox type BIN44003 or similar, size 85 x 56 x 29mm; Bimbox type
2005/15 or similar, size 150 x 80 x 50mm; printed circuit board size 125
x 72mm; battery clip to suit B1; sockets to suit 101, 102; small round
knob; 30 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire; approximately 31 metres: alu-
minium foil; length of lightweight screened cable; 22mm diameter
plastic overflow pipe, lengths as required; two "T" pieces; six 22mm
mounting clips; 6BA hardware; 260mm diameter coil cover plate, ply-
wood and/or hardboard if required; edging strip.

is a "Bimbox" type B1M4003 with
dimensions 85 X 56 X 29mm al-
though any case of similar dimen-
sions may be used.

It is recommended that the
reader use the best meter he can
afford, because the ballistics of a
sub -standard meter will seriously
affect the sensitivity of the detec-
tor.

If a meter of less than lmA full
scale deflection is used then the
output of IC1 must be loaded to
prevent instability. To do this a
resistor of 10 kilohms is connected
between pin 6 and a convenient
ground point on the p.c.b.

A scale also needs to be drawn
and this is shown in Fig. 4. If this
is traced onto thin white card it
can then be stuck over the exist-
ing meter scale.

HANDLE CONSTRUCTION
The physical design of the

Treasure Hunter is based on the
use of plastic overflow pipe, this
provides for easy assembly and a
neat finish.

Details for the construction are
shown in Fig. 5. Use is made of
"T" pieces and mounting clips. It
should be found that the pipe is a
tight fit in the connecting pieces,
if they do tend to come loose then
a small amount of glue will be
necessary.

Also shown are the positions of
the meter box and electronics.
These are attached to the clips
using 4BA nuts, bolts and washers.

SEARCH COIL
'Start construction of the search

coil by drawing a 240mm dia-
meter circle on a piece of 260 -
mm diameter plywood and nail
panel pins at 50mm intervals
around the circle. It is recom-
mended that p.v.c. sleeving or
similar be placed over the nails to
prevent the possibility of the
enamel being removed at the con-
tact point with the nail, which
could cause shorted turns via the
Faraday screen.

On this former wind exactly
40 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire and secure with
lengths of thread before carefully
removing the nails. To protect the
detector from stray capacitance to
the ground wind a 38mm wide
strip of aluminium cooking foil
around the coil to form a Faraday
screen. Overlap subsequent strips,
maintaining electrical continuity.
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Fig. 2a. The printed circuit pattern to be etched shown full size from the copper side of the board -
The black areas are the regions of copper to remain after etching.

TRA R3
TR2 1111111,
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- e +ve 0 = vEROPINS
MEI 131

Fig. 2b. The layout of the components on the topside of the circuit board and details of wiring to other components.

Photograph of the completed prototype board ready for installation.
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All the plastic pipe fittings and coil cover
used in the prototype.

Photograph showing method of fixing main
case to vertical limb by means of snap -on
clips.

it{lritn-AM ALL CfMENSONS mna

Fig. 6. Details for constructing the coil
assembly. It is recommended that the under-
side be covered with Formica or similar
laminate for protection.

718

Fig. 4. A suggested meter facia showing
SET position (mid -point) and ferrous and
non-ferrous regions, preferably coloured
differently for quick interpretation of
deflection.

METER

Fig. 3 (top right). Shows the method em-
ployed for attaching the meter box to the
upper limb by means of plastic pipe clips
secured to the internal base of the case.
The meter is fitted to the metal lid. This
arrangement allows the meter to be tilted in
either direction towards the user.

COAXIAL CABLE

Everyday Electronics, October 1978

Fig. 5 (left). Shows the completed prototype
Treasure Hunter mechanical construction,
and wiring between coil, circuit board and
meter in skeleton form.

Photograph of the completed prototype coil/
Faraday screen with top cover removed.



until the entire coil, less 25mm, is
covered in foil.

The 25mm gap is necessary to
prevent a shorted turn. Secure the
finished screen with insulating
tape.

Scrape the enamel from the last
25mm of the leads of the coil and
check for continuity. The d.c. re-
sistance should be 7 ohms. Check
for open circuit between the screen
and coil. Next wind one of the coil
ends along with the braid of the
coaxial lead around the twisted
end of the screen, solder and in-
sulated with tape.

Solder the other lead to the co-
axial inner and again insulate with
tape. Before going any further
check the continuity of the coil
and the Faraday screen with a
multimeter or similar continuity
tester.

SEARCH HEAD
A plastic "coil cover plate" was

used in the prototype as shown in
Fig. 6 and fits to the coil former
(acting as a base plate) to com-
pletely enclose and protect the
coil.

The completed coil including
Faraday shield is glued centrally
on the former.

With the screened cable fed
through a grommet lined hole in
the plastic cover, the latter is
screwed to a length of batten glued
to the upper face of the base plate,
by means of the pipe clip fixing
screws forming the coil pivot.
Adhesive around the base plate
outer edge will give additional
strength and protection to the
assembly.

A small hole drilled in the lower
T -piece allows the cable to pass up
the inside of the tubing to reach
the circuit board.

At this point it is worth mention-
ing that as the Treasure Hunter
will be transported around it ob-
viously needs to be dismantled. To
allow for this, the cable which
runs up inside the handle should
be made longer than necessary.
The excess can be pushed up in-
side the handle out of the way.

An additional length also needs
to be allowed at the pivot point
where the handle meets the cover
plate.

As an alternative, two pieces of
3mm hardboard are cut into cir-
cular discs, each 260mm in dia-
meter. A circular piece of 10mm
plywood with a diameter of 235mm
is also cut out. The coil is then

OSCILLATOR

WA I 25k Hz
AA.MA

LOW PASS RECTIFIER &
'FILTERS SMOOTHING

SEARCH
COILr.VrT4),

e?

AMPLIFIER METER

HOW IT WORKS
The inductance or a coil is dependent to some extent on the "resistance"

of the magnetic field. This is normally termed the reluctance. The search
coil forms part of the tuned circuit in an OSCILLATOR. When a piece of
metal is brought near the coil the reluctance is changed by virtue of the
magnetic field being deformed. This change in reluctance now affects the
inductance of the coil which in turn changes the frequency of the oscillator.

This change after passing through a FILTER is amplified and rectified to
give a proportional output which is then shown on the meter.

positioned round the plywood and
the two pieces of hardboard placed
on the top and bottom to form a
sandwich.

Edging strip 22mm wide is then
attached round the perimeter. -
Once finished the entire assembly
can be sprayed in a colour of your
choice.

SETTING UP
The maximum sensitivity of the

detector is set by the greatest
amount of low frequency flicker
the operator can tolerate when
reading the meter.

This flicker, in most cases can-
not be avoided and is due to the
very high gains employed in detec-
tors of this type. A resistor in
series with the sensitivity control
could be used to limit the maxi-
mum sensitivity. Its value is chosen
by experiment.

With a d.c. voltmeter on test
point X, and S1 to SET adjust VR1
to give a reading of five volts with
respect to the OV line. With Si in
the mid -position (SET) and the sen-
sitivity control, VR2 at minimum.
adjust VR3 to read half full-scale
deflection on MEl. Switch S1 to
ON, the meter will deflect and then
gradually return to the centre posi-
tion. With exceptionally non-linear
meters the pointer may not return

to the centre position. To over-
come this problem, set the meter
to read slightly more than half
full scale. The unit is then ready
for use.

IN USE
As the search coil is brought

near a piece of buried metal the
meter will deflect either to the left
or right according to the composi-
tion of the metal. Non-ferrous
objects such as coins, etc., will
always cause the meter to deflect
to the left. For small ferrous items
such as nails, etc., the meter will
deflect to the right.

Large ferrous objects may give
a deflection likened to that of non-
ferrous materials-so be prepared
for the occasional misleading read-
ings.

The search coil should be swept
across the ground fairly briskly, as
this produces a larger indication.

When the unit is in the most
sensitive condition, large objects
will produce a rapid deflection on
the meter, and the unit may take
a couple of seconds to recover.

The sensitivity control can be
useful in avoiding small items in
the search for larger ones and for
most accurate pin - pointing of
objects; always set the unit for the
minimum acceptable sensitivity. III

OPERATING LICENCE
Under the terms of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, a licence is

required to operate this Treasure Hunter in the UK. This design
meets with Home Office approval, operating on a frequency of
125kHz. As such no alteration should be made to the circuit which
would change this frequency. A licence for five years costs £2.80 and
is available from the Home Office, Waterloo Bridge House, Water-
loo Road, London SE1.
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By Dave Barrington

Mains Tester Screwdrivers
It's always handy to keep as many

screwdrivers in your toolbox as pos-
sible, as they have the nasty habit of
disappearing at the most inconvenient
times.

Mains tester screwdrivers are no
exception to the rule and the addition
of two new C.K. mainstester screw-
drivers from CeKa Works Ltd would
not be amiss.

These screwdrivers are marked for
100-500 volt range and Incorporate, in
their plastic handles, "safety -sealed"
neon assemblies. The two models
available are a 5in and an 8in type and
feature 2in and 43in insulated blades
respectively.

Both screwdrivers are supplied in
protective plastic display wallets and
retail at 51p plus VAT for the 5in model
(No. 4949) and 85p plus VAT for the
8iri model (No. 4962). For addresses of
nearest stockists, readers should write
to CeKa Works Ltd., Dept EE, Pwllheli,
Gwynedd, North Wales.

Multimeter
For the power engineer and electrical

man who needs that little extra from
his multimeter, Alcon Instruments are
marketing the Miselco Electromaster
multimeter from Italy.

A low sensitivity instrument (11Q/V
a.c. and d.c.), the Electromaster offers
a claimed accuracy of 1-5 per cent d.c.,
2 per cent resistance and 2.5 per cent
a.c. It has a wide 110 degree anti -
parallax mirror movement and simple
scaling. Only two switches select any
one of 35 ranges.

In addition to the normal current,
voltage and resistance ranges found in
most meters, the Electromaster
includes a simple neon -indicator con-
tinuity tester and a three-phase cyclic
sense detector designed to identify
the phase order of a three-phase
supply.

Voltages covered extend from 60m V
to 1kV d.c. and 10V to 1kV a.c. There
are extended current capabilities from
600,uA to 30A d.c. and from 600mA to
30A a.c. There are three resistance
ranges covering 2k0, 20ki2 and 200kr2
f.s.d.

One-off price for the Electromaster
Multimeter is £47.95, including VAT,
and additional information on the
complete Miselco test instrument
range can be obtained from Alcon
Instruments Ltd., Dept E.E.,19 Mulberry
Walk, London, SW3 6DZ.

Electromaster
from Alcon Instruments.

Walichart
Readers who like to keep up to date

on semiconductor devices might like
to obtain a copy of the new Mullard
FET Walichart.

The chart gives design functions
and lists basic parameters, various
encapsulations used and names and
addresses of distributors who handle
these devices.

Copies of the Mullard FET n -
channel wallchart can be obtained
from Mullard Ltd., Dept E.E., Central
Enquiry Handling Unit, New Road,
Mitcham, Surrey. A large stamped
addressed envelope would be ap-
preciated.

Tone Booster
Last month we mentioned that the

printed circuit board for the Tone
Booster could be purchased from
Davian Electronics.

We are happy to report that they are
now able to supply a complete kit of
parts, including p.c.b., for the sum of
£3.56 including V. A.T. and postage.

Readers should write to Davian
Electronics, Dept EE, 13 Deepdale
Avenue, Royton, Oldham, OL2 6XD.

Constructional Projects
Judging by last year's response to

the Teach -In '78 series, the TTL
Electronic Test -Bed project that has
been specially designed for testing
the circuits in our new major beginners
series Doing It Digitally should be
very popular.

In view of the importance of this
new series we have circularised our

advertisers regarding complete kits of
components for both the TTL Elec-
tronic Test -Bed and the first six parts
of Doing It Digitally and a special
listing, together with prices, appears
on page 754.

Probably one of the most popular
projects published in this magazine
has been metal locators. This month
we present the Treasure Hunter and
readers should have no difficulty in
obtaining parts.

As the project is constructed on a
printed circuit board it is wise to
ensure that the components will fit the
board before they are purchased. The
preset potentiometers called for in this
project were the Piher PT15. Here
again any type can be used provided
they fit the board.

The framework and housing of the
search coil is fairly novel and worth
further mention. To give it a "pro-
fessional" appearance it was decided
to use plastics overflow tubing and
T -pieces, together with mounting
clips. These are available through
DIY shops or Builders' Merchants.
Another alternative would be electrical
conduit tubing with threaded connec-
tions.

During our investigations for a
suitable search coil cover plate,
Arrow Electronics have had a suitable
cover made specially for the job and
are also prepared to supply all com-
ponents and hardware for the Treasure
Hunter for the sum of £16-45. Readers
should write to Arrow Electronics,
Dept. EE, Leader House, Coptfold
Road, Brentwood, Essex.

The plastic cases housing the
detector circuit and the meter case
are Bimbox types BIM4003 and 2005/15
available from Boss Industrial Mould-
ings Ltd., Dept. EE, Higgs Industrial
Estate, 2 Herne Hill Road, London,
SE24 OA V. Mail Order only.

Looking at the CMOS MW/LW Radio
there should be no component prob-
lems. The ferrite rod and coil L1/L2,
with mounting clips, is available from
Ambit International. Any other
standard medium/long wave coil can
be used. The ferrite rod diameter is
9.5mm and 140mm long.

The tuning trimmer capacitor called
for is available from Bi-Pak or Green -
weld. The 60pF trimmer C2 is obtain-
able from Ambit International,
2 Gresham Road, Brentwood, Essex.

The only point to mention regarding
the Fuse Checker is that when purchas-
ing the I.e.d.s make sure that the
mounting clips are supplied. The case
used in the prototype is the BIM 2002/12.

Finally, a word about the Mini
Modules. These projects have been
specially designed to familarise the
newcomer with various methods of
construction and the components
used have been taken from the "spares
box". Readers should be able to find
components from their own spares as
tolerances are not critical.
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WE HAVE all probably come
across the instance where

we have a rather dubious fuse in
our hand and we can not tell
whether it is blown or not. This is
especially the case with the
ceramic types fitted in most plugs.

The normal course of action is to
throw the fuse away and replace
it with a new one, alternatively the
more sophisticated of us might go
for the good old battery and bulb
or even the ohmeter. Normally by
this time the fuse has rolled away
into some inaccessible corner and
so a new fuse might as well be
fitted anyway! How many people
have chased a fuse around the
surface of a table with a pair of
multimeter probes?

The unit described here has been
designed to conveniently check all
types of fuse generally used. These
are the 114 inch and 20mm glass
types, and the 1 inch ceramic fuse
used in plugs.

Operation of the device is very
simple; the fuse to be tested is

by A. R. Winstanley
placed across two studs on the case
and a push button is pressed. If the
fuse is intact then a light emitting
diode designated CLEAR illumin-
ates, and similarly if the fuse has
blown, a corresponding light emit-
ting diode glows (BLOWN).

There exists an argument that
you do not need such a tester for
glass fuses because you can see the
fuse wire inside and tell whether
it has melted or not. In certain
cases this is of course perfectly
true, but using the unit to be des-
cribed is considerably easier and
more certain than having to squint
through a glass tube at a micro-
scopically -thin strand of wire.

No doubt this checker will prove
a boon to those whose eyes are not
what they used to be, or those who
generally discard questionable
fuses regardless.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the Fuse

Checker appears in Fig. 1. As soon

R122011

A

41)01

D2
111.20.3

laiowt4i

03
TH209
ICLEARI

Ii

FUSE
UNDER TEST

IIII
Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Fuse Checker.

4-9V

as S1 is pushed, power is applied
to the circuit, and one of the 1.e.d.s
illuminates.

Which one it is that glows, de-
pends on the fuse under test.
Assume firstly that the fuse is
blown, therefore D3 cannot illumi-
nate because its cathode is not
connected to OV. Current can how-
ever flow through R1, D1 and D2,
which illuminates to show that the
fuse being tested is blown.

Because D1 is carrying current,
about 0.6V appears across it. Simi-
larly approximately 2V appears
across the illuminated I.e.d.

VOLTAGE ANALYSIS
Referring to Fig. 2 this shows

how the voltages are split up
across the various components. It
can be seen that 6.4V is left across
the resistor which limits the cur-
rent flowing through the I.e.d. to a
safe value, 29mA.

In the case of an intact fuse
diode D3 is now able to illuminate

Fig. 2. Voltage analysis of the
circuit with a blown fuse.

4-94

ld FUSE

rl TEST
UNDER

DV

Fig. 3. Voltage analysis of the
circuit with a good fuse.
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DIAMETER
CF HOLES
,A= 6BA
0= 6mm
C SUIT Si

12

24.5

20

20

A

100

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

20

COMPONENTS

Resistors
P.1 2200 1W carbon 5%

Semiconductors
D1 1 N4001 silicon
D2 TIL209 red light emitting

diode
D3 TIL209 green light emit-

ting diode

Miscellaneous
S1 push -to -make release -to -

break
81 9V PP3 battery
Plastic case 100 x 50 x 25mm;
6BA hardware; four small
screw cups; mounting clips for
D2 and D3; connecting wire;
battery clip to suit Bi.

stehop
Talk

page 720

A

r2 .s-j

Fig. 4. Case drilling details. It is important that the distances
between the four holes -A" are exact. Otherwise the fuses will
not bridge them properly and may cause incorrect reading.

Fig. 5. Complete wiring details for the unit. Remember to solder
the solder tags on to the wires before fitting them finally in place,
otherwise the plastic case will melt from the heat of the iron.
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because its cathode is taken
through the fuse to OV. As it is
glowing, about 2V appears across
it Fig. 3. But for D2 to glow, 2V
must appear across it and a
further 0.6V across D1, that is
point A, Fig. 1 must be at 2.6V
with respect to OV.

However, with D3 glowing, point
A is only at 2V and this of course
is not enough to forward -bias Dl
and D2. So if an intact fuse is
checked, D3 illuminates and D2 is
forced to extinguish, using a
method called "current shunting"
-D3 shunts current away from D1
and D2.

It will be seen from Fig 3 that
the voltage appearing across RI
is now 7V and so a current of
31mA now flows through D3. As
only 29mA flows through D2 when
a blown fuse is connected, the
CLEAR indicator will glow more
brightly than the BLOWN lamp.

This effect will become more
noticeable as the battery begins to
age.

The prototype was built into an
orange ABS box measuring 100 x
50 x 25mm. This was a convenient
size which slipped neatly into the
palm of the hand. Of course, any
other case could be used, but in
this particular instance it must be
made of plastic or similar non -con-
ducting material.

CASE DRILLING
Construction starts with the case

which is drilled to take the four
studs, the switch and two indica-
tors Fig. 4. All necessary lettering
should be carried out at this stage,
and the case should then be
sprayed with clear lacquer.

Fix the push switch onto the side
of the case, and then mount the
two l.e.d.s using the special clips
provided with each one. The leads
will need to be cut back to about
25mm. Also once the Le.d.s are in
place, it will not be passible to see
the cathode identification notches

BLOWN

CL EA

External and interior photographs of the completed Fuse Checker.

on the bodies, and so the cathode
lead must be identified with a
mark before mounting onto the
case. You could, for example, cut
the cathode lead shorter than the
anode lead.

WIRING
Next carry out all of the inter -

wiring as shown in Fig. 5. Be care-
ful not to overheat any of the com-
ponents, especially the semicon-
ductors. Constructors who do not
have too much experience solder-
ing semiconductors are advised to
use a heatshunt on the necessary
leads.

If there is any danger of wires
shorting out, they can be insulated
with p.v.c. sleeving, which is
slipped over one of the leads
before soldering, and then slid
over the soldered joint.

There are four studs on the case
which allow the testing of the
three common sizes of fuse (one
stud is common). The studs con-
sist of 6BA countersunk screws
with a small screw cup fitted under
each head.

Connections to the studs are
made by 6BA solder tags placed
under the nuts. The connection to
the solder tag should be soldered
before the tag is placed under the

nut, otherwise the heated solder
tag would melt the case.

Finally check all of the wiring
for any mistakes. making sure that
the l.e.d.s have been soldered the
right way round. Clip on the
battery and push the battery into
the rase, where it fits snugly. A
piece of foam rubber glued onto
the inside of the removable lid of
the case will hold the battery
tightly in place when the lid is
screwed down.

TESTING
Press the pushbutton without

placing a fuse across the terminals;
this will cause the BLOWN indicator
to glow. Now hold a good fuse
across the appropriately -spaced
terminals. For example the com-
mon and one inch terminal for
ceramic fuses, and press the
switch. The CLEAR indicator will
illuminate but of course the BLOWN
1.e.d. should not. This completes
the testing of the unit which is
now ready for use.

A battery life in excess of one
year could possibly be expected,
but it would be wise to check the
battery condition occasionally if
the tester is not used for a long
period. If neither l.e.d. illuminates,
then this is a sure sign of battery
failure.
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Development of Microwaves
A chart of the electro-magnetic

spectrum, which lists all the radio,
TV and radar frequency allocations,
shows that the frequency 2450MHz
is set aside for cooking rather than
communication.

This frequency is the wavelength
allocated for microwave ovens and
it all began in the Summer of 1940.
Two scientists in the physics depart-
ment of the University of Birmingham,
John Randall and Henry Boot finally
achieved success with what they
christened a "magnetron". The in-
vention was patented and you can
still read the original description
and look at the original technical
drawings as published in British
patent no. 588 185 even though the
patent is, of course, long since legally
dead.

The magnetron was really a com-
bination of an electronic valve and
heavy duty magnet. In a manner
which at the time of patenting even
the inventors clearly did not under-
stand, electrons emitted by the valve
filaments were spun in spiral paths
by the joint action of electrostatic
and magnetic fields. The spiralling
electrons hit a resonant frequency
to produce a high power output of
very high frequency, short wavelength
radio waves.

Radar
One of the first magnetrons built

by Randall and Boot oscillated to
produce radio waves of 9.9cm
wavelength. This was exactly what
radar engineers had been praying for;
a generator of high power, short wave-
length signals that could be beamed
up into the sky to reflect off relatively
small moving targets, such as aircraft,
and so give an accurate tell -tale in-
dication of the target position. And that

By ADRIAN HOPE

was how high resolution radar, which
helped win us the war and enables
aircraft to fly blind today, was born.

Microwave Ovens
Even by the time the war was over

another interesting use of the mag-
netron had been discovered. As early
as 1947 some hotels were experiment-
ing with massive magnetrons to cook
food and dry milk. This is possible
because the microwave signals gener-
ated by the magnetron are soaked up
by such organic materials and con-
verted into heat.

One suggestion is that the micro-
wave energy causes the molecules of
the food to vibrate very rapidly and
generate heat by mutual friction,
rather as our hands get hot when we
rub them together. A lump of meat will
cook very rapidly when bathed in
microwave energy.

Sadly it doesn't matter whether
the meat is alive or dead. Recently
an American lady tried to dry her
pet poodle after a shampoo by putting
it in a microwave oven. The poor
creature died almost immediately,
literally cooked alive. The owner's
mistake was almost understandable.
It is only the organic material which
absorbs the energy and gets hot
while everything else including the
oven walls stay cold. Also the material
gets hot internally and cooks from
the inside out.

Microwave Cooking
All microwave ovens operate on the

fixed frequency 2450MHz because
this way they cause no interference
to radar systems which operate
on other micro -wavelengths.

It's likely that microwave cooking
will become more and more popular
as the price of electricity increases,
because with all the heat generated

inside the food, there is very high
overall efficiency of energy conversion.

An oven which draws 1200 watts
from the mains will beam 600 watts of
microwave energy into the food and
fully cook a alb leg of lamb in 22 min-
utes or a fillet of plaice in 2 minutes.
Anyone (like myself) dismayed at the
inefficiency of conventional electric
cooking, where energy is first wasted
on heating up an oven or ring and
then again as it cools down after
cooking, could well find the instant
heating effect of a microwave oven
a worthwhile investment.

Some points are worth bearing in
mind, however. Not all foods cook
well and taste good with microwave
cooking. Also beware of putting even
the smallest piece of metal in a micro-
wave oven. Eddy currents will be
generated that cause dramatic, but
potentially very expensive, arcing.

Last but not least oven users
should bear in mind at all times the
very real danger of exposing any
part of the human body to microwaves.
Never, ever override the safety locks
which are designed to prevent the
magnetron from working when the
oven door is open. It isn't just a
question of burning your hands by
exposing them to microwaves inside
the oven cabinet; there is growing
evidence that cataract eye damage
can be caused from microwaves
leaking out of a faulty oven.

Lightning Arrest
A friend and I "collect" bureaucratic

and technological absurdities. A
recent thunderstorm reminded us of
one of the best. New buildings often
have a lightning striker "aerial" stand-
ing a foot or so proud of the highest
point of the roof and connected to
earth via a heavy duty feed down the
building wall.

The idea, of course, is that if light-
ning strikes the building it will hit the
nearest conductive path to earth,
which is the striker. Fine. But almost
without exception something happens
after a new building has been com-
pleted. A firm of aerial contractors
moves in and instals TV and F.M.
radio aerials which stand many, many
feet proud of the lightning striker.

In the old days aerials often used to
have a lightning arrestor in the feed
down to the radio set. These arrestors
were often simply a T -junction with a
small air gap to earth. The theory was
that the lightning took the air gap
route to earth rather than blitzing the
radio set.

I've never seen a lightning arrestor
on a modern aerial system and they
certainly aren't widely advertised for
sale. But with modern solid-state
components it should be easy to
design a much more reliable type
with a controlled breakdown voltage.
Enthusiasts might like to get working
on the project this weekend.
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TO EXPERIMENT with logic inte-
grated circuits one needs a

method of mounting them tempo-
rarily and making electrical con-
nections to them. A source of cur-
rent is a basic requirement and a
way of applying high and low volt-
ages to the i.c. input terminals.
Also one needs a means of detect-
ing and displaying the states of the
outputs of the logic gates. All these
facilities and more are provided by
the TTL Electronic Test -Bed.

Although this unit has been de-
signed specifically for the Doing It
Digitally series starting this month,
many will find it an invaluable aid
to logic experiments and system
design in its own right.

Circuits may be constructed on
the Test -Bed rapidly without the
need for a soldering iron thereby
allowing components to be re -used.
Interwiring between circuit ele-
ments is accomplished by means of
plug-in wiring and component
leads.

MAINS OR BATTERY
The unit to be described here

has a mains derived power supply
unit but if desired this may be re-
placed by suitable batteries. Be-
ginners may prefer to use a bat-
tery as this simplifies construction
and there are no worries about
having mains voltages on certain
parts of the circuit.

On the other hand a circuit con-
sisting of several TTL i.c.s. plus a
display can draw a heavy current
and batteries will not last long be-
fore needing replacement. The
mains derived supply, though more
expensive in the initial outlay, is
more economical in the end if used
for extensive experimenting and
designing.

If deciding on the battery ver-
sion, ignore the circuitry from the
mains input up to decoupling capa-
citor C3 with the exception of S1
which should be placed in the
battery positive lead.

CIRCUITRY
All the circuitry contained in the

TTL Electronic Test -Bed is shown
in Fig. 1 and is seen to consist of
six distinct sections: power supply,
clock generator, a latching circuit,
two seven -segment displays includ-
ing drivers, a group of three basic
logic elements (a bistable, 2 -input
NAND gate and an inverter) and two
counting elements. In addition an

ERELECTRON IC

HI- BED
By 0. N. Bishop

array of four 1.e.d.s are included
which can be used to monitor out-
put levels of the gates.

All necessary inputs and outputs
of these sections are available at
pluggable sockets (pins) on the
main "test-bed" board; also, cer-
tain parameters are controlled by
switches on the front panel.

POWER SUPPLY
The power supply section is a

conventional full -wave regulated
type producing a smooth 5 volt out-
put under varying load conditions.
When supplying 0.5 amp the proto-
type output voltage dropped by
only 0 2 volt. A supply of 0.7 amps
may be drawn without reducing
the voltage sufficiently to affect the
operation of the logic circuits.

The mains voltage is stepped
down to 6 volts a.c. by T1 and is
then rectified by the diode bridge
to produce pulsed d.c. This is
smoothed by Cl to produce a
steady d.c. level of 7.8 volts
[(1- 4 X 6) V-0.6 V] and is applied
to R1 and D5, a 5.6 volt Zener
diode which clamps the base volt-
age of TR1 at this value. There is
a 0.6 volt drop across the base/
emitter function of TR1 producing
about 5 volts at the emitter which
charges C2 to this level.

When a large current is drawn
from the circuit, C2 begins to dis-
charge, and the voltage at the
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STRIP, Fig. 1. The complete circuit
diagram of the TTL Electronic
Test -Bed showing input/
output location of all elements
available on the "test-bed"
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emitter begins to fall. But the volt-
age at its base remains unaltered
at 5-6 volts. Thus the base/emitter
voltage tends to increase, causing
the increased current to flow to the
base thereby . turning TR1 more
fully on. This allows a larger cur-
rent to flow to C2 and the load
circuits, and restores the output
voltage to 5 volts.

When a small current is being
drawn, the output voltage tends
to rise above 5 volts, but this ten-
dency reduces the base/emitter
voltage. Base current is thus re-
duced, TR1 is turned slightly off
and less current flows through it.
The effect is to restore the output
voltage to 5 volts.

LOGIC CIRCUITS
The clock generator consists of

two NAND gates of IC1 wired as in-
verters and cross -connected to
form an astable multivibrator. The
frequency of the output pulses is
dependent on the values of the
coupling capacitors and the resis-
tors. In the prototype the frequen-
cies were measured as 0-1, 2.5
and 450Hz for the three on posi-
tions. If other clock rates are re-
quired the capacitors can be
changed or the numbers increased

The clock output is brought to
three pins on the Test -Bed (D14,
D16 and D18) to allow pluggable
connections to inputs of other
circuits.

The latch circuit is made up
from five NAND gates, four of these
located in one package IC2, and
the fifth, Gic, from ICI connected
as an inverter. The output from
this circuit follows the level at the
latch input. When S4 is closed, the
output maintains the level of the
input at the time S4 is operated,
regardless of further input level
changes.

Input and output connections to
the latch are available via plug-
gable pins on the test bed at loca-
tion H15 and G17, /17 respectively.

The two independent 7 -segment
displays are each fed by the usual
TTL decoder/driver i.c., 7447. The
seven outputs from each of these
i.c.s are wired to the displays.
There are four inputs to each 7447
which receive a four -bit binary
number. Inputs to these devices
are provided on the Test -Bed at
locations F22, H22, J22 and D22
for Xl and F24, H24, J24 and D24
for X2. Decoder IC6 is wired to

suppress the display of digit "0"
on Xl.

The two counting sections are
provided by decade up -counters
type 7490 in locations 1C4 and IC5.

These devices have a single in-
put pin and the output is in binary
code to indicate the number of
changes from high to low received
at the input. For example, if three
pulses are inputted, the binary
equivalent of three appears at the
outputs DCBA (0011) where 1 rep-
resents a high level and 0 a low
level.

The i.c.s. are wired in the count
mode, with an inbuilt facility for
resetting to zero or nine.

Detailed circuit operation of the
logic circuits will be dealt with in
the Doing It Digitally series as
they occur.

CONSTRUCTION
The TTL Electronic Test -Bed

uses two pieces of stripboard in its
construction, one board fitted to
the base of the case holding the
power supply unit, clock, latch and
display decoder/driver circuitry.
Controls for these sections are
located on the front panel of the

unit. The second board is fitted to
the top of the case and holds the
counting circuits, and the three
basic logic elements for connection
in experimental circuits. The top
board is also fitted with i.c. sockets
and Soldercon pins to allow solder-

less interconnections between de-
vices.

Begin construction by preparing
the front panel to accept the
various controls and displays as
shown in Fig. 2. The cut-outs for
the displays should be made when
the latter are at hand. and should
be made just large enough to allow
them to fit. A piece of aluminium
angle is glued to the rear face of
the front panel and positioned for
the displays to be glued to this and
fit flush in the display windows. A
quick setting epoxy adhesive was
found to be satisfactory in the
prototype.

The back should next be pre-
pared to accept the fuseholder,
mains cable grommet and the
power transistor TR1. It is impor-
tant that a mica washer and in-
sulating bushes are used when
mounting TR1 to electrically
isolate it from the back panel. The
connection to the collector ter-
minal of TR1 is internally con-
nected to the transistor case. Con-
nection to this is made via one of
the fixings and a soldertag. see Fig.
3 for details.

LOWER BOARD
The layout of the components on

the lower board is shown in Fig. 2.
The breaks in the copper strips
and the fixing hole positions for

Interior view of the finished unit showing front panel components wired to the lower
circuit board.
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the board and transformer are
shown in Pig. 4. Make all of these
breaks and then assemble the
power supply components accord-
ingly to Fig. 2. Note that Veropins
are used for connections at the
board to TR I for ease 1A hich will
become apparent later.

With the transformer used in
the prototype, the two secondary
windings were connected in
parallel to provide a 6 volt 1 amp
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secondary. Also, the connections of
the secondary to the hoard were
made by tinned copper wire
directly from hoard to secondary
tags. This may not be possible
with some transformers and may
have to be made differently.

TESTING THE POWER
SUPPLY

With the power supply wired up
this may _now he tested. When

TR1

c b

123456 wan 3840424446000000 00400 0000 000 0 0 00 00000 0
O
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0 Ov
0 o.

switched on the front panel 1.e.d_
should light up. With your volt-
meter switched to read 10 volts
a.c. full scale check that the output
from the secondary winding of T1
is 6 volts a.c.

Remove the probes and set the
multimeter to read d.c. volts and
check that the voltage across Cl is
about 7-8 volts. Now check the
voltage across C2, this should he
about 5 volts.

If it is wished to test the supply

S2b POLE

S2a
POLE 

50 51 560 0 0000

V
0000 00 0000000 0000000 00000000

60 62 64 6667
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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52 - m

X1

O
0000000
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Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the topside of the lower board, front panel components and interwiring. The stripboard locations
encircled refer to connection points on the underside of the top "test-bed" board.
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under load, a 10 ohm 2.5 watt
resistor may be connected across
C2. The reading across C2 should
not decrease by more. than about
0-1 volt. A 6.8 ohm 3.5 watt
resistor connected across C2 should
not decrease the voltmeter reading
by more than. about 0.3 volt.

This circuit has voltage regula-
tion but it does not have current
limiting features. If too large a
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current is drawn (e.g. when there
is an accidental short circuit in the
load) voltage falls appreciably. The
panel 1.e.d. then glows only dimly.
or not at all, giving warning that
something is wrong \o hich should
be investigated immediately.

If all is well the remainder of
the components may be assembled
on this hoard and wired up to the
front panel components. Some con-

structors and followers of Doing I t
Digitally may wish to use i.c.
sockets to hold IC!, IC2, 106 and
1C7 and insert these at the appro-
priate time.

Suitable lengths of insulated wir-
ing to reach the upper board when
fitted should now be attached to
the front panel and lower board.
which can then be secured to the
lower section of the case.

Cr
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Fig. 4. The breaks and fixing holes to be made on the underside of the circuit board holding the power supply clock and
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Fig. 3. Back panel drilling and wiring details and method of mounting the power transistor using mica washer and insulating bushes.
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The completed TTL Electronic Test -Bed with top section removed to show interwiring between the two sections.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

For a complete list of sup-
pliers for this project see
page 754.

R1 10052 R6 1kO R11. 1500.
R2 1kO R7 1ku R12 15053
R3 2.2k0 R8 R13 15052
R4 2-2k52 R9 15052 R14 150Q
R5 11d2 R.10 1500

All 1,1- watt carbon ± 10%

Capacitors
C1 2200,u F 10V elect. C6 0.47pF polyester
C2 1000µF 10V elect. C7 1000pF 10 V elect.
C3 0.1 pF polyester C8 47pF 10V elect.
C4 1000pF 10V elect. C9 0.47pF polyester
C5 47/4F 10V elect.

Semiconductors
D1 - D4 W005 50V 1A bridge rectifier
D5 BZY88C5V6 5.6V 400mW Zener diode
D6 TIL209 panel mounting 1.e.d. including mounting bush/clip
D7 -D10 T I L209 light emitting diodes (4 off)
TR1 2N3055 silicon npn TO -3 case -style
X1, X2 seven -segment display, common anode (2 off)

ntegrated
IC1,2,3
IC4,5
106,7

Switches
S1 s.p.s.t. miniature mains toggle
S2 2 -pole 4 -way rotary
S3 s.p.s.t. miniature toggle
S4,5 push -to -make, release -to -break button (2 off)
S6 s.p.s.t. miniature toggle

Miscellaneous
Ti Mains primary/6 volt 1 amp secondary
FS1 20mm 500mA fuse and panel mounting fuseholder
Stripboard: 0.1 inch matrix, 46 strips x 57 holes and 46 strips x 67
holes; Verocase type 751411 D; 16 -pin d.i.l. socket (2 off); 14 pin d.i.l.
socket:1-0-5 or TO -18 type transistor socket; Soldercon pins (250 off);
TO -3 mounting kit for TR1; knob with skirt and marker; sleeved grom-
met; three -core mains cable (2 metres); mains cable retaining clip or
bush; single -sided Veropins (3 -oft); 20 s.w.g. tinned copper wire (1
metre); lightweight stranded insulated wire (5 metres); 4BA fixings;
nuts, 6mm bolts, washers, solder tags (2 off each); 6BA fixings; nuts
(6 off), 12mm countersunk bolts (4 off), 12mm cheesehead bolts
(2 off), washers (8 off), solder tag; 6mm aluminium right angle bracket,
42mm long.

Circuits
7400 quad 2 -input NAND gate (3 off)
7490 decade up -counter (2 off)
7447 seven segment decoder/driver (2 off)

See

Shop
Talk.

page 720

TEST-BED BOARD
The layout of the components on

the top board and the breaks to be
made on the underside are shown
in Figs. 5a and b. Begin by making
the breaks and drilling the four
fixing holes and then mount three
i.c. sockets and the transistor
socket.

The sockets can then be used as
reference for mounting the Solder -
con pins; the latter are supplied
joined together in strips of 50,
spaced at intervals of 0-1 inch and
can be detached from the strip by
bending along a preformed line.

An easy way of mounting these
pins is to deal with one column of
the board at a time and use a
length of 36 attached pins, and
"plug" single pins on this accord-
ing to the column being fitted.

Note that C3 is fitted across the
supply rails on the underside of
the top board, i.e. between strips
L and N. Next fit the link wires
and the eight resistors. The i.c.s on
the top panel, can now be con-
nected, either soldered directly to
the board or in sockets. Conven-
tional d.i.l. sockets cannot be used
due to their overall size, but use
can be made of Soldercon pins.

Finally connect the four light -
emitting diodes paying attention to
polarity. A small flat (index) on
the plastic body is alongside the
cathode ( +) terminal.

The next stage is to cut a rect-
angular aperture in the top panel
to allow access to the Test -Bed
area when the board is fitted to
the underside of the top panel. For
neatness and quick location of con-
nection points, countersunk bolts
should be used and a reference
grid glued in position around the
perimeter of the cut-out.
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Fig. 5a. The layout of the components and connection pins on the topside of the "test-bed" and identification of the input/output pins to the

logic sections.

It only remains for the flying
leads from the lower board and the
panel mounted switches to be con-
nected to the underside of the top
board. Full details of these connec-
tions are shown in Fig. 2.

It is recommended that the top
section of the case (with board
fitted) is sited alongside the lower
section when this wiring is carried
out and the connecting leads kept
as short as possible. The front
panel controls can now be labelled
as shown in the photographs.

TESTING
The power supply has been

tested earlier, so assuming this is
in working order we can check out
all the other facilities in the unit.

With a lead, plugged into one of
the 1.e.d. sockets (e.g. U40) check
that the l.e.d. lights when the lead

The unit ready for use.

is connected to any of the pins on
strip L. Repeat for the other three
1.e.d.s. A d.c. voltmeter connected
across strips L and N should read
5 volts, L more positive than N.

Clock
With the clock switched in the

off position, connect in turn pins
D14, D16 and D18 to any one of
the 1.e.d.s. The l.e.d. should light
and remain on. Now turn S2 to its

first position and the l.e.d. should
turn on and off at regular intervals.

In the prototype, the Le.d.
turned on every 10 seconds and
the scale marked accordingly,
(0-1Hz). This can easily be timed
with the aid of a secondhand on
a wristwatch.

Advance S2 and note that the
1.e.d. flashes much faster. If the
number of flashes in say 10 sec
intervals are counted, the fre-
quency can be calculated and
marked on the scale.

The last position of S2 should
cause the l.e.d. to appear perma-
nently on. In fact it is switching
on and off faster than the eye can
detect changes. To determine its
frequency an oscilloscope or fre-
quency counter is required. Alter-
natively, a crystal earpiece con-
nected between D18 and strip N
can be used and compared with a
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Fig. 5b. Shows the fixing holes and breaks along the copper strips on the underside of the "test-bed."

musical note on say a piano. In
the prototype this frequency was
measured to be 450Hz. Musical
note A is 440Hz.

It is not essential to obtain these
exact frequencies and any same
order of magnitude frequencies
are acceptable.

Latch
Set S2 to the 2.5Hz position and

conned the clock output to the
latch input (D14 to H15). Now
connect latch output (G17) to one
of the 1.e.d.s. The 1.e.d. should be
flashing on and off.

Connect another l.e.d. to a
second dock output (D16). The two

l.e.d.s should flash in unison.
Operate S4 and the first Le.d. will
remain on or off with the other
continuing to flash on and off.
Several operations of S4 will
demonstrate this indicating the
correct functioning of the latch
switch, i.e. output can be locked
at a level with the input to it
changing.

Decoder/Driver/Display
Make a connection between M31

and any pin on strip L. Set the
clock frequency at 2-5Hz and con-
nect the clock output in turn to the
seven -segment decoder/driver in-
puts D24, F24, H24 and J24. Switch
on and then operate S3; this causes

50

X2 to flash on and off. Repeat this
for X1 using locations D22, F22,
H22 and J22. The only readable
digit on either display will be a
"seven" for locations J22 and J24.

Counters
To test the counters, connect the

binary outputs of IC5 to the l.e.d.s
F34 to U40, G36 to U49, 134 to U43
and J36 to U46. Connect M31 to
strip L, clock output (D14 to 105
input (D47) and switch on. The
l.e.d.s can be seen to be counting
in binary, D10 being the least
significant digit and D7 the most
significant digit.

Repeat this procedure to test
IC4.
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Photograph showing the TTL Electronic Test -Bed in the early
stages of construction.

A plan view of the "test-bed" area showing the usefulness of the
four-sided grid.

Remove the connections to the
l.e.d.s and place them in the de-
coder/driver input sockets: F34
to D24, G36 to J24, 134 to F24 and
J36 to H24. Turn on S3 and note
that X2 is displaying an increasing
digit. Place the output leads from
IC5 in the input sockets to Xl
decoder/driver (D22, F22, H22, and
J22) and observe the display on
Xl. This should be similar to that
on X2 except that "0" appears as
a blank and is not displayed. This
is correct since it is wired to blank
zeros.

Reset
Add to the existing wiring a

lead from pin location D39 to E40,
press S6 and display Xl should
show a blank for as long as the
switch is pressed. This blank con-
dition will appear as a zero on X2.

A final check for intact wiring before fixing the two sections
together.

The finished unit ready for experiments.

Now connect a lead from D26 to
141 and press S5. A "nine" will be
displayed on Xl for as long as S5
is pressed. This also applies to X2
when connection D26 to 128 is
made.

Logic Elements
It only remains to check the

three logic elements contained in
IC3.

Connect a wire from strip L to
P34 and U26 to one 1.e.d. Turn on.
The 1.e.d. should not light. Connect
a wire from the OV rail, strip N, to
S25 and then to T25. In each case
the 1.e.d. should light, demonstrat-
ing the action of a NAND gate.
Remember that unconnected in-
puts assume a high input level.

Remove the wiring with the ex-
ception of strip L to P34 and con-
nect V34 to an Le.d. Make a con-,

nection between U33 and the OV
rail (strip N). The 1.e.d. should light
for successful operation of this
NOT or INVERT gate.

Remove connections to the
INVERT gate and make connections
from R26 and S26 each to l.e.d.s
to test the bistable. One 1.e.d. will
be alight and the other dark. If R26
is high (indicated by its connected
1.e.d. being on) grounding Q33 will
cause the states of the l.e.d.s to
transpose. Now, grounding of Q23
will cause the l.e.d.s to transpose
again.

If all the above tests have been
successfully carried out, the TTL
Electronic Test -Bed is complete
and ready for use in logic experi-
ments and the Doing It Digitally
series. )=C

See overleaf for the start of this new series.
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DOING IiDIGIiAIIY

EvEN if you followed the pre-
vious series of the same name,

you will find many new ideas in
this new series of Doing It Digi-
tally, including at the request of
many readers details for building
a two -digit numerical display.

If you are new to digital elec-
tronics, you can begin from the
very beginning, here in Part 1.

All the experiments to be per-
formed are carried out on the TTL
Electronic Test -Bed (see page 725
for full constructional details of
this unit). For brevity, this unit
will be referred to as the "Test -
Bed" from now on. This is con-
siderably more complicated than
its predecessor but this means
that it can be used for more com-
plicated and more interesting cir-
cuits.

INTRODUCING TTL
Advertisements in this magazine

often include the initials rrL, and
some readers may wonder what
these initials stand for. The abbre-

pBy 0. N. Bishop
viation rri, is short for transistor-
transistor logic and rrL circuits
are constructed by using specially -
designed integrated circuits (i.c.$)
in which transistors are coupled
with other transistors so that the
circuit behaves according to some
predetermined logical pattern. Per-
haps this explanation leaves the
reader still wondering what it is
all about, so let us look at it step
by step.

First of all, what do we mean
by logic? Secondly, how can tran-
sistors be made to behave accord-
ing to logical rules?

LOGICAL STATEMENTS
Here is a logical statement: If

the pond is frozen and you have
skates, then you can skate on the
pond.

This sentence states two condi-
tions which must be met if you
wish to skate on the pond. There
might also be other conditions (for
example, you must obtain the

The TTL Electronic Test -Bed
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farmer's permission) but, to sim-
plify the discussion, we will keep
to only two conditions. To include
three or more would not alter the
logical principles involved.

Let us next analyse the state-
ment, which we can see consists
of three statements connected to-
gether:
statement A The pond is frozen
statement B You have skates
statement C You can skate on

the pond
Our original statement has the

form:
If A and B, then C

If A is true, AND if B is true, then
C is true. But suppose A is false
then you cannot skate on the pond
for it is not frozen. Then C is false
also. We can write this in logical
form:

If 74 and B, then C
The bars over A and C indicate

that these two statements are
false.

(1) Write the following sentence
in logical form:

If the pond is frozen and you
have no skates, then you cannot
skate on the pond.

(2) Complete this logical state-
ment

If A and B, then ...

LOGICAL "AND"
In the examples above we have

seen the four possible ways in A,
B and C, in true or false form, can
be combined together to make a
logical statement based on the
operation AND. We can summarize
the four situations in a truth table
shown in Table 1.1.

It is easy to see from Table 1.1
that there is only one situation in
which you can skate (first row, all
statements true). If A is false, or
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B is false, or both are false (last
row), you cannot skate (C is false).

Table 1.1. Truth table for AND

A B C

1 1 1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

1 indicates "statement true"
0 indicates "statement false"

Our next problem is to find
an electrical circuit that behaves
according to the logic of the AND
truth table. We call this an AND
gate.

"AND" GATE
A simple type of AND gate is

shown in Fig. 11. Truth is indi-
cated by a "high" voltage (5 volt
in this circuit). Falseness is indi-
cated by a "low" voltage (OV). In-
puts A and B can be made high or
low according to whether state-
ments A and B are true or false.
The output of the gate tells you
whether C is true or false. If C is
true, output voltage is high and
the l.e.d. lights. If C is false, out-
put voltage is low and the l.e.d. is
dark (off). Connect up the compo-
nents on the Test -Bed to make this
gate as shown in Fig. 1.2 and try
various combinations of inputs;
record the output (C) in a table by
completing the following table.

Input Output

A B C

H H
H L

L H

L L

H = high (5V) = true
L = low (OV) = false

Compare your results with the
AND truth table, Table 1.1-the
pattern is the same. You could
now build an AND gate with, say,
four inputs (A, B, C and D) and
use it to discover under what con-
ditions the output E is true
(Answer on page 737).

Note that the logical operation
is entirely independent of the sub-
ject matter of the statements. You
can just as easily use the AND truth
table or AND gate to work out the
various logical combinations of :
statement A Today is 29 February
statement B 29 February is your

birthday
statement C Today is your birth-

day

AND Gate circuit symbol

RI 10012

INPUT .4
R210012

INPUT

ov

DI IN5148

Fig.1.1. The circuit diagram of a simple two -input AND gate constructed using a single diode
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Fig. 1.2. The circuit of Fig. 1.1 wired up on the Test -Bed. The gate inputs are made via flying
leads to either the -75V or OV rails.
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Ov 0

OR Gate circuit symbol

Dl 1N4148
RI /0012

INPUT A R2 loon

INPUT B

tR14

Fig. 1.3. Using two diodes to construct a two -input OR gate.

LOGICAL "OR"
Consider this statement :
If I receive a pay rise or I win

the pools, then I will buy a new
hi fi.

This has the form :
If A OR B, then C.

If A or B are both true, C is also
true. Now test yourself by complet-
ing this truth table (Answer, p.

u 737):

Table 1.2. Truth table for OR
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Fig. 1.4. The circuit of Fig. 1.3 wired up on the Test -Bed.

1 1

1 0
0 1

0 0

1 indicates "statement true"
0 indicates "statement false"

Once again, an OR truth table
can have three or more conditional
statements (If I receive a pay rise
or I win the pools, or receive a
legacy, or back a winner, or am
offered a real bargain, then I will
buy a new hi fi). In all tables the
outcome statement (I will buy a
hi fi) is false only if all conditional
statements are false-i.e. the bot-
tom row of our OR table-all zeros.

One way of performing the OR
operation electronically is shown
in Fig. 1.3. Check your entries in
the truth table by building and
using this gate on the Test -Bed as
shown in Fig. 1.4.

LOGICAL "NOT"
The truth table for NOT (or

INVERT as it is often called) is a
very simple one, see Table 1.3.

Table 1.3. Truth table for NOT

Input A Output B

0
0

Here we have two statements
such that if one is true the other
is false, and the converse. Such a
pair of statements could be :
statement A This is a black -and -

white TV set
statement B This is a colour TV

set
Or a pair of numerical statements
such as :
statement C The current passing

is less than 100mA
statement D The current passing

is 100mA or more.
The NOT, or INVERT operation can

be performed by a transistor wired
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as in Fig. 1.5. When A is true, in-
put A is made high. The transistor
is on and conducts readily so that
the voltage at B is low (B is false).
The l.e.d. does not light or, at the
most, glows dimly.

When A is false, input A is made
low, switching the transistor off.
Then output B is high and the
lamp glows brightly, indicating
that B is true. Check this on the
Test -Bed as shown in Fig. 6.

TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
The gates described above per-

form only the simplest operations
and tell us things that we can just
as easily work out in our heads.
To perform really complex logic
we need thousands of gates ready
connected into logical units. This
is where TTL comes in.

The microcircuits contained in
the i.c.s. of the 7400 series may
contain dozens or even thousands
of gates already assembled into
systems for performing compli-
cated functions. Or a single i.c.
may contain four or more identical
gates of a simple kind, ready to be
wired into logic circuits of your
own design.

The circuitry of all the i.c.s is
designed to give reliable, high-
speed operation. The ready avail-
ability and cheapness of the 7400

A

C

E

F

G

H

B

K

L

M

N

J

R

S

U

P

w

esy-C

NOT (INVERTER) circuit symbol

Rt lkl?

INPUT A
TRI

500

R2

71'2

OUTPUT S

Fig. 1.5. The circuit diagram for a basic NOT (INVERT) gate utilising the inverting property
between base and collector of a transistor wired in the common -emitter configuration.

series make these ideal for the
home experimenter and construc-
tor.

The aim of this series is to show
you what these i.c.s can do, and
how to use them in a wide variety
of applications. Since their inputs
and outputs can be indicated by
the digits "0" or "1", according to
whether they are "low" or "high",
we refer to this branch of elec-
tronics as digital electronics, and
to the 7400 series as digital inte-
grated circuits. And the aim of

these articles is to show you how
to "do it digitally".

Answers
(1) If A and B then C.
(2) If A and B then C.
(3) Outputs of AND gate: from top to

bottom, column C reads HLLL.
(4) 4 -input AND gate: E is only true

when A and B and C and D are all
true.

(5) Outputs of OR gate: from top to
bottom, column C reads 1110.

Continued next month

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

Fig, 1.6. The NOT gate of Fig. 1.5 wired on the Test -Bed.
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Everyday News
IN THE PICTURE

Following on from our recent story about the
Government subsidies and the involvement of the
Department of Industry in the Microelectronics- In-
dustry. The DOI is making a grant of V1-5rn to
Mullard under Section 7 of the Industry Act 1972, to
assist the company in the modernisation of their
colour tube assembly plant at Durham and the estab-
lishment of a new production line at Simonstone.

This grant forms part of a £24m, three year investment
plan to modernise the manufacturing facilities at the
company's tube assembly plant at Durham, and to establish
a new 20 inch 90 degree tube production line at their
Simonstone plant.

By specialising in the production of 20 inch and 22 inch
tubes, it is claimed that Mullard will be well placed to
meet the growing demand within the EEC for tube sizes
below 26 inches. Mullard is now the UK's only manufac-
turer of TV picture tubes, following the closure of the
Thorn plant in 1977.

TALKING HAZARDS
Walkie-talkie types of per-
sonal communications in in-
dustrial environments such
as petro-chemical plants can
radiate signals which inter-
fere with sensitive electronic
process control equipment.

Studies are now being
made by ERA's interference
group with the support of
the Department of Industry
to see how much exposure
to radiation the instruments
can suffer without malfunc-
tion. The findings could be
vet another nail in the coffin
of advocates of unlimited
use of Citizens Band radio.

NEWSPEA K
TECHNOLOGY

No, not the Newspeak of
Orwell's 1984. A new tech-
nique of speech processing
developed by Brigadier Reg.
King, Ministry of Defence,
and a research team at Bath
University led by Professor
W. Gosling, promises elimina-
tion of redundant sounds and
a compression of communica-
tions bandwidth that will
allow four or five times the
voice traffic over existing
telephone lines.

Details are under wraps
but a prototype equipment is
expected to be completed in
the next 17 months, hopefully
earlier.

Hitting the shops in time
for the Christmas market is
Starchess, a completely new
TV game to be produced by
Videomaster.

It combines the traditional
chess game with kings,
queens, bishops and a space-
age battle. Old - fashioned
knights and rooks are out.
In come commanders, des-
troyers, starcruisers, super -
fighters and missiles, all in
colour.

The game has a new
dimension over chess in that
one mode is to project the
pieces into "hyperspace"
after which they will land
unpredictably on the board.
So there could be a lot of
luck as well as ordinary
chess logic in winning-or
losing.

*
A spherical TV camera

designed for use in helicop-
ters has been designed by
Marconi Avionics. Mounted
externally on gimbals it
enables stable pictures to be
taken from long range and
with high magnification.
Although intended for mili-
tary reconnaissance it could
have general applications.
The Heli-Tele made its debut
at The Farnborough Air
Show.

Shock Treatment
The world - beating EMI

Scanner, which astonished
the medical world when an-
nounced in 1973, has now
run into ftnancial difficulties
with an operating loss of
some £3 million according to
recent reports. Reason is
said to be big spending cuts
in the huge US medical
market.

However, EMI could re-
coup this amount and more
from an important patents
hearing, soon to be held in
the USA, with EMI claiming
damages for infringement
by a rival US company. If

-ANALYSIS

successful, EMI could receive
royalties from that and other
competitors who have since
jumped on the scanner band-
wagon.

317--

Hughes AircraftAircraft has built
its 200,000th TOW anti-tank
wire -guided missile, making
it the most successful missile
ever built. With a range of
some two miles it is esti-
mated that over a million
miles of guidance wire have
been wound on the bobbins
in the missiles.

VLSI - THE COST OF ENTRY
Suddenly. everyone is talking of Very Large Scale Integra-

tion (VLSI), tomorrow's super -circuits already in development
in the United States and Japan but until recently hardly more
than an interesting topic for discussion and speculation in
Britain.

Then, after months of rumour, came the announcement of
the formation of INMOS, Britain's answer to the VLSI
challenge. INMOS, backed by £50 million of taxpayers, money
through the National Enterprise Board, is planned as a high-
flying company headed up by proven whizz -kids from the
USA and Britain.

In parallel with the investment in INMOS, planned to
project Britain into the mass market in competition with the
dominant US companies, another £70 million is to be pumped
by the Department of Industry into existing British semi-
conductor manufacturers such as Plessey, Ferranti and GEC
in their more specialised activities. And another £15 million
is to become available for application studies to help potential
users to exploit the power of VLSI in their new products.

The DOI commitments have been universally welcomed.
The investments, if sensibly used, will strengthen Britain's
established semiconductor manufacturers in the world market-
place and improve the sales prospects of equipment in-
corporating the new technology.

But the formation of INMOS, planned to fight for shares in
the perilous jungle of the mass -market where the name of
the game is high volume production and savage price cutting,
has raised more than a few industry eyebrows in astonishment.

Detractors of the scheme suggest that £50 million is peanuts
for the sort of enterprise planned. That to get down to a
competitive price, off -shore manufacture in low-cost labour
areas will be needed and thus the prospect of 4,000 extra jobs
in the UK is pie -in -the -sky. And that the projected 800
graduates and engineers to be employed will involve rrilking
them from existing companies, thereby weakening established
enterprises. On the plus side the troika of INMOS bosses all
have a good track record, inspiring confidence.

As prototype production is to take place in the USA,
presumably based on US technology, some observers believe
the more sensible course would be teaming -up with an
existing US volume producer as, indeed, is rumoured between
GEC and Fairchild.

But full marks to INMOS for courage and imagination. Let's
all hope that INMOS prospers, putting the doubters to shame

Brian G. Peck
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. from the World of Electronics

Bursting the Bubble
The so-called bubble -

domain memory, in develop-
ment  for the past ten years,
could achieve a breakthrough
in computer applications fol-
lowing a report that IBM
have succeeded in making
bubbles only, 0.4 microns in
size. This means that one
square inch of garnet mat-
erial could store 100 million
bits of information.

Industry observers, how-
ever, suggest that large-scale
bubble memory production is
still as far ahead as 1985.

The Motorola 6800 MPUs
are now down to £5.06 in
the UK for 100 plus quanti-
ties. The latest price cut, the
fifth in 16 months, equal to
halving the price every year,
is attributed to unexpectedly
high yields from the new
four -inch wafer installation
at Motorola's Scottish fac-
tory at East Kilbride.

01- 01 -

Getting The Message

An international telegraph
message switching system
that provides faster, more
efficient communications for
one of Japan's largest trading
companies has been success-
fully completed ahead of
schedule by the British Post
Office.

Worth more than £200,000
a year to the Post Office, the
computer -controlled system
handles 2,500 messages a day
flowing through the London
office of C. Itoh & Co. Ltd.
The messages are routed
between the company's head
office in Osaka and its
premises in Nairobi, Stock-
holm, Prague, Madrid, Ham-
burg, Ankara and Kuwait.

With ILTMS (International
Leased Telegraph Message
Switching), all the circuits
are now terminated on a
switcher located at Post
Office premises in London.
This, it is claimed, has
resulted in savings to Itoh of
£10,000 in terminal equip-
ment costs, as well as a 30
per cent saving in office
space.

Cut Price
Fairchild has slashed the

UK price of the F6800 8 -bit
MPU to £5.06 for 100 plus
quantities, a reduction of
some 50 per cent. Reason,
says Fairchild, is the fantas-
tic yield (i.e. far less rejects)
from its new 4 -inch mos
wafer production facility at
San Jose, California.

Memory costs also con-
tinue to tumble. Colin Crook,
a Motorola executive recently
commented that the break-
through of the 4k random
access memory (RAM) in 1976
cut memory costs to 1 US
cent a bit of memory. To-
day's 16k RAM works out at
0.5 cents per bit. By 1980
the 64k RAM will cost 0 16
cents per bit and by 1982,
when the 256k RAM is ex-
pected to hit the market, the
cost will be a miniscule
0.06 cents per bit. Talking
of MPUS in general he re-
ferred to them as "compu-
ters by the millions for the
millions".

The Post Office's TV infor-
mation service, Viewdata,
has been sold to the Nether-
lands. West Germany has
already bought the know-
how (a year ago) and other
overseas sales are expected.
The first public demonstra-
tion in the Netherlands was
held at Firato '78 Inter-
national Radio and TV Show,
Amsterdam.

Hush -Hush Move
Best known for tiny man -

packs and professional h.f.
radios, Racal has now moved
into mobile military com-
munications satellite termi-
nals with a handsome order
from the Ministry of Defence.

The new equipment has
come from the hush-hush
Racal (Slough) company and
is said to have been ordered
in preference to that offered
by another company long-
established in comsat tech-
nology. The Racal equip-
ment, using a dish only 1.5m
in diameter, provides simul-
taneous duplex digital speech
and telegraphy and can be
set up and operational within
minutes of arrival at the site.

The PA system at Wembley
Stadium is to be renewed by
Vitavox. To meet new safety
regulations over 230 loud
speakers are needed but how
many kilowatts of audio will
be needed to be beard above
the roar of the crowds is not
revealed. Completion is
scheduled for August next
year.

DOUBLE DUTCH
A £6 million giant cable,

capable of carrying nearly
4,000 telephone calls at once,
will more than double
Britain's undersea telecom-
munications links with the
Netherlands in 1980.

The cable will be used
primarily for phone calls,
telex messages and other
communications between the
UK and Netherlands, Belgium
and Germany.

Early booking is advised
for this year's annual British
Standards Institution (BSI)
Conference, Company Stan-
dards - Why? What? How?
Who? It is to be held at the
Royal Holloway College, Eg-
ham, Surrey, on September
28-29, and places will be
limited.

-4-

The Institution of Electri-
cal Engineers is to organise
a conference for Wembley
Conference Centre, June
19-21, 1979, to run in conjunc-
tion with Testmex, the elec-
tronic test and measuring
exhibition sponsored by the
Scientific Instrument Manu-
facturers' Association (SIMA)
and the Electronic Promo-
tions Group, and organised
by Trident International Ex-
hibitions Ltd.

In September 1977 Naomi James set out from
Dartmouth in the yacht Express Crusader (owned by
Chay Blyth) to sail around the world. The results are
now maritime history.

An interesting piece of news released about equip-
ment used during the voyage was the use of a Contax
RTS camera. This was chosen because it was claimed
to be the only camera with an infra red remote con-
troller unit small enough to meet requirements. This
combined accurate automatic exposure and electro-
magnetic operation made it an ideal choice for such
an arduous voyage.
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KONGST the most useful of
integrated circuits currently

available to the amateur is the cmos
logic range. In many digital appli-
cations these devices have advan-
tages over other logic i.c. families,
such as low current consumption
and wide operating voltage range,
and they are extremely versatile in
that they can be used in applica-
tions that are not strictly digital in
nature.

In fact they will work perfectly
well in a number of applications
that are in no way digital, and they
often offer a perfectly viable alter-
native to the more usual linear
circuits.

The simple broadcast receiver to
be described here is an example of
such a circuit. It is based on three
amplifiers that are devised from
three of the four gates contained
in a cmos 4001 quad 2 input NOR
gate i.c.

With this receiver all the usual
medium wave stations can be re-
ceived, as well as the 200kHz trans-
mission on long waves. In view of
the coming frequency changes of
BBC Radio 2 and Radio 4, the in-
clusion of long waves to the design
is very useful. It means that no one
will miss their favourite pro-
grammes on Radio 4 if they have a
medium wave only receiver.

The radio has been designed
using readily available components
and has sufficient output to drive
a crystal earpiece.

THE NOR GATE
A NOR gate has the circuit sym-

bol shown in Fig. la and what is
termed the "Truth Table" for this
type of logic gate is shown in Fig.
lb. These both refer to a two -input

INPUTS

2

A

INPUT 1 INPUT 2 OUTPUT

LOW LOW HIGH

LOW HIGH LOW

HIGH LOW LOW

HIGH HIGH LOW

B

Fig. la. Circuit symbol for a 2 input NOR
gate. (b) Truth table for a 2 input NOR gate
(c) Connecting the two inputs together
produces an inverter. (d) Adding a resistor
between the input and output biases the
inverter as an amplifier. (e) Equivalent
circuit of (d) which shows an invertering
amplifier.

gate (as used in this design) but
gates can have more than two in-
puts, incidentally.

In logic circuits the inputs and
outputs of the various devices can
only be in one of two stable states :
high (logic 1 or virtually equal to
the positive supply rail voltage) or
low (logic 0 or virtually at the
negative supply rail voltage).

TRUTH TABLE
A truth table simply lists what

output states are produced by all
the possible input state combina-
tions. Thus, for example, if one in-
put of a NOR gate is low and the
other is high, the output will be
low, as will become apparent by re-
fering to Fig. lb.

By connecting the two inputs to-
gether, as in Fig. lc, a NOR gate will
act as an inverter. In other words,
the output will always assume the
opposite state to the common in-
put. A cos gate does not have
built-in trigger action, and so if the
input of an inverter is gradually
increased from zero, the output
will not suddenly go from logic 1
to logic 0 when the input voltage
exceeds same critical level. In-
stead, the output voltage will re-
main unchanged until the input
reaches about 50 per cent of the
supply potential.

The output will then begin to
swing negative at a rate about 50
times greater than that at which
the input is taken positive until it
is fully negative. Further increas-
ing the input voltage then has no
effect.

INPUT

D

E

OUTPUT
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram for the MW/LW Radio. Voltages are measured with the function switch in the MW position.

A cos inverter can be biased to
act as an amplifier simply by con-.
fleeting a resistor between the in-
put and output, as shown in
Fig. ld.

When power is initially applied
to the circuit the input will be low
and so the output will start to
swing positive. The input impe-
dance of cmos devices is extremely
high being typically about 1 million
megohms, and so the input will be
taken to virtually the same voltage
as the output due to the coupling
through Ra, and almost irrespective
of the actual value of R..

When the input and output volt-
ages reach about 50 per cent of
the supply voltage, the input starts
the transition from logic level 0
to logic level 1. The input and out-
put voltages stabilise at the point
on the input/output voltage
characteristic where the two volt-
ages are equal. A possible cmos
inverter input/output voltage re-
sponse and the bias point is shown
in Fig. 2.

FEEDBACK ACTION
A negative feedback action

stabilises the biasing. A rise in the
output voltage will cause a similar
rise in the input voltage which
tends to pull the output voltage
back down to its original level.
Similarly, a decrease in the out-
put voltage will reduce the input
voltage and tend to bring the out-
put back to its original potential.

By coupling an input voltage to
the inverter via a d.c. blocking
capacitor, Ca, the input will be
forced either side of its static level,
and an amplified and inverted
signal will be produced at the out-
put This is extracted by way of the
d.c. blocking capacitor CB.

The circuit has a voltage gain
of about 50 times and an input im-
pedance roughly equal to R.
divided by 50.

8

7

INPUT
VOLTS 5

4

3

BIAS POINT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

OUTPUT VOLTS

Fig. 2. Possible input/output characteristic
curve for a cmos inverter.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Referring to Fig. 3, this shows

the circuit of MW/LW radio. Coil
L2 is the tuned winding of the
ferrite aerial and C.2 is the tuning
control. This variable capacitor has
slightly higher capacitance than is
needed in order to tune L2 over

the medium wave band, and so
series capacitor C3 is used to effec-
tively reduce the maximum capaci-
tance of C2.

In the long wave band position
of Sl, the additional capacitance of
C4 and C6 is shunted across L2.
This enables the set to tune to the
200kHz 1.w. transmission.

REGENERATION
Signals picked up by the ferrite

aerial are coupled to the input of
a cmos amplifier stage. Some of
the output from this amplifier is
fed back to the ferrite aerial via
Ll and Cl. This technique is known
as "regeneration", and it boosts the
sensitivity of the circuit by sending
some of the signal back to the in-
put to be amplified for a second
time. It also increases the selec-
tivity of the set, which is its ability
to separate two or more closely
spaced signals. This happens be-
cause there will be more signal
feedback at the centre of the re-
ceiver's frequency response than
there will be at the edges of the
response. The gain at the centre of
the response therefore receives the
greatest boost.

The trimmer Cl controls the
amount of regeneration applied to
the circuit, and must not be
adjusted for too much feedback as
this would cause the circuit to
break into oscillation and prevent
proper reception.
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Layout of components on the perforated board. It is recom-
mended that an integrated circuit socket be used to save direct
soldering to ICI pins.

The small components plus the
ferrite aerial and C2 are assembled
on a plain 0.1inch matrix s.r.b.p.
panel which has 42 by 28 holes.
When a panel of this size has been
cut out using a hacksaw. a 10mm
diameter mounting hole for C2 is
drilled at the appropriate place, as

Most of the output from the first
amplifier is fed to an ordinary a.m.
detector and r.f. filter stage which
comprises Dl, C7 and R2. The
audio output from this stage is fed
to two stages of audio amplifica-
tion, each stage being based on a
cmos inverter. C10 and C12 reduce
the upper frequency response of
these two amplifier stages, and this
aids the stability of the circuit and
gives a better signal-to-noise ratio.
The crystal earpiece is fed direct
from the output of the last ampli-
fier stage, therefore no output d.c.
blocking capacitor is needed.

The two remaining capacitors,
C13 and C14 are supply decoupling
capacitors and on/off switching is
provided by Slb. This is ganged
with wavechange switch Sla, and
there are three positions : OFF, mw,
and Lint.

The circuit is based on a cmos
CD4001 quad gate. One of the four
gates is unused and its inputs are
tied to the negative supply rail.
This is necessary as stray pick-up
could otherwise operate these in-
puts and cause an increase in the
current consumption. It is even
possible that pick-up of static
charges could otherwise damage
the i.c.

As the three gates that are used
have their inputs wired together so
they act as simple inverters rather
than gates, the 4011 quad 2 -input
NAND gate will also work in this
circuit.

HOW IT WORKS

AMPLIFIER DETECTOR AMPLIFIER

Signals from a radio transmission are induced into the ferrite aerial.
This signal is then fed into an amplifier where some of the output is fed
back to the input and amplified a second time. This process is called
regeneration and greatly improves the sensitivity of the radio.

The signal is then passed to the detector which demodulates the r.f.
and provides an audio frequency output. This relatively weak signal is
then amplified by two stages of amplification to bring it to a sufficient
level to drive an earpiece.

are each of the two 6BA clearance
(3.2mm diameter) mounting holes
for the ferrite aerial.

The ferrite aerial is mounted on
a couple of plastic clips and each
of these is held in position by a
6.3mm long 6BA bolt and mount-
ing nut.

Next the small components are
mounted on the panel in the posi-
tions shown in the constructional
diagram Fig. 4, and their leadout
wires are bent flat against the
underside of the panel. The leads
are then soldered direct to one
another, this wiring also being
shown in Fig. 4.

Capacitor C3 is the only excep-
tion, and this is wired straight be-
tween C2 and the aerial. To com-
plete the panel, connect the nega-
tive battery clip lead and insulated
leads about 125mm long where con-
nections from S1 and SK1 will
eventually be made to the panel.
Also wire C2 and the ferrite aerial
into circuit using insulated leads
which should be kept reasonably
short and direct.

CASE
A plastic Verobox type 65-2520J

having approximate dimensions of
150 X 80 X 50mm is used as the case
for the prototype. Any case of
about the same size should also be
suitable, but a metal case must not
be used. This would screen the
aerial and present any significant
amount of signal being picked up.

A 10mm diameter mounting hole
for C2 is also drilled in the front
of the case, and the mounting bush
and nut of C2 are used in effect, to
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Resistors
R1 WW1
R2 39kS2
All +W carbon 5%

Capacitors

COMPONENTS
R3 10M0
R4 470ki)

C1 60pF ceramic trimmer C8 10nF polyester
C2 300pF solid dielectric variable C9 10nF polyester
C3 470pF polystyrene 010 150pF ceramic plate
C4 1nF polyester C11 100nF polyester
C5 10nF polyester 012 330pF ceramic plate
C6 390pF-polystyrene 013 100,tiF 10V elect.
C7 15nF polyester 014 100nF polyester

Semiconductors
IC1 CD4001 quad 2 -input NOR gate
D1 0A91 germanium

Miscellaneous
B1 9V PP3 battery
Si 2 -pole 3 -way rotary switch
SKI 3.5mm jack socket
L1/L2 Ferrite rod and coil
Verocase type 65-2520J or similar, size 150 80 50mm; matrix board
0.1 inch matrix 42x 28 holes; battery clip to suit 81; crystal earpiece
with 3.5mm plug; one large round -control knob; one small round knob;
plastic mounting clips for L1/L2; connecting wire; socket to suit IC1.

See
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B1

S1

Fig. 4. Wiring details for the
unit. Remember that ICI is
sensitive to damage by static,
and as such precautions
should be taken against this.
The use of an i.c. socket is
advised. Remember to use an
earthed soldering iron and try
not to touch the pins. Insure
also that any wires do notfoul
the moving vanes of the
variable capacitor.
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bolt the component panel to the
front of the case. Some washers
should be placed over the mount-
ing bush between the component
panel and the case to act as
spacers. Otherwise the component
panel could easily be damaged as
the mounting nut of C2 is
tightened.

Do not mount the component
panel in a position too far to the
right of the case (when viewed
from the front) as this might leave
insufficient room for Si.

The function switch, Si, is
mounted half -way up the right
hand side panel of the case and is
slightly offset towards the rear of
the case. It requires a 10mm dia-
meter mounting hole. Socket SK1
is a 3.5mm jack type and is
mounted just above Si. Most
3.5mm jack sockets require a
6-5mm diameter mounting hole.

Once the component panel, Sl.
and SK1 have been mounted in the
case, the remaining point-to-point
wiring is completed and this is all
shown in Fig. 4. Note that coil L2
is the smaller of the two windings
on the ferrite coil, and connects to
points 2 and 3 as shown in the
layout.

The PP3 battery fits into the
vacant space on the left hand side
of the case and it is advisable to
use some foam material to help
keep the battery firmly in place.
The current consumption of the
set is about 4.5mA and this en-
sures a long battery life.

ADJUSTMENT
With Cl at about minimum

capacitance and the set switched
to the m.w. band, any stations that

are received will
almost certainly
be only very
weak. Increasing
the capacitance
of Cl should
increase the
strength of the
received stations,
but too much
capacitance will
cause the set to
break into- oscil-
lation.

This will either
cause a note of
varying pitch to
be produced as
the set is tuned
across a trans-
mission, or in an
extreme case
there will be a
high level of
of background
noise and a total
absence of other
signals.

The trimmer
will finally be set for the high-
est capacitance that does not re-
sult in oscillation at any setting
of C2. However, first set it to
give reasonably good sensitivity,
and then by trial and error find a
position for Ll/L2 on the ferrite
rod which enables the full m.w.
band to be covered by C2, and the
200kHz l.w. transmission to be
tuned in when S1 is switched to
the l.w. position.

There is quite a lot of latitude
here, and this adjustment is not
critical. When a suitable position
has been found the aerial coil
should be glued in place on the
ferrite rod. Then Cl is adjusted to

The completed CMOS LW/MW Radio. The wavechange switch
is mounted on the side of the case top.

optimise performance. The best
setting for Cl alters slightly when
the back of the case is placed in
position, and so it is a good idea
to drill a small hole in the centre
of the rear panel so that Cl can
be adjusted with the rear panel
screwed into place.

Like most simple t.r.f. receivers
the set has no automatic gain con-
trol, a.g.c. If overloading occurs on
strong signals it is possible to use
the directional property of the
ferrite aerial to obtain a reduction
in signal strength merely by rotat-
ing the set to find a position that
nulls the signal to some degree. 1=1

CONTROL KNOBS
As the cost of control knobs for homemade electronic

devices can be quite high, I wonder if other readers
would consider the following as a money saving tip,
using old bottle caps as knobs. The types of cap most
presentable are the screw on black bakelite or plastic

SLIDER SLOTS type, typically found on medicine bottles etc.
I have developed a method of cutting perfect slots To make the knobs, fill the inside of the cap with

for slider type variable resistors in Formica, that, with 5 -minute plastic filler to the top. Insert the cut off
care, can also be applied to Perspex, Paxolin, ABS, etc. piece of a used potentiometer spindle into the filler,

The accepted way of cutting Formica is with a while it is drying, ensuring that it is smeared with
Stanley knife, and the special blades they produce Vaseline to prevent the filler sticking to it, also that
for scoring, number 5194. If two of these blades are it is centred and upright. When the filler is dry the
clamped together in the same holder, with spacing dummy spindle can be removed, and excess removed.
shims as required, two parallel cuts can be made, In order to ensure a good tight fit, the spindle to
from one to three or four millimetres apart to suit. which the knob is being fitted, assuming plastic, can

There are many types of Stanley knife holder, and be slightly scored with a hot object, or if the tools are
some may not be suitable for two blades, but alterna- available, a hole drilled, tapped, and a headless screw
tive holders should not be too difficult to devise. inserted for tightening.

K. Croft, Broadstairs, Kent J. N. Moore, Cork, Ireland
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An ingeniously designed electronic calculator to display the cost of
your telephone call as it is accumulating. Don't leave it to chance!

A silent fan controlled by a timing circuit sends a stream of
odour -neutralizing vapour into the furthest corners of the room.
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Illustrating the use of electronic hardware, materials s
5 and tools. I
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An amusing game for young and old alike.

Our low-cost Mini Module project
lets you create you own sounds. NEXT
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AUDIO mixers are useful gadgets. If
you are putting on a show or

tape-recording a commentary for your
holiday slides you may want to mix
voice and music, fade in a sound
effects disc and so on. For general
experimenting, too, a means of mixing
audio or d.c. signals is often required.

The mixer described here is about
the simplest which will give a reason-
able performance. It is a passive
mixer, that is it contains no amplify-
ing devices (and therefore requires
no power supplies). In fact it is merely
a collection of volume controls whose
outputs are connected together via
resistors which prevent one control
from affecting the others too badly.

This kind of mixer attenuates all
signals: the output is always less than
the input. But this loss can always be
made up by an amplifier somewhere
in the system.

Another essential element in a com-
plete audio chain is a master volume
control to adjust the level of the com-
bined signals after mixing. Most
amplifiers have one already, though
there is no abjection to connecting one
to the output of this mixer if desired.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit (Fig. 1) is really self-

explanatory. Each of the three con-
trolled inputs (B, C, and D) goes to
a volume control. The outputs of the
three volume controls are combined
via 100kf/ resistors. There is also an
uncontrolled input (A) for signals
which come from a source which
already has its own level control. (If
required, more uncontrolled inputs
can be added. All that is required is
to provide each one with a 1001(1il
resistor to the common output.)

Passive mixers can interact in two
ways. First there can be feed -through
from one input to the others. This is
not usually important, but if necessary
can be reduced by driving the inputs
from low -impedance sources such as
emitter -followers. Second, the level of
one signal at the output changes when
the level of one of the other signals is
adjusted. The effect is not large. In

minimmODULC: By George Hylton

Handy "Beginner" projects based on simple circuits
and featuring a variety of building methods.

1 F)

Fig. 1. Passive mixer circuit.

the worst case the change can reach
about 3dB (33 per cent), but will
generally be a lot less.

This second type of interaction can
be reduced by increasing the com-
bining resistances, at the expense of
increased loss of signal, or reducing
the volume control resistances.

No coupling capacitors are included;
this is for economy and to permit the
mixing of d.c. signals. They can be
added if desired, and the minimum
usable value for hi-fi audio will be
100nF (0.1pF).

None of the resistor values are
critical. If the signals come from
low -impedance sources the value of
the volume controls can be reduced.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1-4 100 lif2 carbon film. 5%
}\A' (4 off)

Potentiometers
VR1,3 33k12 carbon track log
(2 oft)
VR2 100kS2 carbon track log

Miscellaneous
Metal box about 100 x 70mm, at
least 20mm deep: 2 -ounce rect-
angular tobacco tin or Norman
AB9. Formica or cardboard; 613A
bolts, nuts, earth tag washers and
fibre washers. Small knobs (3 all).

A value of ten times the signal source
resistance is acceptable; for example,
if the signal comes from a tape deck
whose pre -amp has an output
impedance of ikn then the volume
control can be as low as 10k12.

It is not necessary for all the con-
trols to have the same track resist-
ance. If the output is to be connected
to a high impedance load such as an
amplifier with a high input impedance
the combining resistors can be in-
creased. A reasonable rule is that each
combining resistor can be as high as
three times the load impedance; for
example a 1001d/ load would permit
the values to be raised from 100k12 to
300kft (or 3301d/ which is a preferred
value).

CONSTRUCTION
A mixer like this should not be used

with very low-level input signals such
as the direct output of a microphone.
On the other hand it will probably
have to be used from time to time
with fairly small signals and for this
reason it is advisable to house the
circuit in a metal box to provide a
measure of screening.

The prototype circuit was fitted into
a two -ounce rectangular tobacco tin,
with the tin itself connected to the
common or earthy side of the audio
system. A number of other circuits,
similarly housed, were screwed to a
wooden baseboard so that they could
be hooked up in various ways to form
a simple audio effects system.

Many of the projects in this Series
will fit into similar containers. A suit-
able commercial box is the "Norman"
AB9, an aluminium box which
measures approximately 100 x 70mm,
which is slightly smaller than the
tobacco tin, but is, at 70mm, quite a
bit deeper, which is sometimes an
advantage.

Whatever box you use, remember
to leave as much space as possible
between the volume controls so that
you can operate two adjacent controls
at the same time.

A problem with metal cases is that
the input and output connections
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require to be insulated from the case.
The neatest solution is to fit screened
input and output sockets, such as the
appropriate types of inc socket. How-
ever, where perfect screening is not
needed (as when the signal levels are
above about 3OrtiV and come from
lowish impedance sources, say below
10k(I) illustrated (Fig. 3).

FEED -THROUGH
CONNECTIONS

Drill clearance holes in the case for
all the "live" inputs (the "earth"
terminals can go straight to the case)
and stick a strip of Formica or similar
insulating board over the holes on the
inside of the case. Drill small holes
through this board in the centres of
the clearance holes. Through connec-
tions can now be made with nuts
and bolts (for example, 6BA).

On the outside the insulation can
either be another strip of Formica
with holes to take the bolts or you
can use an insulating washer for each
connection, as in the prototype.

The stems of the bolts, if long
enough, can be used as posts to con-
nect crocodile -clipped leads, which are
very handy for quick interconnections.
For more permanent connections, give
each bolt a washer -type "earth tag"
on both the inside and the outside.
These tags take soldered connections.

Although only one common output
terminal and one common "earth" are
needed it is more convenient to use

terminals as shown.

Fig. 2. Underside of panel with all wiring
details.

METAL
PANEL\

SOLDER
TAG

NUT
SOLDER TAG

FIBRE
\\\A''''' WASHER

\BOLT

1
FORMICA

Fig. 3. Do-it-yourself feed -through
connectors.

WIRING UP
There are no wiring problems. The

potentiometers and the resistors are
simply wired up to the various tags as
shown in Fig. 2. It is advisable to
check that the lid really does make
connection with the container.
Tobacco tins have a strip of sealing
compound which tends to prevent this.
If necessary run a separate earth to
the main part of the tin. Note also
that although the inside of a tin may
look like bare metal it is usually
covered with lacquer, which should be
scraped away to enable earth connec-
tions to be made.

USING THE MIXER
As stated, it is advisable to avoid

mixing signals of very low level,
because this aggravates hum, noise
and any scratchiness in the controls.
Ideally, signals should be 100mV or
over. If your signal comes from a low-
level device such as a microphone
build a separate pre -amplifier for it.

Given signals of adequate strength
you can combine them to your heart's
content. One point of definition, how-
ever: this is a linear mixer. It is not
a "mixer" in the sense of a device
(such as the 'mixer' in a superhet
receiver) which produces intermodula-
tion between signals. A modulator to
perform that sort of mixing. at audio
of course, will be described later in
the Series.

Next Month: Audio Effects Oscillator.

E CROSSWORD No 8 BY D.P.NEWTON

ACROSS
1 Previous, a kind of core.
4 A radio is hardly this and

yet it is.
7 There's some tar about an

animal.
8 A car part, in a shock-

ingly, empty sort of way.
(3 words)

10 Bring a case to singular
conclusions. (Anag.)

12 The final stage finds itself
put in this position.

13 Cybernetic device to ob-
tain thermal equilibrium.

15 About a neat eruptive.
18 The earth.
19 An event of the religious

calendar is a terminal for
this zero amplitude.

21 Applications.
23 A means of putting across

h.f. noise.
25 Time, gentleman, shortly.
26 A tape loop can be used

for this effect, on reflec-
tion.

28 Overhead telephone con-
versations in an angry
sort of way.

30 Decay.

31 Functions, as might an
amplifier.

32 The wire at the head of
the line?

DOWN
1 Having a powerful attrac-

tion for like material.
2 An electric motor should

be able to .do this.
3 A peripheral effect with

capacitors.
4 A bolt buffer with cleans.

ing properties.
5 Expanses of fresh water.
6 A global conductor.
9 A voltage divider.

11 Component of high quality
used for comparison.

14 Greatly dampens the
effects of static electricity.

16 A round trip.
17 This could be one.
20 On balance, useful indica-

tors on a dial.
22 Potentially, energy is in

this form.
24 Is Ron about, for a nega-

tive but polite response?
(Anag.) (2,3)

27 Central to the coil.
29 Tear off from a ripple.

Solution on page 754
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RADIO WORLD
By Pat Hawker, G3VA

iD ADIO BROADCASTING and two-
way radio communication were

among the first successes of the
electronic revolution-and still, for
many of us, have a firm place among
the better things that have come out of
this technological age. But sometimes,
I fancy, we all expecttechnical changes
and "breakthroughs" too often, too
rapidly. In practice, old -established
techniques seldom fade away or are
superseded completely, as the wave-
length reshuffles on BBC Radio next
November 23 show.

All change!
Medium and long -wave a.m. broad-

casting has been with us for over 50
years. For ages we have been urged
to change first to v.h.f./f.m. then to
stereo, and most recently to surround -
sound (quadraphony). Yet it is clear
that even today most radio listening
is done between 187-571 and 1053-2000
metres. Now in something of a voile -
face we are being told we need radios
covering I.w., m.w. and v.h.f. (not to
mention "all -band" radios for short
wave bands).

What the BBC regards as its main
channel of news and information is
to shift to 1,500 metres (200kHz) with
no duplication on v.h.f. over quite
extensive periods of the day.

200kHz can of course provide vir-
tually national coverage of the UK by
day and night. But it does have
problems. The short ferrite -rod aerials
are not very efficient but even more
annoying is the amount of inter-
ference from the line -time bases and
switched -mode power supplies of
colour TV sets.

For years radio amateurs have been
complaining to little effect of the
whiskers of interference that extend
right up to above 30MHz. But how will
the ordinary listeners respond when,
after buying new three -band radios,
they find that the rasping buzzes they
are liable to experience on I.w. come
from the neighbour's telly?

Defining Interference
A high-level international committee

has been busy re -defining precisely
what "interference" is all about.
Finally they have come up with: "the
effect of unwanted energy due to one
or a combination of emissions, radia-
tions, or inductions upon reception
in a radio communication system,
manifested by any performance degra-
dation, misrepresentation, or loss of

information which could be extracted
in the absence of such unwanted
energy." Golly is this, like interference,
a matter of misplaced energy?

Rather more down to earth is a
recent publication in the United
States of an excellent 32 -page booklet
prepared by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission called "how to
identify and resolve radio -TV inter-
ference problems" and packed full
of information for listeners, viewers
and dealers on how to identify and
cure ;the various forms of electrical
and radio interference and to dis-
tinguish these from receiver tuning
and multipath (ghosting) problems.
Home remedies such as high-pass
filters are well described and illus-
trated, and there is technical infor-
mation for servicing technicians.

One reason for this publication is
the increasing amount of interference
experienced in the States from 27MHz
"CB" (Citizen's Band) transmissions.
Similarly, TV manufacturers are being
encouraged to design receivers less
susceptible to strong local trans-
missions. The Americans clearly be-
lieve that CB interference is serious-
but that it can be reduced without
adopting the defeatist attitude of
banning CB.

Wireless Telegraphy Acts
The British Government, on the

other hand, has made it clear (for
example in the recent White Paper on
"Broadcasting") that it intends tack-
ling the increasing amount of illegal
CB operation here by further restric-
tions to be written into the Wireless
Telegraphy Acts. It seems likely that
new legislation will make it much
easier for the authorities to bring
prosecutions (and gain convictions)
for illegal operation whether this is
pirate broadcasting, bootleg 'amateur'
operation or the use of those 27MHz
transceivers.

One amendment, the White Paper
hints, will be to stop sale of (as
well as the import of) equipment
designed to operate on frequencies
which, it claims, could not be author-
ised in this country and are likely to
cause interference.

It looks as though we may end up
with some pretty restrictive Acts,
rigorously enforced. CB can be a
shambles, but at the same time it
does fulfil socially useful functions
in many countries. One seldom hears

complaints, for example, of CB opera-
tion in West Germany or in a number
of the East European countries where
users seem to respond to the need
for self-discipline and a sense of
responsibility.

The New RAE
It is also, surely, high time that we

ceased erecting such formidable bar-
riers to gaining an amateur radio
licence in this country. More than 10
years ago we were promised a form of
"beginner's licence" but the original
idea was poorly thought out and never
came to anything.

Next May, the Radio Amateur's
Examination is being remodelled along
"multiple-choice" lines in which the
candidate is given four possible
answers to each question and has
"only" to indicate which is correct.
But the sample questions recently
released by the City and Guilds of
London Institute make it quite clear
that the technical standard remains
high and that very detailed knowledge
of licence conditions will be required.

Since amateur radio is intended for
"self -training" should not newcomers
be encouraged to learn by experience
(and then perhaps take the final
examination) rather than be dis-
couraged by having to pass quite a
stiff (and not always relevant) exami-
nation before they are permitted to
venture "on the air"?

0

0

0

"What does It do? It hides a big stain on the
wall."
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IELECTROVAM
Bugin9 Guide

I

If you have bought before from Electrovalue, you will know just
how large and varied our stocks are. For those who have yet to
know, we are publishing a series of five ads. month by month to
give up-to-date information and prices on the most important items
we carry. These ads. will appear in stepped rotation in five journals -
Pr. Wireless, Pr. Electronics, Everyday Electronics, Electronics
Today Intntnl. and Elektor, so that the complete series will be
available each month. In this way, no matter which journals you
read, BY DETACHING AND SAVING THESE PAGES, YOU
WILL BUILD UP A VALUABLE AND COMPREHENSIVE
MONEY SAVING CATALOGUE.

I.Cs/Opto/Displays
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 022 83p
TTL 7400 series 4023
7400 14p 4024
7401 14p 4025
7402 14p 4026
7403 14p 4027
7404 lap 4028
7405 14p 4029
7407 22p 4030
7408 18p 4041
7409 18p 4042
7410 14p 4043
7413 22p 4044
7414 60p 4046
7420 14p 4049
7430 14p 4050
7440 14p 4060
7442 54p 4069
7443 60p 4070
7444 60p 4071
7447 70p 4072
7450 14p 4081
7451 14p 4082
7453 14p 4510
7454 14p 4511
7460 14p 4514
7470 24p 4516
7472 24p 4518
7473 23p 4520
7474 23p 4543
7475 45p 4583
7476 32p
7480 4lp
7482 6Ip
7483 58p
7485 74p
7486 27p
7490 40p
7491 71p
7492 46p
7493 40p
7494 66p
7495 57p
7496 63p
74100 73p
74104 40p
74107 27p
74121 27p
74123 Sip
74141 54p
74151 60p
74154 1.60
74190 94p
74191 94p
74192 94p
74193 94p

CMOS (All buffered
protected types)
4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

and

19p
19p
19p
96p
19p
80p
54p
54p
19p
19p
40p
96p

I -14
40p
80p
88p
64p
96p
88p

19p
90p
19p

I 75
589
95p
1.23
S4p
84p
80p
93p
939

1-28
48p
48p
1.33

19p
19p
19p
19p
19p
19p

1.28
1.36
3.30
1.37
1-25
1.25
1.30
1-28

I.C.s of alternative manufacture
may be supplied
709C5 42p
709C14 42p
723C5 52p
723C14 52p
74105 4Sp
74IC8 27p
741CI4 40p
7-48C8 45p
7107 £l3 -60N
7805 99p
7812 99p
7815 99p
7905 1.65
7912 1.65
7915 1.65
CA3130 99p
CA3I40 40p
LM30IAN 30p
LM308N 60p
LM380N 99p
LM3900N 99p
NE555V 32p
NE566A 76p
5041E 2.69
S041P 1  IS
S042E 3-45
S042P 1.30
55668 4.57
SAJI31 2.38
SAJ141 2-00
SA)205 4-10
SAJ4I 0 1.05
SA$201A 2-08
SAS2I IA 2-08
SAS560 2.14
SAS570 2.14
SASS80 2.22
SA5590 2.22
SN76013N 1.81
SN76013ND 1-66
SN76023N 1-81
SN76033 £1-50
SN76023ND 1.66
TAA761A 49p
TAA861 1.01

 GOODS SENT POST FREE U.K. WITH
C.W.O. orders over £5 list value. If under,
add 27p handling charge.

 ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS on C.W.O.
mail orders -5% where list value is over
£10: 10% where list value is over £25.

 TOP QUALITY MERCHANDISE -ALL
GUARANTEED.

 V.A.T.-Add 8% to value of order. For
items marked c, add 12S%.

TAA86I A 47p
TAA865A 58p
TAA276I A 70p
TAA476IA 1.04
TBA120S 67p
TBA400 1-84
TBA800 97p
TBA810 97p
TBA820 97p
1380747A 62p
T138145813 62p
TCA 105 1.25
TCA3 I IA 53p
TCA335A 65p
TCA345A 1.16
TCA780 3.15
TCA965 1.23
UAA170 1.60
UAA180 1.60

OPTO-ELECTRONIC
Photo sensitive diodes
8PW32 264
BPW33 4-32
BPW34 1 98
BPX49 3.93
BPX63 2 09
BPX9I 2 70

Solar Cells
SCI 0.4V x 22mA 2-40
SC2 0-4V x 80mA 3.15

IKwim2)

Photo sensitive transistors
BPX8I 79p
BPY6 1 2 3.69
BPY6I 3 3-86
BPY62'2 89p
BPY62/3 98p
BP101 85p

Light dependent resistor
MKY7C38E 70p
Light emitting diodes
LD30A red 19p
LD35A yellow 23p
LD37A green 23p
LD4I A red 19p
LDS2C red::: 42p
LD55A yellow 26p
LD56C yellow.? 42p
LD57A green 26p
LD57C green .... 42p
code  5- I mm dia not 2.9mm
code C extra -bright

LD242 IR 72p
LD26I IR 94p
LD461 0.1^ mat'x 23p
LD468 8 '..: LD46I 2.40
LD471 green 0.1" 32p
LD48I yellow 0- I" 32p

Panel mountings
Large for 5-1mm 3p
Small for 2-9mm 3p

LED Drivers UAAI70,
UAAI80 see ICs.

7 -SEGMENT DISPLAYS
common anode
LED 0.3" with LH dec
XAN 3072 red I -SO
XAN 3052 green I -80
XAN 3082 yellow I .80

LED I" with RH dec. pt.
1720 red 2.95N

Incandescent 5V with RH
dec. pc.
3015F(13M8. 8inAlseg 2.25
3015F;EM IS 15mArseg 2.25
Incandescent -I with RH
dec. pt.
3015G'BM8,8mAiseg 2-25

DISPLAY MOUNTING
HARDWARE
1750N04 4 0.3" digits

4.90N
1750N06 6 x 0-3" digits

7-86N
1752N044 x 1" digits 7.30N

OPTO COUPLER
CNY 17 E2-24

LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAYS
Field-effect types 4 to I7V
rms operation 40 -pin DIL
package. 1-3" row spacing
(IC 4543 suitable for driver)
Data sheet available
L914,3* digit £l3 -75N
L920,4 digit 413.15N

POLARISED FILTERS
Circularly polarised to elimi-
nate glare from bright metal
parts.
PNE21 2" x I^ 44p
PNF31 3" x I" 60p
PNF6I 6" x I" El -20

BREAD BOARDS
(PB Products)
S-DeC 3.50 T-DeC 4.50
u-DeC-A 4.65 se-DeC-B 6.99
Four -pack (4 S-DeC) 7.50'
DeCstor (2 x S-DeC) 4.29.
PB103 plugs, various colours

pack of 10 of I colour 45p
EXPERIMENT GUIDES:
(zero VAT)
PB121 (basic electricity) 1 -so
PBI 22 (R, C, L. semi's) 1-77
PB123 (Bridges. pot'r ccts)

90p
PB124 (L. C, R & a.c.) 2.40
PB125 (Active circuits) 4-20
I.C. Carriers for T-
A with sockets
DIL P8062 1.92
10 -lead TO5 P8072 1.80
Without sockets
DIL 1313061 99p
10 -lead T05 88071 90p

Cannot be repeated

INSULATING SETS for
I.C.S
X58 (130131) 4p
X58a, c (MJE2955) 59
X75 (T,P31A) 69
TO3 (2N3055) 6p
T066 (2N3054) 6p
MDI7c (AD161) 6p
D04 (20W zener) 7p
DOS (401-1E40) 7p

 For ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD orders.
just phone or write your number.

 No discounts allowable on prices marked
NET or N.

 TAKE GOOD CARE OF THIS PAGE AND
REMEMBER TO LOOK OUT FOR NEXT
MONTH'S TO ADD TO IT.

 OUR COMPUTER -AIDED SERVICE TAKES
GOOD CARE OF YOUR ORDER NO
MATTER HOW LARGE OR SMALL.

 Comprehensive price list free on request.

Section 3

Other sections in this series
SECTION ONE
A full range of transistors and
diodes etc.
SECTION TWO
Capacitors of practically every
type
SECTION FOUR
Resistors, Pots, Knobs, etc.
SECTION FIVE
Pot Core selection, Solder Tools,
Transformers, etc.

Complete price list free on
request

BOOKS SELECTION
(ZERO RA TEO FOR VAT)

BERNARD BOOKS (Please order by book
umber)

No. TITLE
591 First Book of Transistor Equiva-

lents & Substitutes 50p
BP4 Worlds Short Med & L.W. FM &

TV Stations Listing 60p
BP14 Second Book of Transistor

Equivalents 95p
BPIS Constructors Manual of Electronic

Circuits for the Home 50p
BPI7 Radio Receiver Construction using

ICs & Transistors 60p
BP24 52 Projects using the 741 7Sp
892.5 How to Build your own Quartz

wz.tehes & clocks 85p
BP27 Giant Chart of Radio & Electronic

Semi- & Logic Symbols 609
BP32 How to Build your own Meta! &

Treasure Locators 85p
BP39 50 Field-effect Transistor Projects I -25
BP40 Digital IC Equivalents & Pin

Connections 2.50
BP45 Projects in Opto-Electronics I -15.
211 First Book of Diode Character-

stics, Eouivs & Substitutes 95p
224 50 CMOS IC Projects 959
225 A practical Introduction to

Digital ICs 95p
227 Beginners Guide to building

Electronic Projects 1-2-5
228 Essential theory for the Electronic

Hobbyist I -25
and mony other titles

FOULS HAM TAB ELECTRONIC
BOOKS
100 Basic Math Course for Electronics I -40
528 Pulse Switching Circuits I -95
553 Electronics Self-taught with Ex-

periments & Projects 3-95
and many other tides

ANOTHER
ELECTROVALUE SPECIAL

We are now National Distributors
for

N ASCOM I
MICROCOMPUTER

KITS
for delivery from stock from

197.50 net
V.A.T.

 Quantity discounts
 Trade Enquiries invited

ELECTRON LTDLTD
28. ST. JUDES ROAD. ENGLEFIELD GREEN.

EGHAM. SURREY TW20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475

Northern Branch - 680,BURNAGE LANE.
BURNAGE. MANCHESTER M19 1NA(061)432 4945



I N one of the first articles I wrote
for EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, I re-

member saying we tried to prevent
many components from disappearing
altogether, by buying large quantities.
Regrettably this is no longer possible
due to inflation. I am amazed when I
hear Uncle Jim on the box telling me
it's in single figures when I have just
paid double the price for some articles
I last bought two months ago! Per-
haps he is talking about the increase
per month!

The fact that some of our suppliers
are remarkably short sighted in their
sales technique does not help matters
either! I bought two soldering irons
last week. Now that probably seems a
small number fora retailer to purchase,
but they, retail at over £16 and are very
slow sellers. I then noticed we had
been given no discount. When we
remonstrated with them, they were
quite off hand, and said in effect "Oh!
you give us an order for £150 and we
will think about discount."

With a crowd of Paul's youngsters
to feed I could not let this go un-
challenged. I told them that with
thousands of components to pur-
chase from many different suppliers

such orders were an economic im-
possibility. So that's another item
lost to the retail market.

Let me at this point reassure you:
we never give up without a real
struggle, and I could cite several
instances where prices became too
high and finally we decided we would
make our own. Etching kits, short
wave kits and large resistor packs
being cases in point.

Welcome Return
Having said all this, it is nice to be

able to report on a component that
re -appears on the market after a long
absence. My old friends Home Radio
are now offering the famous Eddy-
stone 898 Dial for sale once more,
though I fancy it is only for a limited
period. I think it finally went off the
market because it was too expensive
to produce. For one thing all the gear-
ing is made in Switzerland. Although
it sells around £16, it is a magnificent
example of the dial makers art.

Still on the subject of disappearing
items, I was very pleased to see that
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS recently had
a project for a Resistor and

Capacitor Substitution Box. A short
while ago these were being produced
commercially but now they have now
gone the way of all slow selling lines.

One thing I always like to receive is
constructive criticism and if the
comments are fair I will always do my
best to carry out any suggestion to
improve our service.

Supplier A and Supplier B
Now a favourite ploy of a dissatisfied

customer is to compare your service
with that of another supplier. I have
nothing against that, after all you
have to have some yardstick. What
customers sometimes do not realise
is that the comparison is not always a
fair one. Let me give a hypothetical
case.

A customer is making a certain
project and among the list of items he
requires are two unusual ones, per-
haps a 1gF 1 per cent capacitor and a
special ceramic filter. Searching
around he finally finds a supplier
(lets call him "A") who has these and
so he sends for them, but not wishing
to desert his usual retailer, he sends
the rest of the order to him, consisting
of perhaps a few ordinary resistors
and capacitors (we will call him "B").

Now "A" finds the demands for
these two unusual items very small,
keeps very small stocks and occasion-
ally runs out. When this happens,
there may be a six weeks delay by the
maker before delivery, "B" has sent

customer's by return,
but all our customer gets from "A" is
a letter telling him of long delay. The
result, customer blows his top, writes
to "A" about his poor service and says
why can't he be more like good
efficient "B" I I

Ah well, its a hard life and who shall
escape calumny? Who indeed!

JACIit' PLUG BY DOUG BAKER

IT SAYS: 'THE GREATER EMPLOYMENT OF
MICROELECTRONICS MEANS ... LESS
JOBS FOR US HUMANS TO DO'

DOES IT MEAN THAT IN TIME MICROELECTRONICS
WILL PUT ME OUT OF WORK BY DOING...

750 Everyday Electronics, October 1978



/Marsh
Came aff.d 9era peat -deal
Call in and ccc us 9-5.30 Mon -Fri 9-5.00 Sat
ExprociP, Mail Order TeL orders on credit cards £10 min
Trade and export enquiries welcome

A. Marshall (London) Ltd. Dept. EE Head Office mail order: Kingsgate House, Kingsgate Place, NW6 4TA. Tel: 01-624 0805.
Retail Sales London: 40-42 Crickiewood Bdwy, NW2 3ET. Tel: 01-452 0161/2. Telex:21492. London:325 Edgware Rd., W2. Tel: 01-723
4242. Glasgow: 85 West Regent St., G2 2QD. Tel: 041-332 4133. Bristol: 1 Straits Pde., F shponds Rd., BS16 2LX. Tei: 0272 654201.

TRANSISTORS
25696 0 39 2N21g5A
25697 0.31 2N2217
25698 0.49 252218
25699 0 58 2N2218A
25706 0 30 252219
2N706A 0 30 252219A
2N708 0.30 252220
25718 0.30 252221
25715,4, 0.54 2N2221A
257204 0.15 252222
25722 0.45 2N2222A
25727 950 252369
25514 0.38 252369.4
25616 0-33 252646
25917 0-33 2N2647
25918 0-45 252903
25929 0-37 252904
2N929A 0.37 252904A
25930 0.37 252905
25930.4 0 95 252905A
251711 0 30 252906
2N1869 0 30 2529064
251590 0.30 252907
251853 0 30 2N2907A
252162 0.50 252923
252192 0.58 252924
2N2193 0-50 252925
252193,4, 0.52 252926
252194 0'42 253153
2N2194A 0 45 253354
252195 0-40 253055

253390 0.50 253905
253391 0.40 2N3906

0-40 2533914 0-45 254031
0-55 253392 0.17 2N4032
0.35 253393 0.17 254036
0.38 253390 0.17 254037
0-38 2043393 0-19 254058
0-39 2013348 0.19 254059
0.39 253397 0-19 254060
0.25 2N3438 0.85 254061
0-25 253440 0-75 2N4062
0-25 253441 0.92 254064
0.25 2531-42 1.45 254074
0-27 2N3638 0-17 254121
0.27 2N3638A 0.17 2N4122
OW 2043702 0.14 254123
1.55 2N3703 0.14 2N4124
1.60 2N3704 0.14 2044125
0.11 2N3705 0-14 254126
0.31 253706 0.14 254284
0.31 253707 0.14 254286
0.31 253708 0.12 254287
0-25 253709 0-12 254238
0.25 253771 2-16 254289
0-25 253772 2-20 254.347
0.25 253773 3.15 254348
0.17 253819 0-36 254918
0-17 2N3820 0.39 254919
0.19 2532,21 0.96 254920
0.17 253900 0-28 25.1921
0.25 253901 0-30 254922
0.72 253903 0-20 254923
0.75 I 2N3904 0-15 254924

0.18 , 255086
0-18 12N5087
0.55 1255085
0-65 j 255089
0.72 255190
0.80
0.22
0.17
0-22
0-19
0-20
135
2-65
0.27
0-27
0-19
0-19
0-19
0-19
0-38
0.22
0-22
0.22
0-22
220
2-6S
0 65
0-70
0-83
0-54
0-60
0-75 , 2N5499
1-15 256027

0.30 256107 0-45 A0151 1-00. BC1688 0-13 BC184LC 0.15,
0.30 256108 9-55 AD162 1-00 8C168C 0.13 80212 0.151
0.30 2N6109 0-55 AF106 0601 BC1698 0-13 BC212A 0'15
0-30 256111 9-49 AF109 0.52 sciasc 0.13 BC2128 0.15
0-65 256121 80107 9.16 BC177 4.22 BC212L 9-18 .

255191 0.75 256122 5-44 60107A. e -is BC177A 41.22 BC212LA 0-15
255192 0.40 256123 6.48 13C10713 0-15 13C1778 0-25 8C212LE 0.12
255193 0.75 256124 0-45 BC108 0.16 BC178 4.22 BC213 0.15
255194 11.84 256125 6.47 BC108A 0-15 8.C178A 0-25 BC213A 0-15
255195 9.97 40361 II.55 BC10813 0-16 0C17138 11.35 BC2130 0-15
255245 9-37 40362 5.55 BC108C 0-17 130179 9.25 602130 0-15
2N5246 11.33 40363 1-45 60109 019 E1C179A 0-25 BC213L 0.17
255247 0.44 40408 0.12 BC109B 0-17 BC1798 0.25 BC213LA 8.17
255248 11.44 404CE 4-12 BC109C 0-18 BC179C 0.26 BC213LE 11.17
255294 5-44 40410 0.02 BC140 0.30 13C182 5-12 BC213LC 0.17
204-5295 5-44 40411 3.19 BC141 0.32 BC182A 0.12 BC214 5-17
255296 0-44 40594 0-87 BC147 0-13 BC1828 0-13 6021413 0.17
2N5298 9-44 40595 0.98 5C14761 0.13 BC182L 9.15 BC214C 5-17
255447 0.16 40673 9.80 BC148 0.13 ac182t.A8-15 BC214L tit
255445 5-16 40669 1.30 BC1488 0.13 BC182LB 0.15 8C214L6 6.18
255449 0.20 AC126 0.46 BC148C 0-13 80183 0-12 BC214LC fit
255457 9-38 AC127 0.43 6C149 0-15 BC183A 0-12 8C23751 0-15
255458 0.35 AC128 0.48 BC149C 0-15 0C1838 0.13 8C233A 0.13
255459 0-32 AC151 0-43 BC157A 0.15 BC183C 0.13 602386 0-13
255460 0.65 AC152 0.54 13C158A 0-15 BC183L 0-15 BC238C 0.13
255484 0.37 AC153 8.59 BC158B 0.15 BC1831-A 0-15 8C2398 0-11
255485 0.40 AC153K 0.59 BC159A 0.17 8C183L8 0-15 BC239C 0.17
255486 5-40 AC176K 0-70 801598 0.17 BC183LC 0.15 BC257A 0.15
255.190 0.64 AC176 0-54 BC160 0.38 BC184 0.12 8C25813 0-19
255492 0-04 AC187 0.59 BC161 0-38 BC1848 0.13
2N5494 0.45 I AC187K 0.45 BC167 0-13 8C184C 013'

0.57 AC188 0.54 BC1675 0-13 8C184L 0.15
0.64 . AC188K 0.65 BC168A 0-13 BC184LB 0-15

BC259B 0.16
BC300 0.43 80136
BC301 0.43 BD137
BC= 9.37 BD138

0303
0307
C3D7A
C307B
0398
03088
C309A
03098
C309C
C327
0328
0337
caas
C547
C547A

BC5478
BC545
BC549
BC54913
130549C
80557
BC5S8
BC559
BCY70
BCY71
BCY72
80115
BD131
80132
50135

0.54
0-16
0-16
0 16
0 16
0-16
0-18
0.16
0.16
0.22
9-20
0-20
0.23
0.13
0 13
0.13
0-13
0'14
0-14
0.15
0-14
4-13
11-15
0-21
0-26
011
0-U
0-55
0-75
0-40
0-40
0.41
0-41

50139
00140
50181
130182
50153
130187
BD235
80236
130237
80235
BD239A
801381
BD240A
80240C
BD241A
BD241C
80242A
BD242C
602434
80243C
50244A
BD244C
802454
502450
802464
502450
130433
80434
130435
BD436
130437
80438
BDS29

0.43 80530
0.43 BD535
1.90 80536
2.20 B0537
235 513538
0.95 80539
0.45 BD540
0.44 B0X14
0.44 80216
0-44 BDY20
0.44 8DY55
0.59 50Y56
0-49 BF115
059 8E160
0-49 8F161
0.65 BF167
0 -SS I

BF173
5-62 5E177
5.65 8E178
0.57 13E179
5-70 13E180
0.87 BF181
0-0 BF182
0-15 13E163
0-72 BF184
0-93 ElF125
0.44 8E194
0 46 13E195
0'46 8E196
0-46 BF197
0-55 113E198
0-55 ! BF199
0-49 BF224J

0 55
0-70
0.70
0-74
0.77
0-60
0.60
1-32
1.90
1-10
1.90
2-10
0-39
0-33
0-65
0-37
0-37
0-27
9-27
0.33
0-37
0-37
0.37
0-44
0-41
0-37
0 16
0-16
0-16
0-18
0.19
0.19
0-22

LINEAR CIRCUITS LPZ,Y2-K ;-.-7155

CA3518 0.75 LM378N 2-40 LM7815K 1-75
CA3018A 1-10 LM379S 4-25 LM7824K 1.75
CA3020 2-20 LM380N8 0-96 LM78L0602
CA3020A 2-50 LA4380N141.03 0.311

LM3.51 A N 2-75 LM78L1202
LM3515 1.69 0-30
LM382N 1-32 LM78L15C2
LM384N 1.55 0-30
U./386N 0.88 64645354 4.64

1-10 M815316 4-60
110 NE555 033
150 NE556 0-115

0'61 NE55814 1 -St
0-70 NEs50 4-50
0.50 NE561 4.50
0-0 N5562 4.50
0.67 N5566 1.314

LM71014 0-64 NE566 1.75
LM711CN 0.72 N5567 1-90
LM723C 0-75 14E57114 4-95
LM723C140-45 sAS60 2-70

8.1726 5-30 SAS70 2.70
LM741C 0-70 SA3110 2.10
LM741C8 0.30 S041 P 1.35
1-M741014o-3e 5042P 1.35
LM747CN 0-99 SN76001N1.30
1647488 0.90 SN76003N2.38
18174814 0.90 50476013,41.50
LM130310 1-15 50476023041-50
LM1304N 1-52 SN76033N2-35
LM1305N 1-52 TAA263 1.35
LM1307N 1.22 7AA300 3-70
164131014 219 TAA320A
1.1.1135104 1-30 1.15
LM1458N 0.45 TAA350A
LM1496N 0-97 3.00
LM1808N 2.10 TAA521 1-10
LM1812N 6-20 TAA522 2.10
LM1820N 1.16 TAA550 0.48
1811132804 1.90 TAA560 2-10
Lm1830N 1-95 TAA570 2.20
LM1841N 1.90 TAA370A
LM1845N 1.50 5.45
LM1848N 1.93 TAA630 2-40
LM1850N 9.90 TAA960 3.90
LM1889N 4.90 TAA970 4.20
LM3301N 0-60 TAA611B2-50

TA A621 2.50
TA A6614

1.85
TAA66181-45
TA A700 4-50
TA A93141 45
TA A930B1-45

CA3028A 0.90
CA3028B 1.25
CA3030 1-58
CA'030A 2.20
CA3338 2.90
CA3338A 4.10 LM387N
CA3045 1-55 LM388N
CA3346 0.77 LM389N
CA3048 2-45 LM702C
CA3352 LM709
CA3080 045 0-687098
CA3080A 2.10 LM70914
CA3586 0.50 LM 710
CA308813 1.57
CA33898 2.90
CA30900 4-40
CA3130 1-06
CA3140 1.04
LM301 0-30
L M3075 0.50
LM3085 0 95
LM309KC 1.95
LM317K 3.35
11.13185 2.45
LM32015 2.16
1M320112 2-15
164320115 2-15
LM320124 2.15
LM320P5 1.15
LM320P121 -65
LM32019151.15
IA4320E241.15
164313K 6-95
LM339N 9.60
LM34015 0.88
LM340115 0.58
LM340124 0.88
LM341P5 BO

LM341P120 BO
LM341 P150-80
LM341P240 30
LM3485 0.95
LM358N 0-00
LM360N 3.00 , LM33025 0-55
LM37ON 3 30 L614401N 0.55
LM371H 2 351 LM3900N 0.68
LM350K 6-45 164390504 1-15
LM373N 3.35 LM3909N 0.711
LM370N 3-36 . LM3911N 1.10
LM377N 1-801 1347805K 1.75

TAD100 2-00
TBA120 0-80
TBA500 2.24
TBA5000 2-34
TBA510 2-35
TBA5100 2.411
TBA520 2-60
TE1A5200 2-70
TBA530 2-35
TBA5300 2-45
TBA540 2.60
TBA5400 2-70
TBA550 3-60
TBASSOQ 3-50
TBA50000

3-00
TBA570 2.10
TBA5700 2-20
TBA700Q 2-20
TBA720AQ

2-06
T6A750 2.36
T8A7500 2 45
TBA800 1.30
TBABIOS 1.30
T8A820 0-50
TBA920 2-99
TCA160C 2-38
TCA180132-55
TCA270 2-99
TCA730 4.50
TCA740 450
TCA750 3-00
TCA760 2.00
TCA105 1-49
TCA440 1 65
TDA1022 7-541
T041024 1-24
TDA1034 4.75
TDA2020AD

4-50
UAA170 2.15
OAA180 2-15
TL0800P 1.25
TL081CP 0.90
TL052CP 1.10
TL083CN 1-40
TL084CN 1-45
LF355N 0-30
LF358N 0-80
LF357N 0-80
LF13201N 3.00
LF13331N 3-00
LF13741H 0-80
LF13741N 0-55

SPECIALIST CONSUMER
NEW CATALOGUE
Stocking Distributors Officially Appointed

NATIONAL
TEXAS
MULLARD
SIEMENS
SESCOSEM

VERO
ANTEX
ELECTROLUBE
SIFAM
ARROW HART

Makes components buying easy

AVAILABLE NOW
40

Our new Spring catalogue is now available -contains all
you need and more -packed with over 8,500 items with
lots of new products and ideas. New enlarged 40 pages
with special offers, discounts and data. Available from
any branch at 45p or 35p to callers.

CMOS
4000 0.22
40018 o-zx
4002 0.22
4006 1-25
4007 0-22
40088 0-99
4009 0-58
4010 0-58
40118 0-22
4012 0-22
40136 0-52

4014
4015
4016
40178
40188
40198
402013
4021
40226
402313
40248
402513
40278

1.00
1-05
0-52
1.05
1-05
0.52
1-15
1.05
1-00
0.22
0.76
0-22
0.55

402813
40295
4031
40315
40358
4037
40418
404213
4043
4044
4045
40465
40475

0-32.4049
1-10, 505013
0-84 40518
2-25  4052B
1-30,40538
1.20 4054
0 5514055
0 0514056
1.0514059
1.00.408013
1.76 4063
1-50 406613
0-90 4067

0.96 4068
0.85 40698
0-85 40708
0.56 407113
0-98 4072
1-4t ; 44)736
1-65 40755
1.65 40768
6.09 4077
1.15 4078
1.35 408113
0.75 4082
4-85 4885

0-Z7
0 24
0-B5
0.24
0 27
0.24
0-24 4097
0-99 4098
0-75 45105
0-27
6.24 4511
0.22 4516
0.89 251513

4088
408913
4093E3
4094
4095
4096

0.59
2.10
1.00
2-30
1.30
1-30
4.65
1-00
1-20
1.75
2.10
1-24

11' & CMOS 748504 1-36
7486N 0-30

74L5153N 0-58 74C173N 0.901748904 2'45
74LS154N 1.45 74C174N 0 90I 749045 0'45
74LS155N 1-20 74C175N 0-96 I 7491AN 0-85
74LS156N 1.20 7401525 111 j 749204 0-45
74LS1575 0-60 74C193N 1.11 7493N 0-45
741515504 0-415 74C195N 1.041 749404 0.90
74LS160N 1.43 7400N 0.17 7495N 0.76
741516114 045 7401N 0.17 74965 0-70
74LS162N1 -43 7402N 0-17 7497N 1-95
74L51635 0115 7403N 0-17 7410304 5-44
741S164N 1.43 7404N 0-17 74107N 0.35
74L5168N 2-43 7405N 0-22 74118N 0-95
7415169042.43 7406N 0-56 74119N 1-40
74LS174N 1 33 7407N 0.55 74121N 0-28
74LS175N 1-26 740814 0.22 74122N 0-55
74LS181N 3-95 7409N 0-22 74123N 0-55
74L5189N 3-74 7410N 0-20 74125N 0.45
74LS1905 1-00 7411N 0-20 74141N 0-U
7415191041-00 7412N 0.20 7414504 1.35
74LS1925 1-98 741314 5.35 74145N 0-86
741819304 1.96 741414 0.10 74150N 1-20
7415196Ni-2i 7416N 0-36 74151N 0-76
74COON 0.24 7417N 0-36 74153N 0-76
74002N 0-24 7420N 0.22 74154N 1.20
74004N 5-24 74235 0.32 74155N 0-70
74C013N 0.24 7425N 0-32 74157N 0-75
74010N 0-24 7427N 0.32 7410045 1-10
740145 1.41 7430N 0'22 74101414 1.19
740.2004 0-24 7432N 0.30 7416245 1-10
7403304 0.24 7437N 0-35 74163AN 1-16
74032N 0-24 7438N 0.32 74164N 1-34
74C42N 0.92 7440N 0'20 74165N 1.36
74048N 1-35 7441 AN 0 54 7416714 2-50
74C73N 0.54 7442N 0.76 74174N 1.60
740745 0.56 7445N 1.40 74175N 1-06
74C765 0-S4 7446AN 0.90 741705 0-90
74083N 1-30 7447AN 0.80 7417714 9.90
74085N 1.30 7448N 0-80 741130N 1-00
74C865 0-64 745001 0.22 7418104 2.00
740895 4.19 7451N 0.22 74162N 0.10
74090N 0-15 7453N 0-22 74185N 1541
740335 0.65 7454N 0.22 74113545 1-50
74C95N 1.04 7450N 0.22
740107N 1-22 74705
74C150N 4.14 7472N
740151N 2-47 7473N
740154N 3.63 7474N
74C1575 2-21 7475N
74C1605 111 7476N
740161N 1-11 745004
74C162N 1.11 7481N

9-45 74188AN 3-25
0.38 74189/4 2-60
0-44 74190N 1-40
6.32
0.80
0 45
0.64
1-00

7419114 1.20
74192N 1-20
74193N 1-20
74196N 1.20

NEW LOW PRICES

LEDS + OPTO

Displays 7 sag
corn anode or
oath Red
8mm HT 01-50
10rnm HT £1 .SS
14mm HT 61-57
15mm HT £1.85

LEDS RedRed Gr Yell
Small 3mm.18 -19 .19
Large Smm-20 -20 -20
stye bright -40 -40 -40

fired LD271 60-55
IR receiver 61-45
Opto coupler £1-55

Full range 4- data in our 1978 catalogue

CONVERT TV SET TO V.D.U.
The new CRT control chip from Thomson CSF
SFF96364. Convert your TV set into an electronic
V.D.U.-16 lines x 64 characters, requires RAM,
character generator 4, little else for a basic V.D.U.
Available as chin or full display card. Full cursor
control, 5 volts TTL compatible, line erase, full card
Includes UART, Modem, char, gen etc. cams
video out from encoded keybd in.

NEW £17.20
Full card E151-00

NATIONWIDE SERVICE
Crystals Meters
Valves Tools
Chokes Sprays
Knobs Presets
Cables Neons
Fuses Heatsinks
Cases Indicators
VAT inclusive prices

For all
EE
Projects

OIL SKTS
Low profile IC skis
8 pin 15p 22 pin 30p

14 pin 16p 24 pin 356
16 pin 18p 28 pin 455
18 pin 27p 40 pin 55p
FULL RANGE OF
Capacitors Diodes
Resistors Cables
Plugstskts Cases
Meters in our new
Clocks catalogue

T MACS plastic pack 400v TOM.
Texas 12 amp 93p
4 amp 72p 16 3M° 61-31
6 amp 77p 20 amp 61-87
8 amp 82p 25 amp FT -20

THRYRISTORS plastic power
4 amps 8 amos 12 amps

100v 0.38 100v 0-47 100v 0.63
200v 0.44 203v 0.54 200v 0.70
400v 0.54 400v 0-65 400v 0.90
Branded Texas quality product

*MAIL ORDER*
Express service on all
orders, please add 40p
for p&p to all orders.
Tel orders on credit
cards £10 minimum.

34 DIGIT PANEL METER KIT
INTERSIL
LCD DIsOlaY NEWBatt rioerated
Cor bins all
con. portents
required for construction
plus PCB. Auto vt,ro extremely
versatile and accurate -easy
assembly kit. £26.99

CLOCK MODULES DIGITAL
Built and tested -requires only
switches and transformer to complete
12 or 24hr alarm modules
MA1002F 12hr 5in display 10-49
MA100214 24hr 5in display 10-45
MA1010E 12hr 84in display 13-75
MA10106 24hr 841n display 13-75

CAR CLOCK MODULE
MA1003 Built Tested 12V supply and
four -digit module. Crystal controlled

Data Sheet So -1- SAE
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SQJARE

one
ARE you a newcomer to electronics?

If so, a very warm welcome to
you from SQUARE ONE. This feature will
introduce you to all the essential facts
about home construction of electronic
circuits. And if you are still hesitant
and not quite sure that electronics is
the hobby for you, just look through
this issue and see the kind of exciting
projects you soon will be able to build
yourself.

But after you have scanned the
other pages of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,
you should return to SQUARE ONE and
get acquainted with the basic facts of
electronic circuit construction. Nothing
to be frightened about-we make it
all so easy for you!

THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
The- circuit diagram is the key to

any electronic design. From this alone
it is possible for the experienced to
build a working model. But it is
obviously far easier and quicker if
there is a detailed plan for the actual
layout of the components and all
wiring to follow. All projects in
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS are fully
covered in this fashion, so that it
really becomes simply a question of
following the diagrams.

Needless to say the newcomer
should not embark immediately upon
the larger kind of projects. He should
"cut his teeth" on the simple designs:
like the Fuse Checker in this issue.
and the "Mini -Module".

ESSENTIAL TOOLS
A few tools are required. A couple

of small screwdrivers, with say 3mm
and 4mm tips, a pair of pointed -nose
pliers, wire cutters, a pocket knife
and of course a soldering iron. This
should be a small instrument with a
power rating of between 10 and 30
watts. A bit (that is the business end
of the iron) size 2mm or 3mm will be
satisfactory for most general work.
All these soldering irons are available
with detachable bits, and a range of
bits is provided in sizes from lmm
upwards. This versatile type of instru-
ment will be most valuable as you

RS

become more experienced and
ambitious in constructional work.

Soldering is performed with resin -
core solder. This resembles tinned
wire and is in fact made in sizes
corresponding to the standard wire

A basic tool kit for circuit construction.

gauge (s.w.g.). For most work, 18
s.w.g. or 20 s.w.g. solder will suit. Buy
the type that is described as suitable
for radio or electronic work. This
means, in fact, that it will be corn -
posed of 60 per cent tin and 40 per
cent lead.

MOUNTING COMPONENTS
Electronic circuits are generally
assembled on pieces of plastics board.

The trade description for this material
is synthetic resin bonded paper,
abbreviated to s.r.b.p. (A similar
material which has been around for
many years is known by its trade
name Paxolin.) A superior type of
board is also available made of glass
fibre. This is more expensive than the
standard s.r.b.p. board and its use only
warranted in special applications,
usually for printed circuits.

This plastics (s.r.b.p.) board is
commonly available in four forms:

1. Plain board.
2. Plain on one side with copper

strips on the other, and per-
forated with 1mm holes on a 0.1
inch or 0.15 inch matrix. Pro-
prietary name Veroboard, but
often referred to simply as
"stripboard".

3. Plain perforated board, with
lmm holes on a 0.1 inch or
0.15 inch matrix.

4. Plain on one side, and copper
clad on the other. This is used
for making printed circuit
boards (p.c.b.$) which, briefly,
involves the etching away of
unwanted copper, leaving just
the circuit pattern of the
required design.

In addition to the above -mentioned,
other methods of assembling electronic
components are sometimes used. Such
as, for example, tagboards (group
boards) and tag strips (the body
material being s.r.b.p. in both cases).

There are also "solder -less" methods
where terminal blocks play a useful
role. Screwed connections are ideal
for experimental work and for "tem-
porary jobs", but soldered connections
are essential for all serious construc-
tion work that is intended to have
permanency.

So far we have discussed tools and
circuit assembly materials. The all-
important question of electronic circuit
components is next on the agenda and
will be looked at next month. Also
note that a special supplement in the
November issue will describe con-
struction "hardware" in detail.

Group board, tag strips, and a variety of s.r.b.p. boards.
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THE humble crystal set is often
the first real project the new-

comer to the world of electronics
builds. There is real fascination in
hearing a radio programme on
completion, and this first achieve-
ment provides a thrill that is
rarely overshadowed by more
advanced activities in radio or
electronics.

With this undeniable fact in
mind, Home Radio has produced a
simple crystal set especially for
the beginner. It is based on the
classic circuit arrangement, but
modern components are used
throughout. We received a speci-
men set in kit form together with
all the. necessary instructions.

Perhaps the hardest part of the
construction is the winding of the
coil. At times the coil is likely to
spring off the ferrite rod causing
much frustration! Details of the

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram for the
Crystal Set.

coil are given in the instructions,
and we found that the length of
wire supplied was sufficient for 40
turns. The instructions advise that
sleeving be used on some of the
wires, though the sleeving is not
supplied with the kit. No other
real problems were encountered.

Cost of basic parts including
earphone but excluding case £1.80
Black plastic case with dial,
knobs, spindle, sockets and
plugs £2.08
Postage £0.85

Total £4.73
All prices include VAT. Available

from: Home Radio (Components)
Ltd.. 234-240 London Road, Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 3H D.

ASSEMBLING THE KIT
As the set is aimed at the

beginner the design must, of
course, be fool -proof and easy to
build. To this end, there are no
soldered joints to make, and all
connections are made to a terminal
block. However. if the case recom-
mended is purchased at the same
time, there are then just two
points to be soldered.

Total building time was around
40 minutes from unpacking the
kit to trying out the set. We built
our's into the recommended case
which entailed some soldering, but
no doubt this could be avoided if
the aerial and earth sockets came
ready -wired.

RESULTS
The set was tried by a member

of our staff at home in Essex. the
particular site having good recep-
tion of all the local stations.

The first test was with a length
of aerial wire as suggested, about
20 feet long. The earth was
attached to the water main. Recep-
tion with this set-up was rather
disappointing, only the local Radio
4 signal being received. However,
later at night the strength in-
creased and other stations became
audible.

A further test was carried out
using about 300 feet of wire for
an aerial, and a rather efficient
earth system, comprising about 15
square feet of conductor buried in
the ground. Results with this set-
up were better, all the local
stations being received as well as
a few foreign stations.

All in all, the set performed
quite well but, of course, not as
efficiently as many of the superior
types of receiver such as the super -
het. But there again, don't expect
too much, after all you are receiv-
ing the programmes free-no
battery to buy!
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LETTERS
Speed Problem

Regarding Paul Young's request for
information concerning the "speed of
electricity", I think I can throw some light
on the subject.

Given a perfect piece of wire with
neither inductance nor capacitance, the
speed of electricity will be very close to
the speed of light (e.g. rather in the way
force is transmitted by the Newton Ball
experiment).

However, the characteristics of wire are
such that inductance, capacitance and
frequency are a real consideration. These
factors of inductance (L) and capacitance
(C) also combine to give impedance, (Z).

The "speed of electricity" is more
properly called the "velocity of propaga-
tion," (vp) and is proportional to 1/Z. So
to calculate that velocity in a given cable,
and given that we know the Velocity
Propagation Factor (Fr), (which we can
get from the manufacturers data) we
multiply the speed of light (c) by

vp = c x
To take a simple example of your TV fly
lead, = 0.66, c = 186,224 miles/sec.,

vp - 186,224 x 0-66
= 122,907 miles/sec.

House wiring, on the other hand has an
F of 0.01 giving a v, = 1,889 miles/sec.
for a 1 metre length of 1.5mm twin and
earth cable.

D. R. Coomber,
Leeds.

Mini Case
have found a useful small plastic case

for the M. W. Mini (EE August 1978). It is
the case which house the "Points for
Cars". You can normally get them from
the local garage free if you offer to pay
for them. That is what I found anyway.

If you do use this box, you will have to
knock 2 rows off the matrix reducing it to
11 by 5 instead of 13 by 7 because the box
is slightly smaller.

Michael Read (age 12k),
Berks.

Rabies
Clamp microphones to all incoming

cars, fuselages and hulls, and feed the
signal to an analyser and computer. The
heart -beats, including foetal, should
always agree with the listed number of
passengers.

Historical?, impossible, or feasible?;
Accountants, shut up.

The passengers would not be subjected
to a scanning beam. The idea is not
hindered by knowledge.

J. Cairney,
Edinburgh.

Rapid Transistor Check
I recently built the Rapid Diode Check

published in the January issue and have
found that a very simple addition will
enable it to test transistors in one check.

If a 2.2K2 resistor is taken from one
probe and connected to another crocodile
clip, this forms the "base" connection.
The probe that this was taken from
becomes the "collector" connection and
the remaining probe the "emitter" connec-
tion, see Fig. 1.

If the I.e.d. to which the base resistor is
connected lights, the transistor is pnp. if
the transistor under test is npn, the other
I.e.d. will light.

If both or neither l.e.d.s light, the
transistor is unserviceable.

T. D. Allen,
Poole,

Dorset.

COLLECTOR

BASE
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SUPPLIERS OF KITS FOR THE TTL ELECTRONIC TEST-BED
Ace Mailtronix Ltd.,
Tootal Street,
Wakefield,
West Yorkshire WF1 5JR
Tel. 0924-250375

Ambit International,
2 Gresham Road,
Brentwood,
Essex.
Tel. 0277-216029

£19.95
£250

£21.55
£4.05

Arrow Electronics Ltd., £21.00
Leader House, £279
Coptfold Road,
Brentwood,
Essex.
Tel. 0277-219435

Barrie Electronics Ltd., £22.50
3 The Minories,
London EC3N 18J
Tel. 01-488 3316/7/9

Bi-Pak, £21.00
PO. Box 6, £300
Ware,
Herts.
Tel. 0920-3442

£3.00*

J. Bull (Electrical) Ltd.,
103 Tamworth Road,
Croydon,
Surrey CR9 1SG
Tel. 01-6881833

Chromasonic Electronics,
56 Fortis Green Road,
Muswell Hill,
London N10 3HN
Tel. 01-883 3705

Crescent Radio Ltd.,
164/166 High Road,
Wood Green,
London N22
Tel. 01-888 4474

Electrovalue Ltd.,
28 St Judes Road,
Englefield Green,
Egham,
Surrey TW20 OHB
Tel. 01-389 3606

Home Radio (Components) Ltd., £33.82
240 London Road, £5.24
Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 3HD
Tel. 01-648 8422

£19.50
£3.00

£22.00
£2.751-

£23-00
£3-00

£23  75
£2.95

Magenta Electronics Ltd.,
98 Calais Road,
Burton on Trent,
Staffs. DE13 DUL
Tel. 0283-65435

A. Marshall (London) Ltd.
Kingsgate House,
Kingsgate Place,
London NW6 4TA
Tel. 01-624 0805

Tamtronik Ltd.,
217 Toll End Road,
Tipton,
West Midlands DY4 OHW
Tel. 021-557 9144

Watford Electronics,
35 Cardiff Road,
Watford,
Herts.
Tel. 92-40588

£22.95
£2.95

£18.50
£2  75

£21.50
£300

£20  95
£2.75*

All prices include V.A.T. and post/
packing except those marked thus:
* Add 30p) post/packing if ordered

}separately from TTL
t Add 25p j Electronic Test -Bed kit.

The lower price is for a set of components required for experiments
in the first six parts of the Doing It Digitally series.
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learn a lot from Heathkit electronics COLIFSES.
Heathkit electronics courses are a most effective way to learn -

with fast, reassuring results.
Each course is a complete self -instructional package with clear,

concise instructions in everyday language. You follow at your own pace,
using modern teaching aids and expert guidance.

Four basic courses to start with.
DC electronics. AC electronics, semi -conductors and electronic circuits.
These courses give you a thorough and practical understanding -the key
to all knowledge in the field of electronics.

Microprocessors and digital techniques.
The advanced Heathkit courses take you on to higher levels of
computer technology and advanced circuit design. using the
same easy -to -follow learning system.

Experimenter -Trainers.
With the benefit of increased practical guidance. these optional
aids will help you through the courses with exceptional speed.

The finest way to learn.
Heathkit courses are used by home students, industrial
concerns, technical colleges and schools. They're acknowledged
as the finest way to learn. And the range of courses is complete
from the earliest stages to the most advanced steps in specialist
fields.

Send for the Heathkit Catalogue now
As well as electronics courses, the Heathkit catalogue contains scores of
electronics kits which you can build yourself. Burglar alarms. radios.
digital clocks, car tune-up systems, test instruments. metal locators...
and an exciting new range of personal computers!

Forty pages packed with exciting kits you'll be proud to make.

Soldering
Iron offer
FREE

d e

Rtorsocissoits.

When you receive your catalogue you will get details
of this free offer worth approximately £4.75.

=1:111:MI
Schlumberger

SPECIAL OFFER
10 off selected courses

until 15th October 1978

To Heath (Gloucester) Ltd.. Dept: , Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EF.7.1
Please tick the literature you want and enclose the appropriate amount in
postage stamps.
E Heathkit Catalogue only (enclose 20p).
D 16 page Computer Brochure only (enclose 20p).

Name

IAddress

Registered in England. number 606177
L-- -

There are Heathkit Electronics Centres at 233 Tottenham Court Road. London I

(01-636 7349) and at Bristol Road. Gloucester (Gloucester 29451).

EEIO/Zij

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS.
Microvision TV now in stock £200.
PDM35 digital multimeter £27-25. Mains
adaptor £3.24. Deluxe padded case
53-25. 30kv probe £18.36. New DM235
digital multimeter £4750. Cambridge
programmable scientific calculator
£1315. Prog. library 4.295. Mains
adaptor £3.20. Enterprise programmable
Calculator £20.95.
S-DECS AND T-DECS
S -Dec L3-39. T -Dec £4.44. U-DeCA
£4-52. U-DeCO £6-73. 16dii or 10T05
adaptors with sockets £2.14.
CONTINENTAL SPECIALITIES
PRODUCTS
EXP300 £621. EXP350 £3.40. EXP600
16-80. EXP650 £3.89. EXP4B £2.48.
P56 £9.94. P5100 £12.74. LM1 £30-99.
LP1 £33.48. LP2 £19.44.
TV GAMES
Send S.a.e. for tree data. New racing car
TV games chip AY -3-8603 plus economy
kit £20.60. Tank battle chip AY -3-8710
plus economy kit £13.95. Stunt motor
cycle chip AY -3.8760-1 plus economy
kit £12.50. 10 game paddle 2 chip
AY -3.8600 plus economy kit £1250.
AY -3-8500 chip plus economy kit £8.95.
Modified shoot kit £4.94. Rifle kit £4-95.
Colour generator kit £7.50. Attractively
cased, assembled TV games: -Stunt
cycle £25.95. Tank war game £39.95,
4 game models (tennis, football, squash,
pelota): -black and white 411-95, colour
£14-50. Deluxe 6 game bfw model with
pistol attachment £1795.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
6-0-6V 100ma 79p, tie £2.35. 6.3V 15a
£1-89. 9-0-9V 75ma 79p, la £1-99. 2a
42-4O. 12-0-12V 50ma 79p, 100ma 909,
to 42-49. 13V -5.a 95p. 15-0.15V la £2.79.
30-0-30V la £3.59.
JC12, JC20 AND JC40 AMPLIFIERS
A range of integrated circuit audio
amplifiers supplied with free data and
printed circuits. JC12 6 watts £1-130.
J C2010 watts £2.95. J C4020 watts £3.95.
Send s.a.e. -for free data on our range
of matching power and preamp kits.
FERRANTI ZN414
IC radio chip £1-05. Extra parts and
p.c.b. for radio £3.85. Case £1. Send
s.a.e. for free data.
PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIALS
PC etching kits: -economy £1 70,
standard £3.82. 50 sq Ins o.c.b. 40p.
1 lb Fedi £1.05. Etch resist pens: -
economy 45p, dalo 73p. Small drill bits
1,32 ins or 1mm 20p each. Etching dish
669. Laminate cutter 75p.

BATTERY ELIMINATORS
3 -way models with switched output and
4 way inulti-jack:3145/61/ 100ma £2.92.
6/7519V 300ma £3-30. 100ma radio
models same size as a PP9 battery with
press stud connectors. 9V £2.85. 6V
42-85. 45V 42-85. 9V -i- 9V 44.50,
6V + 6V 44-50. 45-V + 41v 44.50.
Cassette recorder mains unit 75V
100ma with 5 pin din plug £2.85. Car
convertors 12V dc input. Output 9V
300ma £1.50. Output 75V 300ma £1.50.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS
Send s.a.e. for free leaflet on range.
100ma radio types with press stud
connectors. 45V £1-80. 6V £1.80.
9V £1-80. 45 -I- 45V £2.50. 6 + 6V £2.50.
9 + 9V £2.50. Cassette type 75V 100ma
with din plug £1-80. Heavy duty 13 way
types 45-(617(85111/13/14/17/21,i25/28;34f
42V. 1 Amp £4-85. 2Amp £7 25. Tran-
slator stabilized 8 -way types for low
hum 3/4516/7549/12;15718V 100ma £3.29
1 Amp £6-40.
Variable voltage stabilized models.
2-18V 100ma £3.60. 2-30V 1A £495.
2-30V 2A £10.95. Car convertors 12V
dc input. Output917536V lAmp stabilized
£1 -95.
BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES
Send s.a.e. for data. S450 tuner 42351.
AL60 £4.86. PA100 £16.71. SPM80 44.47.
BMT80 £5-95. MK60 £33.74. Stereo 30
£2012.
BULK BUY OFFERS
Minimum purchase £3 any mix from this
section. IN4148 1-3p. IN4002 3.6p.
BC212 Op. 741 Soil 15p. NE555 8di1 29p.
723 14dil 43p. Delo pens 59p. AC76023N
exact equiv. of SN76023N with improved
heat sink 79p. Plastic equivs. of popular
ransistors: BC109 4-4p. BCY71 4.7p,
BCY72 4.4p. Fuses 20mm 5mm
cartridge -25, -5, 1, 2, 3. 5 Amp. quick -
blow type 0.7p. Antisurge type 3 4p.
Resistors 5% Eli 10 ohm to 10M.
SW 0 -Op. 1W 1.9p. Polyester capaci-
tors 250V -01, -022, .033, .047mf 2-7p.
 015mf 1.1p, -068mf 1.4p, 0.1rnf 1 5P,
0 22mf 3p, 0.33mf 2.5p, 0.47mf 4.8p.
Polystyrene capacitors E12 63V 15 to
8200pf 2;p. Ceramic capacitors 50V
E12 22pf to 1000pf 1.7p. E6 1500 to
33000pf 1-7p. 47000pf 2p. Electrolytics
50V -47,1. 2mf 5p. 25V 5mf 5p. lOmf 4p.
16V 22mf Sp. 33, 47, 100mf 6p. 220,
330mf 9p. 470rrif I1p.1000mf 12p. Zeners
40001W E24 2V7 to 33V 6.10. Preset
pots sub miniature 0-1W horiz. or vert.
100 to 4M7 6.8p. Potentiometers
SW 4K7 to 2M2 lop or lie. Single 28p.

SWAN LEY ELECTRONICS
DEPT. EE, 32 Goldsel Rd., $wanley, Kent BRE 11E2

Mail order only. Please add 30p to the total cost of order for postage. Prices include
VAT. Overseas customers deduct 7% on items marked and 11%. on Others.
Official credit orders welcome.

THIS is the Catalogue you nee
to solve your

component
buying

problems;

 The finest components
catalogue yet publ...;hed.

 Over 128 A -4 -size pages.
 About 2,500 items clearly

listed and indexed.
 Nearly 1,000 illustrations.
 Bargain list sent free.
 At £1, incl. p. & p. the

catalogue is a bargain.

Send the coupon below now.
HOME RADIO (Components) LTD.,
Dept. EE, 234.240 London Road,

Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

2a r
Please write your Name and Address in block capitals

4. 44

ey.:- ADDRESS

COS P

I..
O4.

1 HOME RADIO (Components) LID Dept. EE
:*a -; 234-240 London Road. Mice ham Surrey C144 3940

NAME

Meg" No I
London
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Readers' Bright Ideas; any idea that is published -
will be awarded payment according to its merit. The
ideas have not been proved by us.

MAKING PCB's
I have devised my own method for making printed

circuit boards which is easier and more accurate than
the carbon paper technique and certainly cheaper
than UV methods. It is especially good for copying
foil patterns printed in magazines and books, but will
also copy home-made patterns drawn full-size on
paper with a fairly soft pencil.

It is possible to obtain from stationers, clear plastic,
self-adhesive film, as used for covering maps and
books etc. Cut a piece slightly bigger than the p.c.b.
Peel off the backing paper, lay the film over the
design, rubbing very gently.

Carefully peel off the film and place it on the copper
side of the board, rubbing it on hard. With a sharp
craft knife, cut off the excess round the edge of the
board. If you look at the board you will be able to
see a feint copy of the design on the film. Carefully
cut round the pattern. Peel the unwanted film away,
and rub the remainder on hard.

The board is now ready for etching, as the plastic
film acts as etch resist. Repairs can be done before
etching using an etch -resist pen.

3. Preston,
Bolton,

Lancs

CIRCUIT BOARD HOLDER
Fixing a circuit board in a case can often cause

problems, but I have found a simple, efficient method
that will also absorb shocks.

It consists of a strip of foam with an adhesive back,
the sort you can stick around doors for stopping
draughts, which can be stuck in the case by peeling
off the backing paper and sticking the case to form
rails for the circuit board to slide into.

I have found this method useful on many occasions.
T. Kempton,

Tunbridge Wells.

COMPONENT PROTECTION
For preventing electrical contact between metal

cased transistors in tightly packed circuits, a coating
of clear nail varnish can be used. In this way the
type numbers can still be seen.

3. Winter,
Angus,

Scotland.

HEAT SHUNT
I often find when soldering a delicate component,

that a heat shunt is very difficult to use. This is espe-
cially true in awkward situations. I have solved this
problem by making a small heat shunt using a pop
rivet. The arrangement is shown in the diagram.

First the rivet is dismantled and a small slot cut at
an angle at the pointed end of the body. Next a
spring, one from an old ball-point pen is very suitable.
This is placed over the body and the rivet pushed
into place. The end of the body is nipped in a vice
to prevent the rivet from springing off.

BODY SPRING

T. Witherwick,
N. Humberside.

I
RIVET

END NIPPED FLAT

(Ilk\ A.11-
VICE AFTER

ASSEMBLY

COMPLETED
HEATSHUNT

CARDBOARD CABINETS
For a temporary loudspeaker "cabinet"-or a

permanent housing, with suitable outer covering,
heavy corrugated cardboard boxes are hard to im-
prove upon.

For an eight inch speaker, a box of about 250 x
300 x 400mm seems to be an appropriate size. A hole
of the correct diameter can be cut easily with an art
knife, round a template borrowed from the kitchen.

A "reflex" hole is cut below the main aperture,
size about 140 x 50mm, and all edges of the box are
secured firmly with masking tape or similar, both
inside and out. Holes are made for the nuts and bolts,
and large washers used when fixing the speaker, to
ensure a fairly sturdy finished item.

The incredible thing about corrugated cardboard
loudspeakers is that this material appears to be rela-
tively free from internal resonances, and gives, to all
intents and purposes. a flat response through all the
bass frequencies.

I have used cardboard box cabinets for speakers
handling up to 10 watts without any ill effect, and
until recently, a stereo pair were in use wedged
between books in a bookshelf, the exposed fronts
being covered with chiffon scarves.

Boxes can be picked up from any friendly store, the
heaviest being those used for carrying glass con-
tainers, and if you search carefully by the super-
market exit, you might even be lucky enough to find
a pair of plain boxes, unprinted.

It makes a change from teak veneer, anyway.

K. Croft,
Broadstairs,

Kent.
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The Extra
ordinar

Experi-
ments

of
Profess
Ernes

Eversure
by phony John 13a5sett

BOB has suggested to the Prof.
that in order to improve the

efficiency of a valve amplifier and
allow it to run cooler. the valve
rectifier might be replaced by sili-
con rectifier diodes. The Prof. has
agreed that this could be possible,
but warned Bob that certain pre-
cautions should be taken if this
modification is to succeed.

"I have come across a number of
amplifiers which have been modi-
fied in this way and are operating
without trouble after several years.
Their owners are of course very
pleased by this and it does appear
to be a worthwhile modification.
However, the increased efficiency
and instant action of the silicon
rectifiers, which do not need time
to warm up like a thermionic valve
rectifier, do present some prob-
lems which must be tackled if we
are to succeed.

LIKELY PROBLEMS
Before applying this modifica-

tion to the AC30 amplifier, let us
consider these problems in general,
as similar factors apply to other
valve amplifiers which we might
want to alter.

Due to the much lower internal
resistance of the silicon rectifier
when it conducts in the forward
direction, the reservoir capacitor
in the amplifier charges much

more rapidly and the peak voltage
attained is likely to be consider-
ably higher than the voltage
reached using a valve rectifier.
This higher h.t. voltage is also
passed on to the main smoothing
capacitor by the low -resistance
path of the h.t. smoothing choke,
and to the output valves by way
of the output transformer and grid
2 bias resistors.

So if we fit the silicon rectifiers
then switch on the amplifier with-
out further precaution, the reser-
voir and smoothing capacitors are
likely to take an excessive leakage
current. They could then become
hot and blow open, or simply blow

10 -VE BIAS
CIRCUIT

0-0/pF 600V

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

the fuses of the amplifier. To pre-
vent this from happening, we must
either replace the capacitors with
new ones of higher working volt-
ages, or else reform them to en-
sure they will accept the higher
peak voltage without trouble.

In the AC30 amplifier the h.t.
voltage is about 320 volts, but
when we replace the GZ34 rectifier
valve with two silicon rectifiers
type BY127 the peak voltage
appearing across the reservoir
capacitor C39 in Fig. 1 will
probably rise to a little over 400
volts. Fortunately, the rated volt-
ages of C39 and also the smooth-
ing capacitor C40 are both 450

H.T.

0
TO PRE -
AMPS.

TO PHASE
SFLIT TER

TO TREMOLO
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 1. H.T. supply with GZ34 rectifier valve replaced by two BY127 silicon diode rectifiers
and two 0.01uF 600VW disc ceramic capacitors. Heater windings not shown (compare with
Fig. 2 last month's issue).
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volts, so we should not need to
replace them-but simply reform
them to handle a voltage higher
than the peak which might be
reached".

MEASURING THE PEAK
H.T. VOLTAGE

"Prof., you estimate that the
peak h.t. voltage produced will be
just over 400 volts, and yet the
working voltage of the capacitors
is 450 volts. Is there a way in
which we might measure the peak
voltage which is produced by this
particular power supply, without
risk of damage to the capacitors?"

"Yes, Bob, we can measure the
peak voltage which is likely to be
produced by the particular
transformer -rectifier combination
we intend to use by removing the
reservoir capacitor and temporarily
replacing it with a high voltage
capacitor as shown in Fig. 2.

o ow- 600V

VOLT
METER

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

Fig. 2. Using a high voltage capacitor and
voltmeter to check the peak no-load voltage
of a transformer/rectifier combination.

By measuring the voltage which
appears across this under con-
ditions of no-load, that is with the
remainder of the circuit dis-
connected from it, we can know
what is the highest voltage likely
to be encountered in this part of
the circuit. The highest voltage is
likely to occur here in the
moments just after switch -on
before the valves have warmed up
sufficiently to draw current and
cause the voltage to fall below its
peak value".

The Prof. disconnected the
reservoir capacitor and connected
a capacitor of value 0.47 micro -
farad rated at 1000 volts as shown
in Fig. 2. When he plugged into
the 250 volts a.c. mains supply and
switched on, the voltage across the
0.47 microfarad capacitor rose to
a value of 420 volts.

"This is the peak voltage we are
likely to encounter" the Prof.. told
Bob, "and as I surmised it is above
400 volts, but below the rated
working voltage of 450 volts for
the reservoir and smoothing
capacitors. I will re-form these to
ensure that they will both have
the capability to operate at the
higher voltage after so many years
of use at below their rated maxi-
mum voltage".

REFORMING CAPACITORS
Using a high-tension supply unit

of about 600 volts output the
Prof. carefully set up the circuit of
Fig. 3, for re-forming the 450 volt
electrolytic capacitors.

He re-formed each of the
capacitors in turn by placing them
in the circuit of Fig. 3 and switch-
ing on. In each case the voltage
reading of the meter rose

5COV
D.C.

POWER
SUPPLY

UNIT

EARTHED
METAL BOX

52 22kD I1W 22kG IIW

VOLT
METER

Because of the risk of the case
bursting, a capacitor should be
enclosed in an earthed metal box
whilst being reformed.

FRINGE BENEFITS
"Prof", queried Bob. "won't the

higher h.t. voltage be passed on to
affect other parts of the circuit
such as the pre -amplifiers, tremolo
oscillator and modulator, and the
phase splitter?"

"You're right, Bob, this could be
a problem; however, I have here
some smoothing resistors of a
higher value than those which are
already in the circuit and these
should limit the h.t. voltage and
current which is supplied to these
parts of the amplifier and keep
them within a suitable range of
operation."

Bob took the three 27 kilohm 1
watt resistors and used them to
replace the 22 kilohm resistors

R10, R14 and R42
which were
already in the
amplifier to
smooth the h.t.
supply to the pre-
amplifiers and
other parts of the
amplifier. He re-
connected t h e
reservoir and
smoothing capa-
citors.

"With this
higher h.t. volt-
age it will be
necessary to
change the bias
on the output

HI CAPACITOR
BEING
REFORMED

16pF

Fig. 3. Circuit used by the Prof. to re-form h.t. smooth-
i ng and reservoir capacitors of VOX AC 30 amplifier.
Note the precaution of placing the capacitor being
formed within a metal box, which should be earthed.
This is in case the capacitor becomes faulty and
bursts its seal during reforming.

gradually to give a reading of
slightly more than 450 volts. The
Prof. then switched the charge/
discharge switch S2 over to dis-
charge the capacitor and when the
reading on the meter dropped near
to zero, the capacitor could be
removed from the circuit.

"Those capacitors were re-
formed quite easily", the Prof.
told Bob. "They appear to be in
good condition so we will put them
back in the amplifier.

Sometimes where a capacitor
shows high leakage current it is
necessary to use a variable power
supply and bring the voltage up
slowly to the required value from a
much lower starting voltage. In
such a case the capacitor may
become warm, and the power sup-
ply should then be switched off
until it has cooled down.

valves, Bob".
Bob moved the bias presets to a

position which would give more
negative bias, then switched on
the amplifier. After a few minutes
time the valves had warmed up
and he re -adjusted the bias in the
way the Prof. had shown him. Now
when he tested the AC30 amplifier
it sounded even louder and more
punchy than it was before.

"It sounds great, Prof." he
exclaimed loudly through the
microphone, "now all we need to
do is install the pre -amplifier/
treble -booster which the owner
wanted in the first place!"

"Yes, Bob, also the alternative
protection circuit for the output -
transformer; and if we construct
the built-in valve tester he men-
tioned, it should just about wrap
up the job!" To be continued
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I.L.P. ELECTRONICS LTD.,
CROSSLAND HOUSE, NACKINGTON,

CANTERBURY, KENT, CT4 7AD.
Tel: (0227) 64723

Reg. No. 202141535

15-240 Watts!
HY5
Preamplifier

HY30
15 Watts
into 13i-

HY50
25 Watts
into 8E

HYI20
60 Watts
into Ili/

HY200
120 Watts
into 8Q

HY400
240 Watts
into 4c/

POWER
SUPPLIES

The HY5 is a mono hybrid amplifier ideally suited for all applications All common input
functions (map Cartridge, tuner, etc) are catered for internally_ The desired funCtion is achieved
either by a multi -way switch or direct connection to the appropriate pins The internal volume
and tone circuits merely require connecting to external potentiometers (not included). The HY5
is compatible with all I.L.P. power amplifiers and power supplies. To ease construction and
mounting a P.C. connector is supplied with each pre -amplifier.
FEATURES: Complete pre -amplifier in single pack-Multi-function equalization-Low noise
-Low distortion-High overload-Two simply combined for stereo.
APPLICATIONS, Hi-Fi-Mixers-Disco-Guitar-and Organ-Public address.
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUTS. Magnetic Pick-up 3mV; Ceramic Pick-up 30mV; Tuner 100mV; Microphone lOrrv;
Auxiliary 3-100mV; input impedance 4.71t13 at
OUTPUTS. Tape 100mV: Main output 500mV R.M.S.
ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS. Treble ± 12d8 at 10kHz: Bass ± at 100Hz.
DISTORTION. 0.1% at 1kHz. Signal/Noise Ratio 68dB.
OVERLOAD. 38dB on Magnetic Pick-up. SUPPLY VOLTAGE ± 16-50V.
Price E6-27 + 78p VAT P&P free.
The HY30 is an exciting New kit from I.L.P. It features a virtually indestructible I.C. with short
circuit and thermal protection. The kit consists of I.C., heatsink, P.C. board, 4 resistors. 6
capacitors, mounting kit, together with easy to follow construction and operating Instructions.
This amplifier is ideally suited to the beginner in audio who wishes to use the most up-to-date
technology available.
FEATURES: Complete Kit-Low Distortion-Short. Open and Thermal Protection-Easy to
Build.
APPLICATIONS: Updating audio equipment-Guitar practice amplifier-Test amplifier-
audio oscillator.
SPECIFICATIONS:
OUTPUT POWER 15VI: R.M.S. into 80: DISTORTION 0-1% at 1.5W.
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV. FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-16Hz-,3r1B.
SUPPLY VOLTAGE ± 181/.
Price £.6-27 + Tip VAT P&P free.
The HY50 leads I.L.P.'s total integration approach to power amplifier design. The amplifier
features an integral heatsink together with the simplicity of no external components During the
past three years the amplifier has been refined to the extent that it must be one of the most
reliable and robust High Fidelity modules in the World.
FEATURES: Low Distortion-Integral Heatsink-Only five connections -7 amp output tran-
sistors-No external components.
APPLICATIONS: Medium Power Hi -Ft systems-Low power disco-Guitar amplifier.
SPECIFICATIONS: INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
OUTPUT POWER 25W RMS into 8D LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-160 DISTORTION 0.04% at 25W
at 1kHz.
SIGNAL,NOISE RATIO 75413 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz-3dB.
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 25V SIZE 105 50 25mrn.
Price £2-18 -,- 21 02 VAT P&P free
The HY120 is the baby of I.L.P.'s new high power range. Designed to meet the most exacting
reouirements including load line and thermal protection this amplifier sets a new standard in
modular design.
FEATURES: Very low distortion-integral heatsink-Load line protection-Thermal protec-
tion-Five connections-NO external components.
APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi-High quality disco-Public address-Monitor amplifier-Guitar and
organ.
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
OUTPUT POWER 60W RMS into 80 LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-160 DISTORTION 0 04% at 60W

1kHz.
SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO 9048 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 100Hz-45kHt-31:15 SUPPLY VOLTAGE
+35V.
SIZE 114 50 85mm.
Price £1901 + Et  52 VAT P&P free.
The HY200 now improved to give an output of 120 Watts has been designed to stand the most
rugged conditions such as disco or group while still retaining true Hi-Fi performanCe.
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown-Very low distortion-Load line protection-Integral-heatsink
-No external components.
APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi-Disco-Monitor-Power slave-Industrial-Public Address.
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV.
OUTPUT POWER 120W RMS into 80 LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-160 DISTORTION 0.05% at100W
at 1kHz.
S1GNAL:NOISE RATIO 96dB FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz-3d8 SUPPLY VOLTAGE

45V.
SIZE 114 50 85mm.
Price £27-99 + £2-24 VAT P&P free.
The HY400 is I.L.P.'s "Big Daddy" of the range producing 240W into 40 It has been designed
for high power disco address applicatiOns. If the amplifier Is to be used at continuous high
power levels a cooling fan is recommended. The amplifier includes all the qualities of the rest
of the family to lead the market as a true high power hi -fidelity power module.
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown= -Very low distortion-Load line protection-No external
components.
APPLICATIONS, Public address-Disco-Power slave-industrial.
SPECIFICATIONS:
OUTPUT POWER 240W RMS Into 4D LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-160 DISTORTION 0 -1% at 240W
at 1kHz.
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 9445 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-45kHz-3dB SUPPLY VOLTAGE
.-45V.

INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV SIZE 114 100 85mm.
Price 228.61 + 23-09 VAT P&P free.
PSU36 suitable for two HY30's £6.44 plus dlp VAT. PIP free.
PSU50 suitable for two HY50's E8-18 plus £1 .02 VAT. PIP free.
PSU70 suitable for two HY120's £14-58 plus £1 .17 VAT. P/P free.
PSU90 suitable for one HY200 £15-19 plus E.1.21 VAT. PIP free.
PSU180 £2542 + 42-03 VAT.
at 2048 1- fl) 06 VAT.

Free Post & Packing applicable to United Kingdom only.
TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS

Please note, free post ± packing applies to U.K. only. Cash with
Please Supply

VIP
1.1Y50

Total Purchase Price

order sales.

Enclose Cheque -_i Postal Orders Money Order ]

Please debit my Access account Barclaycard account El
Account number
Name and Address

Signature
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GEORGE HYLTON
brings it

own
Gain and Decibels.

AERADE ORD reader E. Pilkington,
writes to say that he "keEps

stumbling across' statements such as
'op. amps gain as often 10,000 on open
loop, which ,s often expressed as
decibels: a voltage gain of 10,000 is
80dB'. Just what .are these decibels
and how do they tie in ;with electronic
equipment? I even have a range of
decibels on rr)y multimeter, which is
meaningless

Well now, thi;S.ls4.x114 no means the
first time Down To .Earth has looked
at this topic. NO doubl it won't be the
last, either. AS .,ileW.-readers come
along subjects liketh:is need to be
given another airing::

The trouble ,,witti,-"':decibels is that
they were desiare4:19,1-do,one job hut
are frequently -psedr:for something
else. Let's begin ;at, -,the beginning.
The "bel" part of,.`:`-c10(ibel" is really
someone's narri*44,4guise. It comes
from Bell, that isk:ander Graham
Bell, the teleOcat, pioneer. Not
surprisingly, theNdeAbels have to do
with telephone To be pre-
cise, with teieptt s.

As telephone' s" pass along
a tine they get A Suppose you
want to find d much fainter.
One way would poly a steady
signal at one etcf 10V) and get
somebody to what comes

(say 1V). You
his line with

e same test

out at the disti4le
could then cap
another by u

voltage.
Unfortunately Apjlt would soon

realise that the,'4suitt of these tests
were not a very:414:40te indication of
the efficiency oeliniSThe reason is
quite a familiar Telephores
respond to eleiWiit*ergy. Voltage
is not a reliable,ing-ex, of energy. Ten
volts into 10,04(rObit drives 1mA.
Ten volts into 1 *triit drives 100mA.
There is 100 tr3t ea much energy
being expended .in the second case
as in the first, even thoUgh the voltage
is the same.

east

To compare the efficiency of tele-
phone lines it is necessary to know
how much of the energy put into the
line reaches the distant end. To do
this we have to measure power rather
than voltage or current. Also, it is the
percentage of energy lost along the
line that matters, not the amount.

If you put in 100mW and get out
10mW then 10 per cent has got
through. The same line, with an in-
put of 200mW, would deliver 20mW,
which is still 10 per cent. So the
actual power levels don't matter. It's
the comparative levels (the relative
levels) that give the true indication.

An Indication of Efficiency
Decibels are just a means of saying

what the efficiency of transmission of
a line is, without getting bogged down
in actual voltage, current, or power.
The real unit is not the decibel but the
bel. If one -tenth of the input power
arrives at the distant end the line has
a "loss" of 1 bel. Since this is rather
a large loss it is now universal practice
to use decibels instead: 1 bel --- -10

decibels. So the line in question has a
loss of 10 dB.

If two such lines are joined, to make
one longer line, the losses add up:
10dB + 10dB = 20dB. To restore the
strength of the signals to its original
value it is necessary to amplify them
at the distant end. The amplifier must
compensate for the 20dB loss. That is
it must have a gain of 20dB. So it is
really quite
in decibels.

The question is, how are the gains
in decibels related to the gains in
ordinary numbers. We've been told
that 80dB means a voltage gain of
10,000. But a voltage gain of 100,000,
that is, ten times as great comes out
not as 800dB but as 100dB. Evidently
the gain in dB doesn't go up in pro-
portion to the "real" gain.

To see what is happening, look
again at those telephone lines. A loss
of 10dB means that one -tenth of the
power gets through. Joining two
such lines together gives 20dB. How
much power now gets through?
The answer is, one hundredth: the
first line reduces it to one -tenth, and
only one tenth of what gets through the
first finally emerges from the second.
One tenth of one tenth is one hun-
dredth.

If there were three 10dB lines the
signals would suffer a total loss of
30dB and this must correspond to one
thousandth of the input. Every 10dB
of loss means that the power must be
divided by 10.

Voltage Gain
In the case of amplifiers we are

generally interested in the voltage gain
rather than the power gain. However,
decibels are defined in terms of
power. To make it possible to work

with voltages instead it is necessary
to resort to a piece of "legal fiction".

Suppose that the input voltage of
the amplifier appeared across a known
resistance. This would enable us to
work out the input power. Now sup-
pose that the output voltage appears
across an equal resistance. We can
now work out the output power.

How is power related to voltage?
If the voltage is increased tenfold
then the current is also increased
tenfold. Ten times the voltage com-
bined with ten times the current gives
a hundred times the power. In decibels
a hundred times the power means an
increase of 20dB. So a voltage gain of
10 is equivalent to a power gain of 100,
hence 20dB for every time the voltage
amplification is increased tenfold. A
voltage gain of 10,000 is 10 x 10 x
10 x 10 and each "x 10" adds 20dB.
Thus 10,000 = 80dB.

Of course real op amps may have
input and output signals which appear
across unequal resistances. In prac-
tice, however, this doesn't usually
affect the voltage gain, so it's still
legitimate to express it in dB. Why
bother? Well, it does avoid big num-
bers and it does make it easy to com-
pare gains at a glance. Otherwise
there's not much point to it, for every-
day purposes.

Multimeter dB Range
The "dB" scale on a multimeter is

marked in the dB values which
correspond to voltage or current
rather than power. Doubling the
voltage increases the power 4 times
and thus adds 6dB. You'll find that if
you compare the dB scale with
voltage readings that doubling the
voltage always adds 6dB. Doubling
the power adds 3dB.

By another fiddle, the dB scale can
be used to measure the "power" kind
of dB as well. This is done by arrang-
ing for a particular resistance to be
switched in place, inside the meter,
to absorb power when the meter is set
to "dB". The meter is then absorbing
a known power when it reads "0dB".

For example, a meter may be marked
"0dB = 1mW in 600L)". This means
that when the meter pointer is at
"0dB" there is a 60052 resistance
inside the meter and it is consuming
1mW from the signal source.

At least, that is what it should mean.
Unfortunately some meter makers
assume that the 60052 already exists,
outside the meter, so they don't need
to provide it. The meter is then just a
(fairly high impedance) a.c. voltmeter
on the "dB" range. Since 1mW in
6005 creates a voltage drop of 0.775V
you may find this voltage quoted on
the meter. (In this case there probably
isn't an internal 6005/ resistance.)
Other values of resistance may also be
used, in some meters, for example
5000a or 15n.
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TAMTRONIK LTD
217, Toll End Road, TIPTON.
West Midlands DY4 OHW

DOING -IT -DIGITALLY
TTL ELECTRONIC TEST BED Full kit £21 -50

Additional components for first six parts.
ONLY L3.00

L24.20BOTH KITS (special price)

PRICES INCLUDE VAT and P & P

PLUS

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
with every TEST BED kit purchased

50 Assorted +w carbon resistors
10 Assorted polyster polystyrene and
electrolytic capacitors

AND
Voucher worth 50p for your next purchase.

(DEPT. E.E.)

Tel: 021-557-9144

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

A COMPREHENSIVE
E.E. CONSTRUCTOR
P.c.b.'s, components,
part kits

Please add 30p for P & P unless
price specifications includes

SERVICE

hardware,

TO THE

full kits and

advertised
p & p.

E. E. PROJECT Ref P.C.B. Comp-Hard- CASE
onent ware
Pack Pack

Total

Jan. Metronome 01 65. 1-89 2.17 79 50
Touch Switch 02 740 1.06 1 80
Rapid diode check 04 52. 78 48 45 2 23

Feb Chaser Light Display 07 1-75 8.19 6.79 3.15 19 88
Mar. C.R. Substitution Box 10 3.48 3.98 99 8 45

Weird Sound 12 62* 2.71 1.17 79 5 29
Apr. Pocket Timer 15 60* 1.34 96 45 3 35
May Mains Tester 17 54* 41 40 1-35

Teach -In. Power Amp 18 1-55 1-55
Jun. Tele-Bell 20 I 00* 2.84 6.85 10-69

Insitu Transistor Tester 21 65* 1-22 2.44 79 5.10
Teach -1n S.W. Receiver 22 2.61 2-61

Jul. Short Wave Radio 26 5-05 3.64 8-69
Quagmire 27 1 400 4.78 1.21 7 39

Aug. Slave Flash 29 55* 2.17 2 72
M.W. Mini Radio 30 - 50* 2.08 1-75 45 4 78
Audio Freq. Signal Gen. 31 85* 7.75 1.41 2.40 12 41

Sept. R.F. Signal Generator 33 13.14 2-58 16 72
Sound to Light 34 I 1-82 2.53 79 5-14
Guitar Tone Booster 35 j 75 T.B.A. 1.35 T.B.A.
Car Battery State Ind. 36 65. 97 I-62

Oct. CMOS Radio 37 T.B.A. 3.28 3.05 2.54 T.B.A-
Fuse Checker 38 49 32 79 1 60
Treasure Hunter 39 T.B.A. 4.86 5-37 2.54 T.B.A.

*P.C.B.'s designed by TAMTRONIK LTD. to E.E. circuit specifications

CH RONOSTOP Ev3G 78

Complete kit including: -
CASE with screen printed facia
PCB with screened component layout
Full assembly instructions
PRICE INCLUDING VAT and P & P

A kit with a professional finish E29.50

THIS MONTH'S
BARGAINS

100 x 1 k carbon
resistors 30p

"Plug in" mains PSU 3v/6v/
9v/l2v DC 300mA f2.99
(Suitable for calculators,
T.V. Games etc.)

LUonderboard

solderless
circuit cards

'one for
each circuit'

capacity 12 IC
(DIL -14)

E2.513
(plus 300 VAT P.a)

Special Introductory Offer
Limited in Time

pate,ts pending

wiring side

component side

WONDERBOARD solderless circuit boards use ORCUS intl. conductive elastomer
multicontacts. Each Contact will hold one component lead and up to six interconnection
wires. The components are plugged into one side of the board, the wires into the other.
Make prototypes of single, double sided, plated hole and multilayer PC boards.
WONDE RBOARDS are the most rapid, compact, and economical method available for
prototype circuitry. They can be used directly in finished equipment. They are reusable
and allow construction of the most complex circuits. Small hoards can be joined together
to form larger size boards. Distributor inquiries invited. Send cheque or Postal Order to:

r-- , conductive
L'T I elastomer

contact

CHARCROFT ELECTRONICS LTD.
cliniticRoFT ROUSE,
STU RME R, HAVERHI LL.
SUFFOLK CR9 7013

We can supply FULL or PART kits and printed circuit
boards for most E.E. projects from JANUARY 1978 AND
E.T.I. projects from October 1976. Please send S.A.E.
for details naming kit(s) and magazine issue AND .our
FREE catalogue.
TRADE & EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VISIT OUR SHOP AT:
Market Place

Great Bridge, TIPTON
West Midlands

CARBON FILM RESISTORS

E12 series 5% range 4117 - 1140
each 10. 1000 5000-

10 9.5p 909 £4.30
%w 1.5p 14p £1.30 E5.00

DEVELOPMENT PACKS
10 of each in the range 4117 .1140 total 1650)

f7.80 "" f5.80
mixed pack of 514w and 5 14w, rin
in the range 4R7 -1M0 L 0.0

SWITCHES

Dual in line switches
DNS 04 (4 switches) 60p each

DNS 08°6 168 sswwitc'ehhoe5S)1 9131,7°P each

All in standard OIL package
Standard toggle switches with
2A contacts S.P.S.T. 35p ea. D.P.S.T. 40p ea.
Standard push-button switches
with 2.5A contacts with red.
white, black or green button

S.P.S.T. 35 i ea. f 3.10 for 10
JACK PLUGS & SOCKETS

Plugs Screened Unser.ned
Mono % inch 30p ea. 22p ea.
Stereo 14 inch 54p ea. 46p ea.
3.5min 18p ea. 15p
Sockets Single Switched [contacts)
Mono V. inch 15p ea. 20p ea.
Stereo Ninth 20P ea. 25p ea.
3.5min - 15p ea.
Recess plate for '; inch sockets 10p ..

42111.
[MEM_
By fetter or

telephone

WELLER

8100 DPK Instant heat gun
soldering kit with FREE tube £1535
of solder

(Price inclusive of VA.T.)

QUICK TEST CONNECTORS
For rapid connectionof unplugged
appliances to the mains with
sprung lid for wall mounting
and indicator neon f 3.90

KNOBS

All knobs are black with screw
fixing
K1 15mm deep with 25mrn skirt 25p ea.
02 15rran deep with 35mm skirt 28P ea.
K3 13mm deep pointer knob 22p ea.
K6 12mm deep 25nwi diameter 30p ea.

With metal cap & marker spot
06 with numbered 40nur, skirt 40p ea.
Kt & K2 with metal Cat Sc extra

PRESET RESISTORS

100K small horizontal
2501 largo horizontal or verticat
2.514 small horizontal

AU 4p ea f 3.00 for 100
NEON TUBES

121imm Neon tubes

3p ea. or f 2.50 for 100.
Use 100K I.)w resistor for 2200

Please add V.A.T. at 1211% and 60p to cover pnetage and packing.

Terms, Strictly Cash with order, Feel free to ring us for further information on all our goods.

ELECTRONICS LTD
254 SPRING ROAD, TYSELEY

BIRMINGHAM. B11 3DW
Telephone:- 021 707 5150
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SUSI-Nita

the quickest fitting
CLIP ON
capacitive discharge
electronic ignition
in KIT FORM
 Smoother running //
 Instant all-weather starting
 Continual peak performance
 Longer coil/battery/plug life
 Improved acceleration/top speeds
 Optimum fuel consumption
Sparkrite X4 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge, electronic
ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable and complete. It can be
assembled in two or three hours and fitted in 1/3 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely eliminates
problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to contact breaker
bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse suppression circuit which
prevents the unit firing if the points bounce open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker
burn is eliminated by reducing the current to about 1 /50th of the norm. It will
perform equally well with new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not
dependent upon the dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system.
Sparkrite incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of blowing the
transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions are not completely
foolproof in this respect). The circuit incorporates a voltage regulated output for
greatly improved cold starting. The circuit includes built in static timing light,
systems function light, and security changeover switch. All kits.) it vehicles with
coil/ distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Die pressed epoxy coated case. Ready drilled, aluminium extruded base and heat
sink, coil mounting clips, and accessories. Top quality 5 year guaranteed
transformer and components, cables, connectors, P.C.B., nuts, bolts and silicon
grease. Full instructions to assemble kit neg. or pos. earth and fully illustrated
installation instructions.
NOTE-Vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial RV1 I
will require a tachometer pulse slave un t. Price 53.35 inc. VAT. post & packing.
Electronics Design Associates, Dept. EE 7 (U.K. only) -
52 Bath Street. Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (9) 614791

Electronics Design Associates, Dept.EE1 0
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (9) 614791

Name

Address

Phone your order with Access or Barclaycard

Ire. VAT. and Pl. QUANTITY REGD.

X1617 £14.95

SACHS RASE SLAVE UNIT £3.35

PLEASE STATE POLARITY
Access cr Barclaycard Na.

Send SAE if brochure only required

I enclose cheque PO's for

Cheque No.
POS OR NEG EARTH.

CANON
COMPONENTS

OFFER A FANTASTIC RANGE AT VERY
COMPETITIVE PRICES
 R.F.
 Digital
 Transistors
 Linear I.C.'s
 Displays

LEDResistors's

 Capacitors
 Hardware
 Chassis
 Boxes
 S -Dec
 T -Dec
 Transformers

 Speakers
 Cabinets
 Amplifiers
 Microphones
 Mixers
 Headphones
 Turntables
 Light Modulators
 Light Boxes
 Spots
 Bulbs
 Jingle Machines
 Packs
 Tweeters

 Leads
 Plugs
 Jacks
 Power Supplies
 Meters
 Surplus Items
 Tapes
 Radio's
 Calculators
 Test Equipment
 Kits
 Veroboard
 Soldering Irons
 Solder

PHONE OR SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS
AccesAccepsor Barted claycard

322-324 WHITEHORSE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 2LF

OPEN DAILY 9.30 A.M.-6 P.M. TEL. 01-684 9872.

DnrAniSEE THE
RANGE OF BOOKS IN THE NEW

DORAM HOBBIES
CATALOGUE.

Doram Electronics Ltd
PO Box TR8, Leeds LS12 2UF

Please send my FREE Hobbies Catalogue.

I enclose 25p contribution to p. & p. (AVAILABLE LATE SEFT)

Name

Address

EE6

MniDoram Electronics Ltd

PO Box TR8, Leeds LS12 2UF

Overseas customers (except for N. Ireland) -60p
including despatch by Air (or all -up post).
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EILUTIL1 electronics

56 FORTIS GREEN RD., MUSWELL HILL, N10 3HN
TELEPHONE: 01-883 3705

OUR LATEST
CATALOGUE
CONTAINS FREE

45 pence WORTH

OF VOUCHERS
CONTAINS MICROPROCESSORS + BOARDS,

MEMORIES, TTL, CMOS, ICs, PASSIVES, ETC., ETC.

SUPERSAVERS

TEXAS
741

ALL FULL SPEC DEVICES

TIMER RED LED
555 TIL209

5 for 4 for

£1.00 £1.00
VAT INCLUSIVE PRICE - 25p P. & P.

(INC. CLIP)

10 for

£1.00

A4 IC BOOKLET
SUPPLIED FREE WITH ORDERS OF ANY ICs WORTH
£5.00 OR MORE, CONTAINS CIRCUITS, PIN CON-
NECTIONS AND DATA (35p + SAE IF SOLD ALONE)

Be an
ELECTRONIC

ENGINEER
Do something PRACTICAL about your future.
Firms all over Britain are crying out for qualified people. With

the right training, you could take your pick of these jobs.

Now, the British Institute of
Engineering Technology will train
you in your spare time to be an
Electrical Engineer.

You risk nothing! We prom-
ise to get you through your
chosen course-or. refund your
fee!

So. join the thousands who
have built a new future through
home study Engineering courses.

Courses in

C & G Elect. Technicians
C & G Elect. Installations

Telecom ms. Technicians Exams

Television Servicing
Radio Maint. & Repairs (DIET)

Pract. Radio & Electronics

Plus over 60 other
home study courses.

POST COUPON FOR FREE 44 PAGE GUIDE

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Aldermaston Court, Dept. TEE37 Reading RG7 4PF.

NAME (Block capitals please)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Other SubjectsL -Accredited by CACC
1.11 ------ 1111111.1 - 111111.1 - 111II

Member of ABCC

Everyday Electronics. October 1978
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ACE MAILTRDNIX LTD

Dept_ EE, Tootal Street

Wakefield W.Yorksfiire WEI 5.JR

KITS!*1(11S!*KITS!
You must try our fabulous new range of
'ELEKITS' for an easy build introduction
to electronics. All kits, and there are many
to choose from, come complete with case,
easy to follow instructions and ALL
COMPONENTS. Battery powered (not
supplied) for safety and economy -
ELEKITS will give hours of enjoyment -
learning as you build. A small selection
from the 'E LEK IT' range is shown below.

Watch this s ace for future kits !

//110/4(,,
At FABULOUS

ILEKITS"

MINI

ORGAN ,795only

!MUTE

'95

COMPONENTS
The ACE 2nd edition illustrated catalogue shows a considerably
enlarged range of components, modules, 'Eiekits'. Many PRICE
REDUCTIONS from edition one. Component range includes -
CAPACITORS, HARDWARE,CASES, LED's,VERO PRODUCTS,
RESISTORS, RS COMPONENTS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
SCR's, IC's (Linear, TTL, CMOS, Audio), SWITCHES, PLUG/
SOCKETS, BOOKS, TRANSFORMERS, TOOLS, SPEAKERS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT. Typical VAT Inclusive prices,-

LED's RED 15p
LED's GREEN 25p
8 -pin IC SKT 15p
AC126 20p
AC128 27p
BC107/8/9 13p
BC177/8/9 19p
BC182/3/4L 11p
BC212/3/4L 11p
BC547/8/9 13p
8C557/8/9 15p
BCY70/71 20p
BFY50/1/2 23p
0071 16p
TIS43 35p
ZTX 107/8/9 14p
2N2926G 13p
2N3055 54p

MODULES
Ready built.
Power supplies 1, 2 and 3 rail,
Fixed and variable.
DPM's 3'A digit. LED and LCD
Count/display 4 and 6 digit.

2N3072/3/4/5 11p
2N3819 24p
0A90/91 7p
IN4148 4p
I N4001 5p
W04 25p
Zener BZ Y88 12p
741 8 -pin 22p
555 35p
4001 20p
7400 15p
7490 62p
Push sw 16p
Slide toggle 19p
W/C switches 54p
0.25 CF Res. . .6p per 3

SEND 30p FOR THE ACE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
WHICH INCLUDES FULL LIST OF COMPONENTS, KITS AND
READY-MADE MODULES. 30p REFUNDED WITH FIRST
ORDER OF £5 OR MORE.

NAME

ADDRESS
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Electronics.
Make a job of
Enrol in the BN A & E School and you'll have an entertaining
and facinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities
and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of
Electronics today. We.offer the finest home study training
for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the
CITY AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates); the
Grad. Brit. i.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE;
P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc.
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers;
Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam successes_ We are the only privately run
British home study College specialising in electronics
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.

ME NMI =MI MIMI MIMI 11111

Brochure without obligation to:

Become a
Radio Amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in
contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

OM= IMMO MEM IMO OEM MEMO IMMO OM= Mom

British National Radio & Electronic School I
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
ADDRESS EEL! 0

Block caps please
ME! Mimi mom m- MUM EMI MOM MOM IMO MN= EMI I ---

LOOK!! COMPLETE
KITS FOR THIS
MONTHS E.E.
PROJECTS!
TREASURE HUNTER
All components required for this project except
PCS handle & coil former for £13-95 plus
25p p & p.
CMOS RADIO
Complete set of parts £7.95 plus 25p p & p.
FUSE CHECKER
Ali components supplied including case for
just £1.85 plus 25p p & p.
LAST MONTHS PROJECTS STILL AVAILABLE-SEE
SEPTEMBER ADVERTISEMENT FOR DETAILS AND
PRICES.

(DOING IT DIGITALLY)
For this exciting NEW series starting in this
issue of Everyday Electronics we can supply a
complete set of parts for the TTL electronic
test bed and additional components required for
the first six parts of the series for £22-50 plus
£1 p & p.

ALL PRICES

INCLUDE

V.A.T.

GREENWELD
443 Milbrook Road, Southampton SO1 OHX

MAIL ORDER DEPT.

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
I, ST. MICHAELS TERRACE, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N22. 4SJ.

PHONE 01-888 4474

"FLIP"!
AN ELECTRONIC VERSION OF
TWO-UP OR ODDS AND EVENS.
We supply a complete kit of parts
which includes a strong case and
attractive front panel to give the
finished game a long life and professional
appearance. Full assembly instructions
are supplied.
"If you can solder you can make this
great game." An ideal first project to
introduce you to electronics.
Not only will "FLIP" start you on a
great hobby but you will own a game
which will amuse you and your friends
for hours.
COMPLETE KIT: 65-25 + 8% VAT

POST FREE!
'DOING IT DIGITALLY'

We can supply the complete kit for
this new 'Teach -in' series. Price on
application.

HEAVY DUTY XOVER
2 WAY 8 OHM

A 2 way 8 ohm HID Xover suitable for
L/S systems up to 100 watt.
Fitted with screw terminals for input
and a three position 'HF LEVEL' switch
which selects either Flat, -3d8 or - 6dB.

ONLY 63.00 + 8% VAT
A CRESCENT `SUPERBUY'

Goodmans 5" 8 ohm long throw HID
loudspeaker.
Mounting plate is integral with L/S
chassis and has fixing holes with centres
spaced at 54." (diagonally).

ONLY 65-00-1-124.% VAT
TELESCOPIC AERIAL-_ 12=,

1 I section telescopic aerial.
Extended length: I metre (39*")
Fully closed: I 35mm (5f")
Fixing: nut and bolt fixing through
recess at base of aerial.

ONLY 75p EACH!

LOUDSPEAKERS V.A.T.
2-1-" (57mm) 8 or 75 ohm 90p

(please state impedance req'd)
5" 8 ohm Ceramic E1 50
8" "ELAC" 8 6hrn I 5W dual cone £5.00
8" "GOODMANS" 'Audiorn 8PA'

8 ohm 15W E4-76
10" "ELAC" 8 ohm IOW dual cone

64-50
7" x 4" 8 ohm 4W 62.00

BARGAIN LOUDSPEAKERS
12-.1% VAT.

2f" (60mm) 8 ohm (limited stocks) 60p
2f" (70mm) 8 ohm (limited stocks) 60p

LOUDSPEAKERS - 8% VAT.
12" "McKENZIE" 8 ohm 75W Bass

623-62
12" "McKENZIE" 8 ohm 75W dual cone

6:23.62
12" "McKENZIE" 8 ohm 75W general
purpose 618-37
12" "GOODMANS" 'Audiom 12P'
8 ohm SOW 0.3.00
12" "PANE" POP 33T 16 ohm 33W

£1292
12" "FANE" POP 50/2 16 ohm 50W

615-70

MINIATURE TOOL SET
A 20 pc. Tool Set, precision made from
quality industrial forged steel. Contents:
I swivel handle, 3 screwdrivers I S to
3.5 mm., 2 Philips type screwdrivers,

awl, 3 Allen keys 1-5 to 2.5 mm.,
5 sockets 3 to 5 mm., 5 hex. keys 4 to
6 mm. Supplied in plastic case. Our
price: only 63-25 + 8% VAT.- -

P&P' ORDERS UP TO £5, Add 30p
ORDERS E5-410, Add 50p

All orders over £10 post free!
Please add VAT as shown.

S.A.E. with all enquiries please
Personal callers welcome at: 21 GREEN LANES. PALMERS GREEN, NI3.

116.-
Buy itwithAccess
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NKT 214 TRANSISTORS equivalent to OC 71 @ 10p, 6 for 500.
50 BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS Assorted Untested @ 57p.
100 MULLARD 0280 CAPACITORS Assorted @ 57p.
ITT CAPACITORS PMT -2R Miniature luf 100v.w. A 20p doz.
ELECTRECT MICROPHONE with FET PRE -AMP @ El 45.
MeMURDO 8 Pin Plugs @ 20p, Sockets @ 20p. Covers @ 15p.
400 mW ZENERS Unmarked Good. 3-6v, 6.8v, 10v, 11v, 12v, 13v. 160, 24v, 30v, 33v.

36 volt All at 10 for 401-
20 PHOTO TRANSISTORS, DARLINGTONS Assorted Untested @ El.
S.C.R's 10 Amp 100 PIV a 25p, 400 PIV @ 50p, 800 PIV @ 60p.
SUB -MINIATURE TANTALUM 4-70 10 V.W. @ 5p, 6 for 25p.
DISC CERAMICS -Oluf 30v.w. (0), 20p doz, -lot 18v.w. @ 30p doz.
MULLARD ELECTROLYTICS 2240uf 40v.w. @ 40p, 4500uf 25v.w. @ 40p, 500001

10v.w. @ 15p, 6400of 25v.w. @ 40p.
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS 10pf, 30pf, 50p1, 100001 All at 10p.
5 WATT NPN DARLINGTON TRANSISTORS 20p. 3 for 50p.
3i6" COIL FORMERS with core at 6 for 25p.
PHONO SOCKETS Sinule Q 5p, Double @ 10p, Triple @ 15p, 4 way @ 20p.
100 ASSORTED DISC CERAMICS for 57P.
50 AC 128 TRANSISTORS Branded but Untested for S7p.
ERIE RED -Olaf 100v.w. CAPACITORS Q Op each.
1544 SILICON DIODES at 25p 00z.
30 IOXAJ CRYSTALS Assorted 5100 to 7900 KHs for £1 10.
60 ASSORTED W.W. RESISTORS 1 to 10 Watt g 57p.
FETS 2N 3819 Type @ 20p, MPF 102 @ 33p. J310 Q 20p, E111 @ 12p, E112.@4 10P.

E113er 12p, E174 @ 22p, 40673 Type @ 33p.
50 2 WATT ZENERS Assorted Untested @ 57p.

AMP PNP TRANSISTORS BCX 36 @ 12p, BCX 37 @ 10p.
6 WATT WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETER 1' SK at 220.
JACKSON TYPE C 801 VARIABLE CAPACITORS 501 or IOW@ 75p ea.
AUDIO I.C. LB 380 with various Audio Circuits @ 800-
200 ASSSRTED -v, WATT RESISTORS for 75p.
100001 40v.w. ELECTROLYTICS 3 for 35p.
BD 1674 Amp NPN PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS Q 25p, 5 for £1.
2 POLE 4 WAY MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCHES at 72p each.
VARIABLE CAPACITORS Direct Drive 5pf Q 75p, 10pf 759.300 15p, 509f So

850,125 ± 1250f @ 55p,100÷ 2000fQ 55P, 180+ 1809f @ 6013.200 T 200÷ 25 + 250f
C",g 55p, 500 + 500pf @ 60p, 25001 Solid Dilectric Q 40p. With Slow Menton Drive_
300 + 30001 (a), 55p, 500 + 500 ± 25 - 250f @ 55p. 250 - 250 + 20 4- 20p = MCI

@ 75p.
LOUDSPEAKERS dia Bohm S 75p. 2d' dia. 8 ohm@ 75p, &a. 8 Ohm g 75p -
MINIATURE 8uf 300v -w. ELECTROLYTICS 10 for 57p.
BOOKS BY G. DOBBS "Practical Test Equipment" Ot 75p, -Simple Short Wave

Receivers" @ 60p, "Practical Electronics Projects- a 75p. The Three Books
for £1 60.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 240 volt Input Type I. 24 volt Tapped at la nett 1 Amp
Q(P&P 25p), Type 2. 22-0-22 volt 500mA @ ice,-P&P 25p). Type 3_ SD sett
10 amp @ L5-50 (P&P 95p). Type 4. 20 solf 2 amp Twi 10 Oft 1 L.,0 T4.34 a
£4 ,50 (P&P 950), Type 5. 45 volt 2 amp, 45 volt SOCkmA@E3 SO (PAP 85c).

FERRANTI ZTX 108 TRANSISTORS 7 for 541p.
tel 25 v.w. MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS at 6 fO, 250.
3 PIN MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET LIKE R.S. F.,ropeer Tyre w -r" 2

Cable_ 75p pair.

Please add 20p for post and pack,ng. on:4.es otherwise suited. on U_K_ _= e -
Overseas orders at cost

J. BIRKETT
RADIO COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

25 The Strait, Lincoln LN2 1JF Tel. 20767

INCREDIBLE WATCH
BARGAINS

12 FUNCTION
CHRONOGRAPH
LCD
hours. minutes, seconds. day,
date. month chrono time Moth
sec. 2 event timing, 1st and 2nd
place times, non interrupt be-
tween chrono and real time.
backlight.

ALARM LCD
Six digit hours ininutes optional
seconds or date, month, date.
day 4 year calendar, alarm pro-
grammable for any minute in 24
hours with onroff indication,
backlight

STOP PRESS

FULL CHRONOGRAPH/ALARM LCD
ONLY £39.95

All prices Include presentation case. 12 month guarantee
instructions. P&P, Vat. Money back refund.

Send Cheque of P.C. IC

VIDEOTIME PRODUCTS
56 Queens Road, Basingstoke

Hants RG21 1R E. Tel. (0256) 56417
Telex 858747

Trade & Export Enquiries Welcome

ittWAR!!

WAR ON OUR
EXCESS STOCKS ! ! !
FANTASTIC BARGAIN PACK OFFERS TO
CLEAR OUR MASSIVE INVENTORY.

Cut out and post whole coupon

Insert No: of Packs required in box

1. Twenty Transistors T018 T05 plastic
silicon germanium £1.00

2. Twenty Rectifier diodes 500MA 1A 6A
axials & studs E1.00

3. Resistors 400 yes 400 -mixed
carbon films E1-00 (Count by weight)

4. Zener diode pack 15.zeners 250 400MW
1W 5W £100

5. Ten Potentiometers log lin with & with-
out switch V - 00

6. 2 miniature transformers 3 VA assorted
voltages E1.00

7. 100 assorted capacitors including elec-
trolytic disc mylar £1-00

8. Precision (1 %) resistors metal films 100
for £100

9. Linear amplifier IC's including 741's
709's 710's etc. 9 for £1.00

10. JUMBO JUNK BOX FILLER! All sorts
of semiconductors & IC's resistors,
caps, pots, presets, wire, fuses, etc. etc.
Kilo gross weight for £220

**.

To:

One free pack (1-9) if you buy all 10 packs.

(your name & address)

This is your label -please print clearly.

ARROW ELECTRONICS LTD
LEADER HOUSE
COPTFOLD
BRENTWOOD
ESSEX.
MAIL ORDER OR COLLECT AT OUR SHOP.
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICES - NO VAT OR P & P TO ADD
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SMALL ADS
The prepaid rate fc: classified advertisements is 18 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. Se- -_ s: ay setting £4.40 per single column centimetre. All cheques, postal orders, etc.
to be made :a 3z = Everyday Electronics and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should
always be se -eg.stered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the
Classified Az E. ---_-_sement Manager, Everyday Electronics, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's
Reach Tower. Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261 5918).

Service Sheets
SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, Television,
Tape Recorders, Stereo, etc. With free
fault-finding guide, from 50p and s.a.e.
Catalogue 25p and s.a.e. Hamilton Radio,
17 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service
sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p plus SAE.
Colour TV Service Manuals on request.
SAE with enquiries to BTS, 190 King's
Road. Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423
55885.

Receivers and Components
NO LICENCE EXAMS NEEDED

To operate this miniature, solid-state
Transmitter -Receiver Kit. Only £9.75
plus 25p P&P.
'Brain-Freeze'em with a MINI
STROBE Kit. pocket -sized 'lightning
flashes', vari-speed, for discos and
parties. A mere £410 plus 20p P&P.
Experiment with a psychedelic
DREAM LAB, or pick up faint
speech/sounds with the BIG EAR
sound -catcher; ready-made multi-
function modules. £5 -Oil each plus
20p P&P.
LOTS MORE! Send 20p for lists.
Prices include VAT. (Mail order
U.K. only).

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 CUNLIFFE ROAD, STONELEIGH

EWELL, SURREY. (E.E.)

71b ASSORTED COMPONENTS £2-95. Small
Audio Amplifiers. 3 transistors equivalent to
AC128. 0072, with circuit. 3 for £1. 300
small components, Transistors, Diodes £130.
No Postage, list 15p refundable, Insurance
add 15p. J.W.B. Radio. 2 Barnfield
Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL.

SELTRONICS LOW PRICE SEMICON-
DUCTORS BRAND NEW CODED AND
GUARANTEED.
BCI07/8/9 8p. ACI28 14p. 2N2926G 10p. ZTX300
I 1p. 2N5458. 31p. UT46 19p. TIS43 20p. BC2I2L
10p 0A47 Sp. BRI00 22p. D32 22p. 0A200 Sp.
OA202 Sp. NESSS 3Sp. 74IP 20p. Postage 10p.
S.A.E. for lists cheques and P.O.'s made payableto:

9, Rodney Gardens, Braintree, Essex.

DISCOVER ELECTRONICS. Build forty
easy projects including: Metal Detector;
Wireless Transmitter; Breathalyser; Radios;
Stethoscope; Lie Detector; Touch time -
switches; Burglar Alarms, etc. Circuits,
plans all for £1.29 including FREE circuit
board. Mail only. RIDLEY PHOTO/ELEC-
TRONICS, Box 62, 111 Rockspark Road,
Uckfield, Sussex.

Electronic Timers 49p Texas 555 Timers 98p
Mini Electronic Buzzers 705, TO18 Sockets 12p
6/9/12 Volt DC 38p 84 Earphone 4, Plug tap
8011 Mini Speaker 49p Crystal Ditto 45p
Small Reed Switch 10p GPO 4 Digit Counter 500
Large Reed Switch 12p Ohms 1" x 41" 429
Reed Magnets Bp&12p Micro Switches. Coin
Large .. circular 16p Operated 45p. DPOT Sep
Reed Relay 3-12v DC 40p 240V AC Solenoid £1.25
6 Way Reed Bank 45p 240V AC Relay S5p
Enamelled Copper Wire 3 Digit Counter 16p
32, 34,36, 38, 40 S WG 1p ft Crystal Set Kit £1.65
Key Switch & Key £1.20 Component Panel 18p
Loud Sirens 6 Volt DC Croc Clips Red/Black 7p
E1-30 ea. Buzzer Alarms 40 Assorted Pak 40p
ly Volt DC 65p 30 Untested 0A91 20p
Large Red/Clear Leds 20p 25 , ICs Sop
TIL209 Red 15p. Clips 3p 30 Transistors at:
BC107/8/912p.ORP12 75P 50Asstd Resistors SOP

Resistors 1W 5% 10 ohms -12 meg 2p each
Prices include V.A.T. add 16p postage

GRIMSBY ELECTRONICS
64 Tennyson Rd., Cteethorpes, Humberside

Carters to our Lambert Rd., Grimsby Shop. 100's on
bargains -components, cases, yens etc. List 10p.

BRAND NEW FULL SPEC. ONLY
OPTO ELECTRONICS

L.E.D.'s 5mm
RED 10 £1.00p
YELLOW 10 £1-609
GREEN 10 LI -60p
CLEAR (RED LIGHT) 10 fl -30p
PACK 10 OF EACH COLOUR 40 E5 -00p

SUPERIOR QUALITY AMERICAN MADE 15mm
4 DIGIT L.E.D-SLOCK DISPLAY COMMON/
CATHODE. £4-SOp.
ELECTRONIC KIT'S
0-35 volt, 3 amp, variable, power supply, S/C
protected. P.C.B. & ALL PARTS, EX, TRANS-
FORMER. E6 -50p
0-45 volt, 3.5, variable, power supply, S.C.R.
SIC protected P.C.B. & ALL PARTS EX, TRANS-
FORMER. 0.50p
32 L.E.D. V.U. DISPLAY (STEREO)
P.C.8. & ALL PARTS NEED 12-18 VOLT D.C.
SUPPLY. £9.50p
FLUORESCENT INVERTER WILL RUN. 4w-
40 watt tube H/F, very efficient. £2.50p
TERMS -ALL PRICES V.A.T. INCLUSIVE.
C.W.O.-P.O. & CHEQUES. PAYABLE
FURAMA. ELECTRONICS P/P. 25p.
Callers welcome
FURAMA ELECTRONICS. 32)34 Scott Lane,
Doncaster, Yorkshire. DNI. IES.

For Sale
NEW BACK ISSUES of "EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS". Available 60p each Post
Free, open PO/Cheque returned if not in
stock. BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES 190
Kings Road, Harrogate, Yorkshire. Tel:
(0423) 55885.

ELECTRONIC KITS -SAE for new cata-
logue, and clearance list of obsolete kits.
AMTRON UK, 7 Hughenden Road, Hast-
ings, Sussex.

FOR SALE most E.E. from Nov '71 -Feb '76.
Offers S.A.E. 3 Chesterton Road, Radford,
Coventry.

Educational
COURSES -RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINA-
TION. City and Guilds. Pass this important
examination and obtain your G8 Licence,
with an RRC home study course. For details
of this, and other courses (GCE, professional
examinations etc), write or phone:- THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JR1
Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-
947 7272 (Careers Advisory Service) or
phone for a prospectus only ring 01-946 1102
(24hr recording service).

Books and Publications
WHAT'S THE SECRET OF MAKING
MONEY? The Knowledge, and ability, that
very few people possess, to undertake work
in a specialised field that is crammed with
opportunities. We are supplying a MANUAL
that will enable you, in your own home,
WITH NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE, to
repair VACUUM CLEANERS, DRILLS, and
PORTABLE TOOLS, by showing in easy,
step by step stages, how to diagnose faults,
rewind ARMATURES and FIELDS and
make up test equipment. 13 chapters cover-
ing test procedures, apparatus required,
test charts, where to obtain materials and
where to find work. Packed with diagrams
and information. Get your copy now. Only
£4 plus 30p P&P. CWO. COPPER SUPPLIES.
102 Parrswood Road, Withington, Manches-
ter 20, Dept. EE1.
REWINDING TRANSFORMERS a new pub-
lication covering how to repair, design and
rebuild them. Every fact including where
and how to get this class of work. £4.30p
post paid by return. from MAGNUM
POWER TOOLS, Brinksway Trading Estate,
Stockport, Cheshire SK3 OBZ.

 0 / =
WORLD RADIOTV HANDBOOK 1978 Edition. . £8-25
SO GI105 IC Projects (R. Feo(oItl) ....... . C1-0.5
A Puna' Introduction to Oisuel CC's (I-06
213 Tested Trunciaor F.:ejects (FL Ia.-rens) CI -05
50 ?reseal nuns Relays. SCR% & TRUCa (F. G. Royer) L -SO
How to build your own Meth & Treasure Loosforu (F. G. Rey...)  a -a5
Practical Repair & Renovation of Colour TV, (C. F. Haler) £1,5
Fun & Gam, ...A your Eleeoccic Calculator 0. Vt..) £0 -as
How to build Advanotd Sise.L Wwu Recepters (R. A. ((enfold)
Radio Antenna (.1 'took for Lone Datartee Recension
SO (en) field Dien Transistor Projects (F. G. Royer)

C0
-30,5

11-35
5ervaans Meaner Rae'. Ren.v.e. (0-95
Solid Stem Seers Wave Ftecetvets for Beginners CI -05

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE A PACKING. . . S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST

4 CHILCHESTER COURT,W12IHAIN 110,11ECKENHAM KEW 8113 2QW

SIMPLIFIED TV REPAIRS. Full repair
instructions individual British sets £4.50,
request free circuit diagram. Stamp brings
details unique TV publications. Ausee, 76
Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

MYSTIFIED ABOUT MICROS? Read Home
Computer Revolution, by Ted Nelson, to
see what is happening plus gain "Com-
puter -ease". From your local Computer
Store or send £345 to COMPUTER BOOK1
SHOP, Temple House (E), 43-48 New Street,
Birmingham.

Tapes
CASSETTE TAPES; C60 six for £1-60. C90

four for £1-60. Case and index included.
VAT paid. Please add 10% postage. West
(A3), 56 Frankwell Drive, Coventry CV2
2FB.

Miscellaneous

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
swg I lb 8 oz 4 oz 2 oz
14-19 2.48 1.20 -69 -50
20-29 2-45 I -60 -82 -59
30-34 2.60 1.70 -89  64
35-40 2.85 1.90 1.04 -75

Inclusive of p&p and VAT. SAE brings Catalogue
of copper and resistance wires in all coverings.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
PO Box 30, London E4 99W

Reg. Office: 22 Coningsby Gardens

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

EXTENDED RANGE
HP2 (size 'D') 13.56. HP11 (size 'C') 22.57. Sub 'C'
£1.64. Pencell (size 'AA') £1-32. 9 volt PP3 £4-98. 9 volt
PP6 £11 -66. 9 volt PP7 £9-14. 9 volt PP9 £14.30. All
chargers £7.97 (except for PP3-is 2.5.82 and pencell
is £6.98). 6 volt 8 Ah sealed lead acid £11-88. New
child's. 24 mile range

ELECTRIC CAR
SAE for all details A lists plus 2.1 00 for rec. booklet
"Nickel Cadmium Power". Add p. & p.10% (5% orders
£25.00 & over). All prices include VAT.
Dept. LE., Sandwell Plant Ltd., 261 Monmouth
Drive, Sutton Goldfield, West Midlands. Callers to
TLC. 32 Craven Street. Charing Cross or to 2 Union
Drive, Soldmene, Sutton Goldfield -

RESISTORS 4-W 5% 2R2 -2M2 (E12).
10 each or more of each value 93p/100. 100 assorted, ou
mixture 75p/100. C60 cassettes in library cases 30p each.
miniature relays 17 x 90 x 28mm 6000 coil 4 sets change
over contacts 50p each.

Prices include V.A.T. Addle% postage.

SALOP ELECTRONICS. 23 Wyle Cop, Shrewsbury.

STYLI -illustrated equivalents (List 28)
also cartridges, leads, etc. Superb quality
and service at lowest prices. Fully guaran-
teed, free for SAE from: FELSTEAD
ELECTRONICS (EE), Longley Lane, Gat -
ley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4EE.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS COMPONENTS.
BALLARD'S, 108 Camden Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Phone 31803. No lists, enquiries S.A.E.

100 WATT GUITAR/PA/MUSIC
AMPLIFIER

With superb treble, bass, overdrive, slimIlne. 12 months
guarantee. Unbeatable offer at £39. Also twin channel
with separate treble/bass per channel £48. Money
returned if not absolutely delighted within 7 days. Also
fuzz boxes great sound robust construction 2.1360. Also
100 watt 12 in. speakers 22250.
All inclusive of P.P. Send cheque or P.O. to:

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFICATION
62 Tnorncime Avenue, DultInileld, Cheshire.

Tel: 061-344 500T
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TRANSFORMERS
ALL EX -STOCK -SAME DAY DESPATCH. VAT 8%
12 OR 24 VOLT OR 12-0-12V

PRIMARY 220 240 VOLTS
Amos

Ref 12V 24V
111 0 5 025 220
213 1 0 0 5 2 64
71 2 1 3.51
18 4 2 4 03
70 6 3 5 35

108 a 4 6 98
72 10 5 7 67

116 12 6 6 95
17 16 8 10 39

115 20 10 13 18
187 30 15 17 05
226 60 30 26 82

P&P
0 45
0 78
0 78
0 96
0 96
1 14
1 14
1 -32
1.32
2 08
2.08
OA

30 VOLT RANGE
Prim 220/240V Sec 0-12-15-20-24-30V.
Voltages available 3 4. 6. 6, 8. 9. 10 12,
15 15, 20. 24, 30,1 or 12V -0-12V
15V-0 15V.
Ref Amps £ P & P
112 0 5 264 0.78

79 1 0 3 57 0.96
3 2 0 5 27 0.96

20 3.0 6 20 1.14
21 4.0 7 44 1.14
51 5 0 8 37 1.32

117 60 992 145
88 8 0 11.73 1.64
89 10 0 13 33 1 84

SCREENEo7t,MINIATURES
Ref mA £
238 200 3-0-3 1 99
212 IA. 1A 0-6, 0-6 2 85

13 100 9-0-9 2 14
235 330. 330 0-9, 0-9 1 99

207 500. 500 0-8-9-, 0-8-9 2 59
208 1 A. IA 0-8-9, 0-8-9 3 53
236 200, 200 0-15, 0-15 1 99

214 300, 300 0-2C. 0-20 2.56
221 700 (DC) 20-12-0-12-20 3 41
206 1A, IA 0-10-20-0-15-20 4 63
203 500. 500 0-15-27-0-15-27 3 99
204 1,A, IA 0-15-27-0-15-27 5 39
3112 500
239 50

112211052-120-24-30 2 64
1 99

P&P
0 55
0.78
0-38
0 38
0-71
0 78
0-38
0 78
0 78
0 96
0 96
0 96
0 78
0.38

50 VOLT RANGE
Prim 220/240V Sac 0.20-75-33 40-50V.
Voltages available 5, 7. 8, 10, 13, 15. 17.
20.33, 40 or 20V -0-20V. 25V 0-25V.
Ref Amps £ P & P
102 0 5 3 41 0-78
103 1'0 457 0'96
104 2'0 6 98 1 14

105 3.0 8 45 1.32
105 .

4.0 10 70 1.50
107 60 14 62 1 54

118 8 0 17 05 208
119 10.0 21 70 OA

MAINS ISOLATING (SCREENED)
PRIM 120/240 SEC 120,240 CT TAPPED

Ref VA (Wafts) £ P & P
07" 20 4 40 0 79

149 60 6 20 0.96
150 100 7 13 1.14
151 200 11 16 1 50
152 250 12 79 1.84
153 350 16 28 184
154 500 19 15 2.15
155 750 29.06 OA
156 1000 37 20 OA
157 1500 45 60 OA
156 2000 54 80 OA
159 3000 79 05 OA

'Please specify 115 or 240V required

60 VOLT RANGE
Prim 220,240V Sec 0-24-30-40-48-60V.
Voltages available 6, 8, 10. 12. 16, 18, 20,
24. 30, 36, 40, 48, 60V or 24V -0-24V.
30V -0-30V.
Ref
124
126
127
125
123
40

120
121
122
189

Amps
0 5
10
2-0
3 0
4 0

0
60
8 0

10 0
12 0

3 88
5 58
7 60

10 54
12 23
13 95
15 66
20 15
24 03
27 13

P&P
0 96
0-96
1 14
1.32
1 84
1.54
1 84
OA
OA
OA

HIGH VOLTAGE ISOLATORS
Prim 200/220V or 400/440V

Sec 1 10/120V CT or 200/240 CT

Va Ref P & P
60 243 5 89 1-32

350 247 14 II 1-84
1000 250 4176 OA
2000 252 54 25 OA

150
200
250
500
750

1000
1500
2000

COMPONENT PACKS
50 High Quality Metal Oxide
2.5% ,-1-w Resistors.
150 Mixed Value Capacitors
10 Read Switch.
30 Wire Wound Resistors.
mixed.
25 assorted Presets.
50 3 Tag Terminal Strips.
Hardware ok. bolts, nuts,
washers, insulators. All 70g.
each a 12 i56 P & P 40p.

AMPLIFIER MODULES
10W (AL30i M. 75
25W (AL60/ £4-5'
35W IAL801 £715

125W IAL2501 £17 25
Power Supply PS I2 £1 3C
Power Supply SPM80 £4-25
Pre -amp PA12 £670

PAI00 £13-88
VAT 12-i%P & P 350

12 way. Grelco heavy black
elastic terminal block 35p
P & P 15p.

MINI-MULTIMETER Fuse holder 14-" completely

DC 1000V AC -1000V DC-100mA Res -150k0
enclosed 25p F & P 15p.

10000N Bargain 586 P & P 62p VAT 856 2x Fuse boards 2 with
fuse holders.i-

20,000 ohm// Multimeter, mirror scale. Ranges 1
open 1

2:- x 3" 30p P & P 15P.
AC,DC to 1000V DC currents to 250mA.
Resistance to 3 Megs. 5" x x
£1T -341.31P £1.05 VAT 8%.

TEST METERS
U4315 Budget Meter 20KON DC 2KN AC
1000V AC/DC 2.5A AC/DC 500K res, in robust
steel case and leads £1585.
8X505 Sanwa £33.68 TTI 69 circuit transistor
AVO8 £77.10 tester £32.50
AV071 £31.10 DA I 16 digital £100-00
AV073 £4250 Megger 8647
EM272 £50.70 Battery £4250
M M5 £26.10 Wee Megger £64-00

P&P f' 1 -15 VAT 8%.
Full range of AVO's. Megger's and Cases.

Special Offer AVO Meter (1071
Ranges DC volts 2-5, 10.50, 100. 500. 1000V -

ABS Plastic Boxes inset brass
nuts. slots to take PC cards, flush
fitting lid.
P81 80mm x 62 x 40 56p
P82 100mm x 75 x 40 63p
P83 120mm x 100 x 45 70p

P & P 29o. VAT 8%
Magnetic to Ceramic. Cartridge
Convertor operating voltages 20-
45V only £3.50.
VAT 12 ;% P & P 35p.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
Ref VA (Walls)

0 71
P & P

current lmA. 2-5. 10, 50, 100. 500. 1 amp. AC

'113 15 0-115-210-240
0.10V, 100, 1000, 3 ohmic ranges to 10M ohms.
2 48

64 75 0-115-210-240 3 95 096
moon/ DC. 1000 AC Safety cut out £40-00

a 150 0-115-200-220-240 5 35 0 96
P5 Pf1.15.VAT 8%.

67 500 0-115-200-220-240 10-99 1 64
84 1000 0-115-200-220-240 18 76 2 08
93 1500 0-115-200-220-240 23 36 OA
95 2000 0.115-200-220-240 34 82 OA
73 3000 0-115-200-220-240 43.00 OA

60S40000 -10-11S-200-
220-240 6750 GA

ISOLATOR 1 KVA 240V to 240V enclosed.
Special Offer (6. £18.70. Carriage £2-75.

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KIT
10 projects (including electronic orgari). Nu
soldering needed £7 29. VAT 8% P & 70o

DOING IT
DIGITALLY

TTL ELECTRONIC
TEST-BED

£22-50 incl. VAT &
P/PKG.

ADDITIONAL
COMPONENTS

E3 00 (plus 30p P PKG
if ordered separately
from Test -Bed).

CASED AUTO TRANSFORMERS
240'/ cable in & 11SV USA 2 pin outlet
VA P&P Ref

15 496 096 113W
8.48 1.14 4W
9.92 1.45 65W

10 49 1-45 69W
15 73 164
18 55 1.76
23-50 0A
26.02 OA
37 65 OA

67W
83W
84W
93vs
95W

575 5000 at 0 -115 -20c: -
22o 24077-48 OA

PANEL METERS
2"0-505A 5-50 4" 0-5Cp4 6.70

0-5000A 5.50 0-500pA 6-70
0-1mA 5.50 0-1mA 340
0-50V 350 0-50V 840
0.100pA 5-50 0-1004A 670

VU Indicator Panel 48 x 45 250pA FSD
f2.60

VU Indicator Edge 54 x 14 2500A FSD
£2.60

Prices correct 17.8.78. Please add VAT
after P. & P- PE1

Our wide range of transformers are too numerous to list. Please call (open 9am-5pm Mon-Fril
or send your requirements. Electrosil & semiconductor stockists. Audio accessories.

Carriage
65p

VAT 8%

DECS SOLDERLESS
BREAD -BOARDING

S Dec 70 contacts £1 98
T Dec 208 contacts £3.63
U Dec "A" for 1.C.s etc £3.99
U Dec "B" for I.C.s etc E6.99
VAT i(5,(,' P & P 40p

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
15W £3.75 ST3 - iron safety
25W £3.95 stand £1.40
P& P 46p VAT 8%.

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
50V 50A £2.00
200V 2A £0.45
400V 4A £0.85
400V 5A £1-05

-VAT 8% 15p P&P

TRANSFORMERS
Special Offer

BEI Prim 0-120,
0-120V (120 or
240V) Sec 24V 10A
E550 P & P £1 66
PW Scope 250-0-
250V, 6-3V. 12 9-
0-12 9V.
£6.50 P & P 90p.
6E3 100V line to
40 710W £2 -OS
P & P 66p
BE4 0-120V x 2
(120V or 2401 Screen
sec 9-0-9V 1A
£240 P & P 71p
8E5 15W matching
trans sec 150 suit
£1.89 £1-50 P & P
30p
8E6 PR I. 0-220V sec
4500V 10 M A £4.50
P& P01.00
BE7 0-110-120
220V Pri 240V
Sec 20V IA £1-50
30p P & P.
Ref 30 240-240
isciater 200VA
£4.20 P & P 96p.
Ref 62 24U-240
Isolators 250VA
£520 P & P 96P

Barrie Electronics Ltd.
3, THE MINORIES, LONDON EC3N 1BJ

TELEPHONE: 01-488 3316/7/8
NEAREST TUBE STATIONS: ALDG ATE & LIVERPOOL ST

ANN4D. Nti Ntf
A IREWSJ r

C
Ail _El:120N
This 5 volume set contains over 500 pages.
Bound in stiff linen. Cover size 81/.iin x 5in.
Price £7.50 per set (we pay the postage).

Book 1. Introducing Electronics Book 4. Meters/Voltage-dividers
Book 2. Resistors/Capacitors
Book 3. Inductors/Diodes
The manuals are unquestionaby the finest and most up-to-date available
and represent exceptional value.
This series has been written in a fascinating, absorbing and exciting
way, providing an approach to acquiring knowledge that is a very
enjoyable experience. Suitable for industrial trainees, City and Guilds
students, DIY enthusiasts and readers of electronic journals.
Each part explains electronics in an easy -to -follow way, and contains
numerous diagrams and half tone blocks with construction details and
circuit diagrams for making the following transistor projects: Lamp
Flasher, Metronome, Wailer, Photographic/Monostable Timer, Metal
Locator, Geiger Counter, Radio Receiver, Intercom., Intruder Alarm,
Electronic Organ, Battery Eliminator, Anemometer, Sound Switch,
Light and Water -operated Switches, Pressure -operated Switches, Light
meter, Radio Thermometer, Ice Alarm,

Order now:
Selray Book Company
60 Hayes Hill
Bromley
BR2 7HP

Amount enclosed: £

Name:

Address:

Book 5. Transistor Project Circuitry

--- -

OUR 100% GUARANTEE
Should you decide to return the set after 10 days exam-
ination, your money will be refunded by return of post.

I
I
I
I

EEI 0 I
..6

Doram
SEE THE

DORA CHIME KITS IN THE
NEW DORAM HOBBIES
CATALOGUE.

geora chime

Doram FJectronics Ltd
PO Box TR8, Leeds LS12 2UF

Please send my FREE Hobbies Catalogue. (AVAILABLE LATE SEPT)

I enclose 25p contribution to p. & p.

Name

Address

EE6

Doram Electronics Ltd
PO Box TR8, Leeds LS12 2UF

Overseas customers (except for N. Ireland) -60p
including despatch by Air (or all -up post).
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Become
a radio
amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -
amateur in contact with the whole
world. We aive skilled preparation
for the G.P,O. licence.

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,

P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME

WAA

EE KIF1

ADDRESS

I

(Block cap; please)

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD
EH9. 98 CALAIS ROAD, BURTON -ON -TRENT, STAFFS. DE13 OUL. PHONE
02 83 65435.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS NOTE NEW
POST. ADD I5p TO ORDERS UNDERE5. COPIES ADDRESS!
OF E.E. CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLES 39p.

NEW COMPONENTS CATALOGUE! - available Soon -order
your copy now send 3 ', Ilp stamps.

E.E. PROJECTS
SLAVE FLASH. Aug. 78. £3.18 inc. AUTOMATIC PHASE BOX. Dec. 77.
case less SKI. £8.80 inc. p.c.b. and case.
A.F. SIGNAL GEN. Aug. 78. £748 case VHF RADIO. Nov. 77. f.1020 inc. case.
extra £2-38 less dial. ULTRASONIC REMOTE CONTROL.
LOGIC PROBE. July 78. £.2-16 inc. case Nov. 77. £1322 inc. cases.
QUAGMIRE. July 78. £7-72 less case. TRANSISTOR TESTER. Oct. 77.
pins, foil, etc. E6-40 case extra £2.98.
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER. TREASURE LOCATOR. Oct. 77.
June 78. £3-50. Case extra £1 32. £7.98 inc. case extra £245.
VISUAL CONTINUITY TESTER. ELECTRONIC DICE. March 77.
June 1978. £2-76 inc. case. £.4-24 inc. case.
TELE-BELL. June 78. £9.62 case extra SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR.
12.38. June 77. £2.95 inc. case & probe.
FLASHMETER. May 78. £838 case PHONE ,' DOORBELL REPEATER
extra ft -55 less calculator & diffuser. July 77. £4-70 inc. case.
POCKET TIMER. April 78. £3-50 inc. SHORT WAVE RECEIVER. Aug. 77.
case. £9.38. Case extra £1.55.
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERA- FUZZTONE UNIT. July 77. £5.75 less
TOR. Mar. 78. £3.53 inc. case. case.
CATCH -A -LIGHT Mar. 78. £4-32 case ADD-ON CAPACITANCE UNIT.
extra £1-32. Switch cases 55p each. Sept. 77. £4 150 inc. case.
CAT SYSTEM ALARM. Feb 78. TREASURE HUNTER. Oct. 78. L1548
£3.68 inc. case. inc. case. Less Handle + Coil former.
CHASER LIGHT DISPLAY. Feb. 78. CMOS RADIO. Oct. 78. £7 24 inc.
519.56 inc. p.c.b, case extra £3-47. case.
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME. R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Sept. 78.
Jan. 78 £3-99 Inc. case. £13-99 less case.
RAPID DIODE CHECK. Jan. 78. GUITAR TONE BOOSTER. Sept. 78.
£2.12 inc. case. £3-70 inc. case.

TEAC H -IN '78 COMPLETE KIT f 13.93
INCLUDES FREE COMPONENTS IDENTIFICATION CHART. TEACH -IN
REPRINTS 39p. EACH PART. ALL 12 PARTS AVAILABLE.

SIGNAL INDICATOR AFIRF probe TRANSFORMER tor 12V drill L8-37.
and leads £4.98. - BUZZER. 5V. 74p.
MULTIMETER TYPE 1. 1,000 o.p.v. INTERCOM. 2 station desk model.
with probes. 2" ., 3t" ,, 1" £5-95. Cable and battery .8.5.95.MULTIMETER TYPE 2. 20,000 o.p.v. HEADPHONES. STEREO. 8 ohm.with case and probes 5" i.i 3,1 .s 1x.
£12.45. 13-15 KHz. Padded £3-85.
ANTEX )(25 SOLDERING IRON HEADPHONES. MONO. 2K ohms.
25W. Ideal for electronics £.3-95. Sensitive. £2-50.
SOLDERING IRON STAND. ANTEX PHONE PICK-UP COIL. 3, 5mm
ST3 f1-65. plug. 65p.
DESOLDER BRAID. 62p. SPEAKERS. Miniature 8 ohm 59p.
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 121-P. 64 ohm 85p. 80 ohm £1.15.
DRILL. 12 VOLT. 10.000 r.p.m. Hand EARPIECES. Crystal 38p, magnetic
or stand use £10-05. 15p.

Fit a
new tape head

and transform the
performance of

your tape
recorder

QUALITY
REEL TO REEL

AND CASSETTE TAPE HEADS

B24 -RP stereo cassette glass/ferrite record/playback £9.84
B12-01 mono cars. playbk. £1.60 824-91 stereo cuss. playbk. £2.80

A28-05 stereo 8tk cartridge £1.80 £12-09 stereo/mono cuss. erase £1 .80

5/7 Church St, Crewkerne, Som. Tel. (0460) 74321

NO BATTERIES NO WIRES
The modern way of instant U -way communica-
tions. Supplied with 5 -core wire. Just plug into
Power socket. Steady for use. Crystal clear
communications from room to room Range
I -Mlle on the same maim phase. On/off switch.
Volume control. 1:sefnl as inter -office intercom
between office and warehouse in surgery and
homer, P. W P. 99n.

ONLY £32'99 rE
...91TA613

NEW I AMERICAN TYPE CRADLE

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

ONLY

£16.95
- v. T. £1.36

Latest improved transistorised
Telephone Amplifier with detached
plug-lu speaker. Placing the
receiver on to the cradle activate,
a switch for Immediate two-way
conversation without holding the
handset_ Many people can listen at
a time. Increases efficiency in the
omee, shop and surgery-Pert.Ftl"
"conference" calls ; leaves the user's
bands free to make notes. consult
files. No long waiting, novae time
with long-distance colts. On/off
switeh, volume control. Conversa-
tion recording maiel at 11995
VAT £1.60. F. & P. 89P.

10 -day 1.rice refund guarantee on all items.
WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (EF10 ) 169 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET,

LONDON, WS 8SN. 01-937 5548
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PROGRAM__ save

pounds
in the long run.

Work 0

of all tim

d all your family,
that will

not go out of date.

Just ADD
each new

cartridge
-N

as
b ornes

available,
and your

have
produced

anew
product

of easy
to assertible

cartridge

games, for
TELEPLAY

colour
video

centr
will be

up to

TV -

date the Teleplay
wy. You vvi ll

on Black
and White

TV.

The Teleplay
Kit consists

of a Professional
Finished

Inject
Moulded

Box
Joystick

Hand
Controls

offer
one cartridge

Which consists
of 10 games

ail
this to you

Football,
Tennis,

Solo Squash
(1 & 2

'for ONLY

players),
Hockey,

Basketball
(1

2

e28-90
players),

Shoot
etc. Mains

Adaptor.
All

holes
are pre

-drilled - No Special

equipment
require

You'll
be surprised

1£2.31 VAT
how OW

it is to assemble
this

Fully Assembled

professional
kit! Instruction

Manual

£35.90 GIVES
YOU TVVICE

THE
FUN

I3UILDING

supplied
separately

at 0.45p.
TELEPLAY

AND
PLAYING

THE MOST
PROFESSIONAL

GAME
KIT EVER

OFFERED.

Every
3 months

a NEW
game

Will become
available

to you

and those
already

under
production in

Submarines,

Space
War, VVipe

Out and many

more.
The price

of these
will

vary from
£12 to £19 depending

upon
the complexity

of the game.

artridges
NOW

Main Console has
3 Facility Handicaping

Switches.

, - £1490
+ fl

Controls 1.51 VAT- 02.90
and 08.90 4- E basic kit -0_03 VAT"

Road lace

co,,,,,piete
with

Additiona.

rtsl'an\(%33'' 2

withCartridgescontrols - dY

Gy6e- idge an - e -- printed
case

corn' to to

biy in
ilable In ales -

ava 4 goIs airea

Cheques and Postal Orders to be made payable to TELEPLAY; send your order (No Stamp Needed) to

d Hand
Contro

Electrical knowledge is not a necessity to assemble this project - just simpleCa soldering.rtciges

Queries and Technical Advice offered either by phone or by calling at our shop.

and

Teleplay, Freepost, Barnet, EN5 2BR or telephone your order quoting your Barclaycard or Accessa nu

Stuot tie_ Cartn Cartridge assern

BARCLAYCARD

REALISTIC
SOUND EFFECTS

SHOP OPEN-10am to 7pm - Monday to Saturday
CLOSE TO NEW BARNET BR STATION - MOORGATE LINE

FullY
assertible

add
0.00 -

Al\
W. ',Avant Acct..

Watch this page each month for new cartridges, as they become available. All prices include Postage.

Compare our prices with similar products in the big stores, which cost well over £100.

EUROPE'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF TV GAME COMPONENTS.

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Herts EN5 1QW Tel: 01-440 7033401-441 2922
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everything for the modern D.I.Y. electronics enthusiast and more.

THE 'DRUMSETTE' RHYTHM
GENERATOR

Organists, pianists, guitarists ... an automatic drum set
to accompany you! Nine highly realistic instruments play
fifteen different rhythms. Fifteen rhythm -select touch
switches and a touch plate for stop/start without rhythm
change gives absolute ease of operation. Build it yourself
for under £65 including smart teak -effect cabinet. See it
and hear It In our
shop! Send for full
construction details
now: MES49 price
25p.
(All prices Include
V.A.T. and p & p).

AUDIO MIXER
A superb stereo audio mixer. It can be equipped
with up to 16 Input modules of your choice and
its performance matches that of the very best
tape -recorders and hi -fl equipment. It meets the
requirements of professional recording studios.
FM radio stations, concert halls and theatres.
Full construction details in our catalogue. A
component schedule is available on request.

MICROPROCESSOR
Build a mlnl-computer with our microprocessor
kit. Features: 46 different instruction types:
256 bytes of read/write memory (more are easily
added) microprocessor can address up to 65,536
8 bit -bytes. Complete kit for use with teletype
etc. (XE491Y) £7410.
20 -key keyboard for use with above (In place of teletype)
(X12.92A) £71.11. Both kits with detailed Instruction
books. See our newsletters for details of additional
RAM's. tri-state interfacing chips, number-cruncher
and standard cassette tape -recorder interface to store
your prOgrammes. (All prices Include V.A.T. and p&p).

**
** Look inside for our *** 4 page special pull out *** featuring the New *4_**** 79-80 catalogue 4,***-**********-

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
P.O. BOX 3 RAYLEIGH ESSEX SS6 8LR

Telephone: Southend (0702) 715155
Snop: 284. London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex

tc:0591,, Monday) Telephone Southend (0702) 715157

REVERBERATION SYSTEMS
High quality sp ing Ilne driver module uses 4 inte-
grated circuits nd two transistors. Built and tested
circuit board wi h wiring instructions for spring line.
XB85G, price £6.00. Power supply to suit driver
module costs around £2.50 and construction details

are In catalogue, or ask for leaflet

9 -CHANNEL RADIO
CONTROL SYSTEM
A comprehensive model
control system, featur-
ing nine independent
fully proportional chan-
nels achieved by a

design using very few
components thus
keeping the cost to
a minimum. Full
construction de-
tails in our booklet
(XFO3D)

price £1-20.
(All prices include
V.A.T. and p & p).

MES24. Mechanical spring lines:
Short line (XL08J) £4-49; Long line
(XB84F) £1039. (Ali prices Include
V.A.T. and p & p).

BOARDS AND PCB's
Pages 59 to 61 of our catalogue
show you our range of Veroboards
and S-Decs or if you prefer to make
your own pcb's a range of etching
systems including the novel etch -
in -a -bag system, plus printed circuit
transfers for the professional finish
to your boards.

T.V. GAME
A fascinating TV game kit that plays
football, tennis, squash and practice for
only £21.59. Reprint of construction

details 25p. Add on rifle

L.....1

MATZ eeeoe= 
IfiliHURHAIMMIMA.t"kt

- /fili/UJUMUUMMINV

ELECTRONIC ORGAN
The only organ you can build in stages
and tailor to your requirements as you go
along-and at each stage you'll have a
fully working instrument We haven't got
the gimmicks yet-(they're coming soon)
but we have got the most beautiful
sounds-you won't find them on any
organ less than twice our price. So get
our MES50 series leaflets now I 65p buys
the three available so far.

supptiES -

kit only E10.60.(All prices
include V.A.T. and p&p).

---

ITTi

MASSIVE RANGE OF
COMPONENTS
For instance the capacitor section
in our catalogue includes non -
polarised electrolytics and our
resistor section includes even
1% tolerance types. Get our
fascinating catalogue now-you
won't regret it.

Our bi-monthly newsletter keeps you up to date with latest
guaranteed prices - our latest special OH erS

details of new projects and new lines. Send 30p
teethe next six issues (5p discount voucher with each copy).

POST THIS COUPON NOW FOR YOUR COPY
OF OUR CATALOGUE PRICE 60p

PERS°144seta DAYI
Please rush' me a copy of your 216 page catalogue

ow.1.11"f I', I enclose Sop, but understand that if I am not completely
satisfied I may return the catalogue to you within
14 days and have my SOp refunded immediately.

NAME

ADDRESS

F F
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